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Understand the importance of Ohm's law and how
to apply it to a variety of situations.

Be able to plot Ohm's law and understand how to
"read" a graphical plot ol voltage versus current.

Become aware of the differences between power

and energy levels and how.to solve for each.

Understand the power and energy flow of a

systemL , including how the flow affects the

efficiency of operation.

Become aware of the operatiov of a variety of

fuses and circuit breakers and where each is

employed

0

4.1 INTRODUCTION

e important quantities of 
an electric circuit have been introduced, this chaptcr

Now that the thre
reveals how they are interrelated. The most important equation in the study of electric circuits

is introduced, and various other equations that allow us to find power and energy levePs are

discussed in detail. It is the first chapter where we tie things together and develop a feeling for

the way an electric circuit beliaves and what affects its response. For the first time, the data.

provided on'the labels of household appliances and the manner ' in which your electric bill is

calculated will have some meaning. It is indeed a chapter that should open your eyes to a wide

array of past experiences with electrical systems.

4.2 OHM'S LAW

A^ mentioned above, the first equation to 
be described is without question one of the most

important to be learned in this ' field. It is not particularly difficult. mathematically, but it is

very powerful because it can be applied toanynetwork in any time frame. That is, it is a p-

plicable to dc c
, 
ircuits. ac circuits, digital and microwave circuits, and, in fact, any type of ap-

plied signal. In addition, it can be 
applied over a period of time or for instantaneous

responses. The equation can be derived direitly from the to - Howing basic equation for all

physical systems:

N^

F_7_____cause7
EffeCL = -

, opposition I

1 Every conversion of energy from one form to another can be related to
' this equation. In

electrr'lc ci rcuits,:the' effect we are trying to establish is the flow of charge, or 
current. The

potential difference, or voltage, berweeii two points,is the 
cause ("pr6ssure"), and the opposi-

tion is the resistance encountered.

An excellent analogy forffie simplest of electrical circuits is the water in a hose connected to

a pressure valve. as discu^sid in Chapter 2. Think ofthe eleetrons in the copper wire as the water
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in the hose, the pressure valve as the applied voltage, and the size of the

hose as the factor that determines the resistance. If the pressure valve is

closed, the water simply sits in the hose without a general direction, much

like the oscillating electrons in a conductor without an applied voltage.

When we open the pressure valve, water will flow th-' rough the hose much

like the electr ' ons in a copper wire when the voltage is applied. In other

words, the absence ofthe'^pressure" illonecase and the voltage in the other

simply results in a system without direction or reaction. The rate at which

the water will flow in the hose is a function of the size of the hose. A hose
with a very small diameter will I 

I
imit the r. ate at which water can flow

through the hose, just as a copper wire with a Wall diameter will have a

high resistance and will limit the cur-rent.

In summary, therefore, the absence of an applied "pressure" such as

voltage in an electric circuit will result in no reaction in the system and

t",	 no current in the electric circuit. Current is a-reaction to the applied volt-

G. 4. 1	 age and not the factor that gets the system in motion. TO continue with

Georg, -5imon Ohm.	 the analogy, the greater the pressure at the spigot, the greater is the rate
Courtesy ofthe Smithsonian	 of water flow through the hose, just as applying a higher voltage to the
institution. Photo No. 51,145.	 'circuit results in a higher current.same

Substituting the terms introduced above into Eq. (4. 1) results inGerman (Hrlang=, Coiogne)
(1789-1854)

Phy^icist and Mathematician
Prof"sor,,r Physics, un;vcr., 1 ,, of Co^,,,[,_	

potemial.diffcrence
Current =

resistance
to	 (!^^vlopcd onc;,,f dw j 11 ,Tq i1j,no-tant lav"s

", of	 Ohm,	 Whell t1lo!aw wa,
Rim j nt,^) !," J, 0^^ ^^Ppottivv, d=l

'

 Tmmmi,,n

i, ! ,ed lwkm^	 c,U-jj1L fl i j) , , loc	 and	 (amperes, A)	 (4.2)R

to,, I 'm ^y
- 
6,^ % ^^c

	

majol Qdnh:bU6o1,	
Eq. 1(4.2) is known as Ohm Is law in honor of Georg Simon 0the ficid. lmqFig. 4. 1).
I he law states that for a fixed resistance, the greater the voltage (or pres-

sure) apross a resistor, the greater is the currdnt; a4d the greater the re-Csc. ^3,lf a! s o ex
1"61a, pla, lv^^Isw^ 

a. 
_0 ^tios: sistance for the same voltage, the lower is the current. In 'other words, the

current is proportional to the applied voltage and inversely proportional

to the, resistance.

By simple mathematical manipulations, the voltage and resistance

can be found in terms of thc^ other two quantities:

01	V) 	 (4.3)

and	 R	 (ohms, 0	 (4.4)

All the quantities of Eq. (4 2) appear in the simple electrical circuit in
Fig; 4.2. A resistor has been connected directly across a battery ioestab-

+	 +	
lisli a current through the resistor and 'supply. Note that

E	 R V	 the symbol E is applied to all sources of voltage

and

s

I
the symbol V is applied to all voltage drops acro 9 components ofthe
net work:

FIG. 4.2	
Both are meVured in volts andean be applied interchangeably in

'vw	 Basic circuit,
Eqs. (4.2) thr

I 

ouph (4.4).	

IntrodUCtory, C.-8B,



OHM'S LAW III

ross the resistor,
Since the battery in Fig. 4.2 -is connected directly ac the supply.

* Ap-
the voltage VR 

across the resistor must be equal to that-of

plying Ohm's law, we obtain

VR E

R R

f4ote in Fig. 4.2 that the voltage source "pressures" cutrent (conven

tional current) in a direction that leaves the po^Aitive terminal of the

supply and returns to the negative terminal of the battery. This will

always ^e the case for single-source networks. (The effect of more than

one source in the same network is investigated in a later chapter.) Note

also that the current enters the positive terminal and leaves the negative

terminal for the load resistor R. 	 V	
V

For any resistor, its any network, the direction 
qf current through a

resistor W11 define the polarity ofthe Voltage drop across the resistor
	

R

(a)	
(b)

as shown in Fig. 4.3 for two directions of current. Polarities as estab-
tant in the analy-	 FIG. 4.3

lished

- 

b^ current direction becoriW increasingly impor
	

Defining polarities.

ses to fo flow.

EXAMPLE4.11 Determine the, current resulting from theapplication 
9f

a 9 V battery across a net . work with a resistance of 2.2 
(1.

Solution; Eq. (4.2):

^LR	 9 V	 4.09 A'
R R 2.2 a

MOLE 4.2 Calculate the resistance of a 60 
W bulb if a current of

EXA

500 mA results from tin applied'voltage o.
1 120 V.

Solution: Eq. (4.4):

	

R = L)
E	 120 V 

3	
.24

-?	
— 0 fl

1 500 x 10 - A

16V

- EXA MP LE 
4.3 Calculate the current through the 2 kn resistor in

Fig. 4.4 ifthe voltage drop across it is 16 V.

	

	
2 kil

FIG. 4.4
Solution:	 Example 4.3.

	

V	 16 V
X--- — = ,8 rn

EXAMPLE 4.4 Calculate the voltage that must be applied across the
	

+

E

soldering iron in Fig.-4.5 to establish a cu . rrent of 15A through theiron

if its internal resistance is 80 fl.	 1.5 A'

Sojution:

80 fl
E = VR = IR (1.5 A) (80 fl) = 120 V

	

In a number of the examples in this chapter, such as Example 4.4,1 	
FIG. 4.5

the voltage applied is actually that obtained from an ac outlet in the,

	

home, office, or laboratory . This approach was usid to provide an
	

Example 4.4.



Defining polarity

_T% R
eflning direction

(amperes)

6
5 - - - - — - - - - - - -

6
5

4

3
R = 5 D

2 - - - - — - Mi

5	 ll	 -1 	 21
(volts)

FIG. 4.6
Plotting Ohm's law.

I
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opportunity for the studenot to relate to real-world situations as soon as
possible and to demonstrate that a number of the equations derived in

this chapter are applicable to ac networks also., Chapter 13 will pro.
vide a direct relationship between ac and dc voltages that permits the

mathematical substitutions used in this chapter. In other words, don't

be concerned that some of the voltages and currents appearing in the
examples of this chapter are actually ac 'voltages, because the equa-
tions for dc networks have exactly the same format, and all the solu-
tions will be correct.

4.3 PLOTTING OHM'S LAW

Graphs, characteristics, plots, and the like - play an important role in

every technical field as modes through which the broad picture of the be-

havior or response of a system can be 
conveniently displayed. It is there-

fore critical to develop the skills necessary both to read data and to plot

them in such a manner that they can be interpr;ted easily. '

For most sets 0

' f 

characteristics of electronic devices, the current is
represented by the vertical axis (ordinate) and the voltage by the hbri-
zontal axis (abscissa), as ^hown in Fig. 4.6. First note that the vertical

axis is in amperes and the horizontal axis is in volts. For some plots, I

may be in milliamperes (mA), microamperes (AA), or whatever is ap-

propriate for the range of interest. The same is true for the 11evels of

voltage on the horizontal axis. Note also that the chosen parameters re*

quire that the spacing between numerical values of the vertical axis be

different from that of the horizontal axis. The linear (straight-line)

graph reveals that the resistance is not changing with current or voltage

level; rather, it is a fixed quantity throughout. The current direction and

the voltage polarity appearing at the top of Fig. 4.6 are the defined di-

rection and polarity for the provided plot, If the current direction is op-

posite to the defined direction, the re ion below the horizontal axis is9
the region of interest for the current 1. If the voltage polarity is oppo-
si
. te to that defined, the region to the left of the current axis is the re-

gion of interest. For the , standard fixed resistor, the first quadrant, or
region, of Fig. 4.6 is the only region of interest. However, you will en-

counter many devices in your electronics courses that 
use the other

quadrants of a graph.

. Once a graph such as Fig. 4,6 is developed, the current or voltage at

any level can be found front the other quantity by simply using the re-
sulting plot. For instance, at ,V = 25 V, if a vertical line is drawn on Fig.

4.6 to the curve as shown, the resd1ting current can be found by drawing
a horizontal line over to the current axis, where 

a result of 5 A is ob-
tained. Similarly, at V = 10 V, drawing a vertical line to the plot and a 41
horizontal line to the current axis results in a cu	 . P, -

mined by Ohm's law.	
n o -1 as ueter-

If the resistance of a plot is unknown, it can be determined at any

point on the plot since a straight line indicates a fixed resistance. At any

point on the plot, find the resulting current and voltage, and simply sub-

stitute into the following equation:

V
(4.5)
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To test Eq. (4.5), consider a point On the plo t where V 20 V and 1,=
	

7 1 
(amperes)

1 4 A. The resulting resistance 
is Rd, = 20 V/I -=

 -20 V/4 A = 5 fl. For

10 fl resistor were plotted on the
	 6	

R= 1 0
comparison purposes, a 	 and a
	

5
graph in Fig. 4 . 7. 

Note that the lower the resistance, the steeper is the

,,amperes,

slope (closer to the vertical axis) of the curve.

If 
we,write Ohm's law in the following manner and relate it to the 	

4

basic straight-line equation
2

E+0-	

i	
R MR

R

	

to	 15	

20	 25	 30^ V
0	 5	 0	 1

Y M X+ b	
(volts)

we find that the slope is equal to I divided by 
the resistance value, as in- 	 FIG. 4.7

Demonstrating on an I-Vplot that the lower the

dicated by the following:	 resistance, the steeper is the slope.

AY AI	 I (4.6)m 
slope	 _RAX

where A signifies a small, finite change in the variable.

Eq. (4.6)*reveals that the greater the resistan
ce, the lower is the slope.

if written in the following form, 
Eq. (4.6) can be used to determine thi

resistance from the linear curve:

F77EN V^
(ohms)	 (4.7)

The equation states that by choosing a particularAV (or 
Al), you

he corresponding AI (or AV, respectively) from the graph,
can obtain t

etermine the resistance. If 
the plot is a

as shown in Fig. 4.8, and then d 
de the same result no, matter where the

straight line, Eq. (4.7) will provi 
all, the resistance

equation is applied. However, if the plot curves at

will change.

I (amperes)

6

5

Resulting Al 4 A - 3 A 
4 -- --- --- --- 

R	 5V	 5n

=IA
^3 -- --- ---	

A]	 IA

2

I

0	 5	 10 . 15	 20	
25	 30	 V (volts)

V 20V-15 V 5VdCbosenA

FIG. 4.8

Applying Eq. (4.7).
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I (MA)

5 ----------------	
EXAMPLE 4.5 Determine the resistance associated with the curve in

4 ----------	 Fig. 4.9 using Eqs, (4.5) and (4.
. 
7), and compare results.

Al - IMA
3 ---------	 SOlution: Ab V 6 V, 1 3 A,, and

2
v 6v

!?d,	 2 kfl
AV 2V:	 3mA

0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 ^_(V)	
A UL the interval between 6 V and 8 V,

FIG. 4.9	 A V	 2 V
Example 4,5,	 R = 

-yi- 
^-T	 I 2 U1

The results are equivalent.
ID(mA)

60	 Before IcaviA9 the subject, ^t us first investigate the characteristics of
50 -----	 a very important semiconductor device called the'diode, which will be

60

50 -----	

examined in detail in 
basic electronics courses. nis device ideally acts40

	

Low.R	 as a low -resistante path to current in one direction and a high-resistance30	
path to current in the reverse direction, muciflike a switch that pa

20	 current in	 sies
only one direction. A typical set of characteristics appears in

to - -I AA	 Fig. 4. 10. Without db mathematical calculations, the closeness of the
characteristic to the v 

y

	

Vo	 oltage axis for negative values of applied voltage
indicates that this i g 

the low-conductance (high resiftance, switch1	 0	 0.7 1.0	 2.0

Very high R

	

	
opened) region. Note that this region extendslo approximately 0.7 V
Positive. However, for values of applied voltage greater than 

0.7 V, theFIG. 4. 10	 v
. ertical rise in the characteristics indicates a high-conductivity (low re-

	

Semi conductor dio
I 
de characteristics.	 sistance, switch clos^d) region. 

Application of Ohm's law will now ver-
ify the above conclusions.

At VD = +1 v,

Rdiod^ 
VD	 I V	 V

1' 50 MA 50 X to ' 3 
A

(a relatively low value 
for most applications)

At VD —I V

V,	 IV
Rdidd.	

1. MflID
(which is often represented by an open-circuit eqt7ivalent)

4,4 POWER

In general,

	

e	 the tenn power is opplied,to provide an in
(energy conversion) can be accomplisil dication ofhow much work

ed in a specified oinount of
time; dwir is, plower is a rate ofdaing, work.

For instance, a large motor ha
s more power than a smaller motor because

it has the ability to convert more electr4
cal energy into mechanical en-

ergy in the same period of time. Since energy is measured in joules 
(J)

and time in seconds (s), power is measured in jottles/second (JIS). TheelectricaJ unit 0EMeasurement for power is the^watt (W), defined by

171, _(W )	 joule/seeond (Tls)	 (4.8)



+ V
___WY_

1-11, 
R

P

FIG. 4.12

Defining the power 10 a resistive element.

FA

3
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in equation form, power i
f, j.'t,,.ined by

joules/second, J/s)	 (4.9)
(watts, W, ort

with the energY (M measured in joules and ' die time t in seconds. e o, 

f
The unit of measurement—the watt—is derived from The sumam

jarnes Watt (Fig. 4.11),, who was instrumental in -establishing the stan

dards for power measur ' emems . He introduced the horsepow
er (hp) as.a

measure of the average power of a strong dray horse o ver
 a full working

day. it is approximately 50% 
more than can be expected from the aver-

. owing manner:
age horse. The horsepower and watt are related in the foll

746 ^-,tm

F1 7h,,^e:p^-w-

The power delivered to, or 4

1 

bsorbed by, 
an electrical device or system

can be found in terms of the current,and voltage
I by first subs 

I 

tituting Eq.

(2.5) into Eq.44.9):

W QV Q
P	

I = V^

t	 t	 t

Q*

But	 I

F—p	 (watts, W)	
(4.10)

so that

By 
direct substitution of Ohm Is law, the equation for power . can I 

be

obtained 
in 

two other forms:

P = vi i: V 
R(V)

and	
P 

V2	
(watts, W)

p VI (IR)l
or

and	
(watts, W)	

(4.12)

The result is that the power absorbed by 
the resistor in Fig. 4.12 can

be foubd directly, depending on the informatio
n available. in other

words, if the current and resistance are known, it pays to use 
Eq. (4.12)

directly, and if V and I are known, use of 
Eq. (4-10) is appropriate . It

saveshaving to apply Ohm's.law before determining the power.

The power supplied by 
a battery can be detirmined by 

si triply insert-

ing the supply voltage into Eq. (4. 1 % to produce

(4.13)
Ell	 (watts,N)

The importance of Eq. 
(4.13) cannot be overstated. it clearly states the

following -

The power associated with any 
su'uply is not simply a function of the

supply voltage. it , is deter7nined by 
the product ofthe supply voltage

and its maxi mum current rating.

The simplest example is the car battery—
a battery that is large, diffi

ctilt to handle, and relatively, heavy. It is 
Only 12 V, a voltage level that

*A

0

'i ̂ Y

FIG. 4.11

James*Watt.

CourteSypf the Smithsonian

institution. Photo No. 30,391.

Scottisil (Greenock, Birmingham)

-(1736-1819)
Instrument Maker and Inventor

y',Jectcd Fellow of the Royal S06AY

of London hi 1785

In 1^	
1, tised his innovative tal" It,

, 57 , at ti le age If 2

to	 malho'M',Nca
anI, ^,a,ious	 in 1765, !,1-

to,chi6ed the ll" of a I'Ta'ato 'onden: I,. to 11 
1I eo^ ire,^ 

In 
the f, I ovllll^

'I ' l, Jficiency of swa"	 '!

^illa ' ia lladh'_	 rl)tar

'JIS JH:' T'
f1jr 1h"

:e^^(^iv  in whilt, tile

c, J
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applied

FIG. 4.13

Example 4. 6.

I (n1A)

625

0

developed

R
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I'Afflak

could be supplied by a battery slightly larger than the small 9 V portable
radio battery. However, to Provide the power necessary to start a car, the
battery must be able to 

supply the . high surge current required at start-

ing—a component that requires size and mass. In total, therefore, it is

not the voltage or current rating Of a supply that determines its power ca-
pabilities; it is the product of the two.
. Throughout, the text,'the abbreviation for energy (T) can be distin-
guishedl from that for the watt (W) 

because the one for energy is in ital-
ics while the one forWatt is in roman. In fact, all variables in the dc
section appear in itahcs,while the units appear in roman,

I

C

E
XAMPLE 4.6 Find the po,^r delivered to the dc '

motor of Fig. 4.13.

Solution: 
P=EI=(120V)(5A)=600W=0,6kW

,r dissipated by a 5 fl resistor if the
EXAMPLE ' 4.7 What is the powe

current is 4 A?

Solution:

P = IR (4 A) 2(5 n) = 80 w

EXAMPLE 4,8 The I- V 
characteristics of a light bulb are provided in

Fig. 4.14.Note the nonlinearity of the curve, indicating a wide range in
resistance , of the bulb with applied voltage. If the rated voltage is 120 V,.find the wattage rating of the bulb. Also calculate the resistance of the

bulb under rated conditions.

Solution: At 120 V,
.	 I	 I

lower R

and
F113. 4.14The 

nonlinear I- V characteristics ofa 75 W light 	 At 120 V,
bulb (Example 4.8). -

I = 0.625A

P V1 = (120 V)(0.625 A) = 75 W

R 
V 

1 - 

20 V 

192 fl.625 A

Sometimes the Pcver i' s given and . the c 
I 
urrent or voltage must bedetermined. Through algebraic manipulatiO ng, an equation for eachvariable is derived as follows:

p 12R =,. ' I 2 P
R

and	
PP Ompere,. A)	 (4.14)

A
V2P 

R- V2 PR

and

(4.15)(volts, V)
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FIG. 4,15

James Prescott Joule.
0 Hulton-Deutsch Collection/Corbis

	

ENERGY	 British (Safford, Manchester)

	

For power, which is the rate of doing work, to produce an energy con- 	
(1818-89)

Physicist

	

version of any form, it must be used over a period oftime. For example,	 Honorary Doctorates from the Universities

	

a motor may have the horsepower to run a heavy load, but unless the 	 of Dublin and Oxford

	

motor is used over a period of time, there will be no energy conversion.	
Contributed to the important fundamental to Of

	In Witiion, the longer the motor is used to drive the load, the greater will 	 co s,, t

	te the energy expended.	
n	 a ion ofenergy by establishing that various

forms of energy, whether electrical, mechanical, or

The energy (M lost or gained by any system is therefore determined by heat, are in the same family and can be exchanged

from one form 
to 

another. In 1841 introduced Joule's
law, which stated that the heat developed by electric

current 
in a " ire is proportional to the product of the

	

FW	 Pt"	 (wattseconds, Ws, or joules)	 (4.16)	
currentsquareJ and the resistance of tire wire (I'l?).

He fu,ther determined that the heat emitted as

equivalent to the power ab^orbcd, and therefore heat

	

Since power is measured in watts (or joules per second) and time in 	 is'a form of energy.

seconds, the unit of energy is the wattsecond or joule (note Fig. 4.15).

The wattsecond, however, is too small a quantity for most practical pur-

poses, so the watihour (Wh) and the kilowhithour (kWh) are defined, as

follows:

	Energy (Nyh) power (W)-x time (h)	 (4.17)

EXAMPLE 4.9 Determine the current through a 5 kQ resistor when the

power dissipated by the elemegt is 20 mW.

Solution; Eq. (4.14):

[P — F20 X 10 3 W V4 X I0_'.= 2 X 
10-3 

A
R - N 5 X 10'fl

2mA

	

Energy (kWh)	
owrr (W) X time (hl
	 (4.18)

1000

Note that the energy in kilowatthours is simply the energy in

watthours divided by 1000. To develop some sense for the kilo-

watthour energy level, consider that I kWh is the energy diisipated by

a 100 W bulb in 10 h.	 I
Ae kilowaithour meter is an instrument for measuring the energy

supplied to the residential or commercial user of electricity. It is nor-

mally connected directly to the lines at a point just prior to entering the

power distribution panel of the building. A typical set of dials is shown

in Fig. 4.16, along with a photograph of an analog kilowatthour meier.

As indicated, each power of ten below a dial is in kilowatthours. The,

more rapidly the aluminum disc rotates, the greater is the energy de-

mand. The dials are connected through a set of gears to the rotation of

this disc. A solid-state digital meter with an extended range of capabili-

ties also appears in Fit. 4.16.
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o J '\	 o',-\ 9

	

1 2	 2	 a	 1	 2

	

^y	
7

5-o^	 6 4,

	

10.000	 LOW	 Wf)	 I T

(b)

FIG. 4.16

Kilowatthour meters: (a) analog; (b) digital.
(Courtesy of ABB Electric Metering Systems.)

EXAMPLE 4.10 For the dial position^ in Fig. 4.16(a), calculate thI;

electricity bill if the previous reading was 4 :650 kWh and the average

cost in your area is I 10 per ki lowatthour.

Solution:

5360 kWh — 4650 kWh 7 10 kWh used

710i	 $78.10
kWh

EXAMPLE 4.11 How much energy (in kilowatthours) is requited to

light a 60 W bulb continuously for I year (365 days)?

Solution:

W	
Pt	 (60 W)(24 h/day)(365 days) 525,600 Wh

1000	 1000	 1000

525.60 kWh

EXAMPLE 4.12 How long can a 340 W plasma TV be on before it

uses more than 4 kWh of energy?

Solutiow

	

W=^ 
Pt	

t (hours) 
(W)(1000) (4 kWh) (1000) 

11.76 h
4	 000	 P	 340 W

EXAMPLE 4.13 What is the cost of using a 5 hp motor for 2 h if the

rate is 110 per kilowatthour?

Solution:

	W(kilowatthours) — 
Pt	 (5 hp, X 746 W/hp)(2	

7.46 kWh
1000	 1000

Cost = (7.46 kWh)(1 I 0/kWh) =42.06v
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EXAMPLEA.14 Whai is the total cost of using all of the following at

Iloperkilowatthour?. -

A 1200 W toaster for 30 min

Six 50 W bulbs for 4 h

A 500 W'washing machifie for 45 min

A 4300 W electric clothes dryer for 20 min

An 80 W PC for 6 h

Solution:

(1200 W)( 12 h) + (6)(50 W)(4 h) + (500 W)(41 h) + (4360 W)^13 h) + (80 W)(6 h)
W =	 —	 - _ .

1000

600 Wh + 4 200 Wh + 375 Wh 1433 Wh + 480 Wh 4088 Wh

1000	 1000

W = 4.09 kWh

Cost = (4.09 kWh)(1 10/kWh) e5 45^

The chart in Fig. 4.17 shows the national average cost per kilo-

watthour compared to the kilowatthours used per customer. Note that the

post today is just above the level of 1926, but the average customer uses

more than 20 times as much electrical energy in a year. K,eep in mind

that the chart in Fig. 4.17 is the average cost'across the nation. Some

states have average rates closer to 70 per kilowatthour, whereas others

approach 200 per kilowatthour.

kWh per customer o" 
11.000

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE
Total electric utility industry	 1	 110.000
(including Alaska and Hawaii since 1960)
Average use per customer
and average revenue per kWh
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8 000

7000
Cents/im	 Average yearly use,

12"	
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6000

11

10

	

	 5000
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9	 cents per kWh

8 — /
.	 4000

7

6	 3000

5

4	 2000

3

2	 1000

.0

1926 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010,

FIG. 4.17

Cost per kWh and aVerage kWh per customer versus time.

(Based on data from Edison Electric Institute.)
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Table 4.1 lists some common household appliances with their typical

watt e ratin s You mi lat 
find 

it interestin to calculate the cost of on-

erating some of these appliances over a period of time, using the chart in

Fig. 4.17 to find the cost per kilowatthour.

TABLE 4.1

Typical wattage ratings ofsome common household items.

Appliance	 Wattage Rating	 Appliance	 Wattage Rating

Air conditioner 	 Laptop computer:

troom)	 1400	 Sleep	 <1 (typically

Blow dryer	 1300	 0.3 to 0.5)

Cellular phone:	 Average use	 80

Standby	 —_35 mW	 Microwave oven	 1200

Talk	 —4.3 W	 Nintendo Wii	 19

Clock	 2	 Radio	 70

Clothes dryer	 Range (self-cleaning) 	 12,200

(electric)	 4300,	 Refrigerator

Coffee maker	 900	 (automatic defrost)	 1800

Dishwasher	 1200	 Shaver	 15

Fan:	 Sun lamp,	 280

Portable	 90	 Toaster	 1200

Window	 200	 Trash compactor	 400

Heater	 1500	 TV:

Hearing equipment:	 Plasma	 340

Furnace fan	 320	 LCD	 220

Oil-burner motor	 230	 VCR/DVD 25

Iron, dry or	 Washing machine	 500

steam	 1000	 Water heater	 4500

Xbox 360	 187

' 

^IFHCIENCY

_'gy 

levels associated with any system that con-

fl.wc	

for
/A ha- heve .ergy 

from 
on, form to another is provided in Fig. 4.18. Note that

the output energy level must always be less than the applied energy due

to losses and storage within the system. The best one can hope for is that

W,,t and Win are relatively close in magnitude.

Conservation of energy requires that

Energy input energy output + energy lost or stored by the system

Energy output
— ----------------- -

Energy input

Wi.

stored

V
Energy
lost

Wi- vd

FIG. 4.18

Energyflow through asystem.
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Dividing both sides of the relationship by tgives

Win	 W..' + 
Most or stored by the system

t	 t	 t

Since P Wlt, we have the following:

Pi P, + plost	 (W)	 '(4.19)

The efficiency (17) of the system is then determined by the following

equation:

dwer output
Efficiency

power input

P',

and	
P,	

(decimal number)	 (4.20)

where 77 (the lowercase Greek letter eta) is a decimal number.

Expressed as a percentage,

77%	
PO 

X 100	 (persent)	 (4.21)
Pi

in terms of the input 'and output energy, the. efficiency in pefc^nt is

given by

77% Wi X 100	 (persent)	 (4.22)

The maximum possible efficiency is 100%, which occurs when P, = Pi,

or when the power lost or stored in the system is zero. Ob viously, the

greater the internal losses of the system in generating the necessary out-

put power or energy, the lower is the net efficiency.

EXAMPLE 4.15 A 2 hp motor operates at an efficiency of 75%. What

is the power input in watts? If the applied voltage is 220 V, what is the in-

put current?

Solution:,

and

	

17%	 X 100%
Pli

0.75 
(2 hp) (746 W/ hp)

Pj

1492 W

	

Pi	 6.-75 = 1989.33

Pi El or I P 
= 1989.33 

W 9.04 A
E	 220 V
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EXAMPLE 4.16 What is the output in horsepower of a motor with an

efficiency of 80% and an mpyt current of 8 A at 120 V?

Solution:

PC
7% =	 x IGO%

Pi

0.80 =	
P^

(120 V)(8 A)

and	 P^ (0.90)(120 V)(8 A) 768 W

with	 768w( Ihp	 1.03 hp
-7 4 —6 W-

EXAMPLE 4.17 If 77 0.85, determino the output energy level if the

applied energy is 50 J.

Solution;

W^	 ??Wj (0,85)(50 J) 42.5 J
Wi

The very basic components of a genqrating (voltage) system are de

picted in Fig. 4.19. The source of mechanical power is a structure such

as a paddlewheel that is turned by water rushing over the dam. The gear

train ensures that the rotating member of the generator is turning at rated

speed. The output voltage must then be fed through a transmission sys-

tem to the load. For each component of the system, an input and output

power have been indicated. The.effiCiency of each system is given by

P,	 P02	 pol

712
Pj,	 Fit
	

pil

z

Pj,

P"

rh

— — — — — — — AM-
[;^-ad

Tratismission system

FIG. 4.19

Basic components ofa generating system,

If 
we. form the product of these three efficiencies,

pn- P-- P,-, P,

172 173	
02.-

pi^ 'WI IRII	 Pit

and substitute the fact that Ti, = Pot and Ii, = P,,, we find that the

q uantities indicated above will cancel, resulting in P,11i, .which is a
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FIG. 4.20

Cascaded system.

In general, for the representative cascad .
 ed system in Fig. 4.20,

77totai 711	
17 ^'	

(4.23)

EXAMPLE 4.18 Find the overall efficiency of,the system in Fig. 4^19

if 1?1 = 96%, 772 = 85%, and 773 = 95%.

Solution:

77T ^ 771 772 M'^ (0.90)(0:85)(0.95)	 0.727, 
or 

72.7%

EXAMPLE 4.19 If the efficiency 77, drops to 40%, find the new overall

efficiency and compare the result with that obtained in Example 4.18.

Solution:

?IT = 771 172 ' 173 ^ (0.40)(0.85)(0.95) = 0.323, or 32.3%

Certainly 32.3% is noticeably less than 72.7%. The total efficiency of

a cascaded system is therefore *determined primarily by fhe lowest

efficiency (weakest link) and is less than (or equal to it the remaining.

efficiencies are 100%) the leastefficierg link ofthe systegi.

4.7 CIRCUIT 13REAKERS, GFCIs, AND FUSES

The incoming power to any large industrial plant, heavy equipment, sim-

pie circuit in the home, or meters used in the laboratory must be limited

-to ensure that the current through the lines is not above the rated value.

Otherwise, the conductors or the electri&A or electronic equipment may

be ,damaged, and dangerous side effects such as fire or smoke may result.

- To limit the. current level, fuses or circuit breakers are installed

where the power enters the installation, such as in the panel in the base-

mefit of most homes at the point where the outside feeder lines enter the

dwelling. The fuses in Fig. 4.21 have an internal metallic conductor

1^ 'r,	 7

t

V7$

(b)	 (C)

FIG. 4.21

Fuses: (a) CC-TRONO (0-)0 A); (b) SenStron (0-6WA); (c) subminiature surface-mount chipfiaes.



FIG. 4.22

Circuit breakers.
(Reprinted with the permission of Tyco Electronics

Corporation, Potter and Bromfield Division.)

Rest:

Test

FIG. 4.23

Groundfaull circuit interrupter (GFCI): 125 V ac,

60 4z, 15 A outlet.
(Reprinted with permission of the Leviton Manufacturing

Company. Leviton SmartLockTM GFCI.)
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FIG. 4.24

A 223 W, 380 mil compartfluorescent lamp (CFL).

.through which the current passes; a fuse begins to melt if the current

through the system exceeds the rated value printed on the casing. Of

course, if the fuse melts through, the current ppth is broken and the load

in its path is protected.

In homes built in recent years, fuses have been replaced by circuit

breakers such as those appearing in Fig. 4.22. When the current exceeds

rated conditions, an electromagnet in the device will have sufficient

strength to draw the connecting metallic link in the breaker out of the

circuit and open the current path. When conditions have been corrected,
t

the brtaker can be reset and used again.

The most recent National Electrical Code requires that outlets in the

bathroom and other sensitive areas be of the ground fault circuit inter-

rupt (GFCI) variety; GFCIs (often abbreviated GFI) are designed to

trip more quickly than the standard circuit breaker. The commercial

unit in Fig, 4.23 trips in 5 ins. It has been deteemined that 6 mA is the

maximum level that most individuals can be exposed to for a short pe-

riod of time without the risk of serious injury. A current higher than 11

mA can cause involuntary muscle contractions that could prevent a

person from letting go of the conductor and possibly cause him or her

to enter a state of shock. Higher currents lasting more than a second

can cause the heart to go into fibrillation and possibly cause death in a

few minutes. The GFCl is able to react as quickly as it does by sensing

the difference between the input and output currents to the outlet; the

currents should be the same if everything is working properly. An er-

rant path, such as through an individual, establishes a difference in the,

two current levels and causes the breaker 
to 

trip and disconnect the

power source.	 41

4.8 APPLICATIONS

Fluorescent versus Incandescent

A hot topic in the discussion of energy conservation is the growing pres-

sure to switch from incandescent bulbs to fluorescent bulbs such as in

Fig. 4.24. Countries throughout the world have set goals for the near fu-

ture, with some mandating a ban of the use of incandescent bulbs by

2012. Japan is currently at an adoption rate of 80%, and the World Her-

itage sites of Shirakawa-go and Gokayama were completely stripped of

incandescent lighting in 2007 in a bold effort to reduce carbon dioxide

emissions near the villages. Germany 
is 

at a 50% adoption rate, the

United Kingdom at 20%, and the United States at about 6%. Australia

announced- a complete ban on incandescent lighting by 2009, and

Canada by 2012.

This enormous shift in usage is primarily due to the higher energy

efficiency of fluorescent bulbs and their longer Vespans. For the, same

number of lumerW (a unit of light measurement) Elie energy dissipated by

an incandescent light can range from approximately four to six times

greater than that of a fluorescent bulb. The range is a function of the lu-

mens level. The greater the number of lumens available per bulb, the

lower is the ratio. In other words, the energy saved increases with de-

crease in the wattage rating of the fluorescent M g. Table 4.2 com-

pares the wattage ratings of fluorescent bulbs and incandescent bulbs for

the sam^ level of lumens generated. For the same period of time the , ratio

of the energy used requires that we simply divide the wattage ratings at

the same lumens level.
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TABLE 4.2

Comparison of the lumens generated by

incandescent andfluorescent bulbs.

Incandescents	 Luntens	 Fluorescents

100 W (950 h)	 1675

1600	 23 W (12,000 h)

1041100	 15 W (8000 h)

75W (' 500 h)	 0

870	 13 W (10,000 h)

60 W (1500 h)	 830

660	 11 W (8060 h)

580	 9 W (8000 h)

40 W (1250 h)	 495

400	 7 W (10,000 b)

25 W (2500 h)	 250 250	 4 W (8000 h)

15 W (3000 h)	 115

As mentioned, the other positive benefq of fluorescent bulbs is the,

longevity of the bulbs. A 60 W incandescent bulb will have a rated life of

1500 h, whereas a 13 W fluorescent bulb with an equivalent lumens lovel is

rated to last 10,000 h—a life ratio of 6.67. A 25 W incandescent bulb may

have a rated lifetime of 2500 h, but a 4 W fluorescent bulb of similar lu-

mens emission has a rated lifetime of 8000 h—a.life ratio of only 3.2. It is

interestingto note in Table 4.2^hat the lifetime of fluorescent bulbs remains

quite high at 
all 

wattage ratings, whereas thc^ lifetime of fluorescent bulbs

increases substantially with drop in wattage level. Finally, we have to con-

sider the cost level of purchase and^use. Currently, a 60 W incandescent

bulb can be purchased for about 8W, whereas a similar lumens rated 13 W+

fluorescent bulb may cost $2.50—an increase by a factor in excess of3 : L

For most people this is an important factor and has without question had an

^ffect 
on 

the level of adoption offluorescent bulbs. However, one must also

consider the cost of using the bulbs just described over a period of I year.

Consider that each is used 5 h/day for 365 days at a cost of I I 0/kWh.

For the incandescent bulb the cost is determined as follows:

ffh 
(5 h)(365 days)(60 W) 

109.5 kWh
1000

Cost = (1091.5 kWh) (110/ kWh) = $12.051year

For the fluorescent bulb the cost is determined as follows:

(5 h)(365 days)(13 W)
kWh =	

1000	
23.73 kWh

Cost = (23.73 kWh)(I Ij/kWh) $2.61/year

The cost ratio of fluorescent to incandescent bulbs is about 4.6, which

is certainly significant, indicating that the cost of fluorescent lighting is

about 22% of that of incandescent lighting. Returning to the i nitial cost, it

is clear that the bulb would pay for itself almost four times over in I year.

The other positive factor in using lower-wattage bulbs is the savings

in carbon dioxide emissions in the process of producing the necessary

electrical power. For the two villages in Japan mentioned earlier, where

some 700 bulbs were replaced, the savings will be some 24 tons in	 2
I year. Consider what that number would be if this ^olicy were adopted

all over the world.
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As with every innovative approach to slaving eriergy, there are some,

conci;rns about jts worldwide adoption. They include the mercury that

is inherent in the design of the fluorescent bulb. Each bulb contains about

5 mg of mercury, an element that can be harmful to the nervous system

and brain development. The effects of breaking a bulb are under investi-

gation, and the concern is such that departments of environmental protee-

,tion in most dountries are setting up ^tandards for the clean-up process. In

every approach described it is 
agreed 

that a room in which breakage oc-

curs should be cleared out and the windows opened for ventilation.

Then the materials should not be vacuumed up but carefully scooped

up and put in a small, sealed container. Some agencies go wejk beyond'

these two simple measures in the clean-up, but clearly it is a process that

must be handled withcare, The other concern is how to dispose of the

bulbs when they wear out^ At the moment this may not be a big problem

because the ado,ption of fluorescent bulbs has just begun, and the bulbs

will last for quite a few years. However, there will become a time when

the proper disposal will have to be defined. Fortunately, most developed

countries are catefully looking at this problem and setting up facilities de-

signed specifically to dispose of this type of appliance. When disposal

does reach a higher level, - such as the 350 million per year projected in a

country such as Japan, it will represent levels that will have to be addressed

efficiently and correctly to remove the mercury levels that will result.

Other concerns relate to the light ernitted by fluorescent bulbs as com-

pared to that from incandescent bulbs. In general the light emitted by in-

candescent lights (more red and less blue components) is a closer match

to natural light than that from fluorescent bulbs, which en -dt a bluish tint.

However, by applying the proper phosphor to the inside of the bulb, a

white light can be established that is more comfortable to the normal eye.

Another ' concern ,is the fact that currently dimmers—a ^ource of energy

conservation in many instances—can only be used with specially de-

signed fluorescent bulbs. However, again research is now going 6n that

will probably remove t6lis problem in the near future. One other concern

of someimportance is the fact that fluorescent bulbs emit ultraviolet

(UV) rays (as in the light used in tanning salons), which are not a compo-

nent of visible light but are a Concern to those with skin problems such as

those in individuals with Mims; however, once again, the studies are on-

going. For many years fluorescent lights were relegated to ceiling fix-

tures, where their distance negated rr^ost concerns about UV rays, but

now they have been brought closer to the consumer. Recall also that the

growing of plants in a dark interior space can only be accomplished using

fluorescent bulbs because of the UV radiation. Finally, it turns out that, as

with all products, you get what you pay for; Cheaper bulbs seem to fail to

meet their lifespan guarantee and emit a poorer light spectrum.

The debate could go on for numerous pages, balancing benefits

against disadvantages. For ,instance, consider that the heat ,generated by

incandescent lamps provides some of the heating in large institutions

and therefore more heat will have to be supplied if the switch is made to

fluorescents. However, in the suinmer months the cooler fluorescent

bulbs will re, quire less cooling, affording a savings at the same location.

In the final analysis, it appears that the decisionwill come down to indi-

viduals (unless itis government mandated) and what they are most com-

fortable with. Be a9sured, however, that any strong reaction to a proposed

switchover will. be well documented and should 'not be a real concern.

The. exponential growth of interest in fluorescents in recent years has

been primarily due to the introduction of electronic circuitry that can

"fire" or "Ignite'
,' the bulb in a way that provides a quicker startup and

4
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A Connected to
Connections to electronic	 base, of bulb
ignition network

FIGVRE 4.25
Internal construction of the CFL of Fig. 4.24.

smaller units. A full description of the older variety of fluorescent bulbs
appears in the Application section of Chapter 22, which describes the
large size of the ballast transformer and the need for a starter mechanism.
A glimpse at the relatively small electronic firing mechanism for a com-
pact fluorescent lamp (CFL) is provided in Fig. 4.25. The bulb section re-
mains completely isolated, with only four leads'availabre to connect to
the circuitry, which reduces the possibility of exposure when the bulb is
being constructed. The circuitry has been flipped from its position in the
base of the bulb. The black and white lead on the edge& is connected to
the base of the bulb, where it is connected to a 120 V source. Note that the
two largest components are the transformer and electrolytic near the cen,
ter of the printed circuit board (PCB). A number of other elements to be
described in the lext have been identified.

Microy4ave Oven

It is probably safe to say that most homes today have a microwave oven
(see Fig

'
 416). Most users are not concerned with its operatingefficiency.

However,. it is friterestirig to learn how, the units operate and apply some of
the theory presented in this chapter.

FIG. 4.26
Microwave oven.
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First, some general comments. Most microwaves are rated at 500 W

to 1200 W at a frequency of 2.45 GHz (almost 2.5 billion cycles per

second, compared to the 60 cycles per second for the ac voltage at the

typical home outlet—details in Chapter 13). The heating occurs be-

cause the water molecules in the food are'vibrated at such a high fre-

quency that the friction with neighboring molecules causes the heating

effect. Since it is the high frequency of vibration that heats the food,

there is no need for the material to be a conductor of electricity. How-

ever, any metal placed in the microwave can act as an antenna (espe-

cially if it has any points or sharp edges) that will attract the microwave

energy and reach very high temperatures. In fact, a browning skillet is

now madL for microwaves that has some metal embedded in the bot-

tom and sides to attraCL the microwave energy and raise the tempera-

ture' at the surface between the food and skillet to, give the food a

brown color and a crisp texture. Even if the metal did not act as an an-

tenna, it is a good conductor of heat and could get quite hot as it draws

heat from the food.

Any container with low moisture content can be used to heat foods in

a microwave. Because of this requirement, manufacturers have devel-

oped a whole line of microwave cookware that is very low in moisture

content. Theoretically, glass and plastic have very little moisture content,

but even so, when heated in the oven for a minute or so, they do get

warm. It could be the moisture in the air that clings to the surface of each

or perhaps the lead used in good crystal. In any case, microwaves should

be used only to prepare food. They were not designed to be dryers or

evaporators.

The instructions with every microwave specily that the oven should

not be turned on when empty. Even thougli joic ovcn^ may be empty, mi--

crowave energy will be generated and wilfraak^ every effort to find a

channel for absorption. If the , oven is empty, the energy might be at-

tracted to the oven itself and could do some damage. To demonstrate that

a dry empty glass or plastic container will not attract a significant

amount of microwave energy, place two glasses in an oven, one with

water arid the other empty. After I min, you will find the glass with the

water quite warm due to the heating effect of the hot water while the

other is close to its original temperature. In other words, the water cre-

ated a heat sink for the majority of the microwave energy, leaving the

empty glass as a less attractive path for heaLconduction. Dry paper tow-

els and plastic wrap can be used in the oven to cover dislies since they

initially have low water molecule content:and paper and plastic are ntit

good conductors of heat. However, it would be very unsafe to place'a

paper towel in an oveh.alone because, as said above, the microwave en-

ergy will ' seek an absorbing medium and wuld set the paper on fire,

The cooking of food by a conventio6al oven is.from the outside in.

The same is true for microwave ovens, but they have the additional

advantage of being able to penetrate the outside few centimeters of

the food, reducing the cooking time substantially. The cooking time

t with a microwave oven is ,rclated to the amount of food in the oven.

Two cups of water will take longer to heat than one cup, although it is

not a linear relationship, so it will not take twice as long—perhaps

75% to 90% longer. Eventually, if you place enough food in the mi-

crowave oven and compare the longer cooking time to that with a con-

ventional oven, you will reach a crossover point at which it would 13c

j ust as wise to use a conventional oven and get the texture in the food

you might prefer.
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The basic construction of the microwave oven is depicted in Fig. 4.26.

It uses a 120 V ac supply, which is their converted through a high-voltage

transformer to one having peak values approaching 5000 V (at substan-

ve repair to thetial curTent levels)—sufficient warning to leave microwa

local service location. Through the rectifying Vrocess briefly described

in Chapter 2, a high dc voltage of a few thousand volts is generated that

appears across a magnetron. The magnetron, through ,its very special de-

sign (currenily the same design as in World War 11, when it was invented

by the British for use in high-power radar units), generates the required

2.45 GHz signal for the oven. It should be pointed out also that the mag-

netron has a specific power level of operation that cannot be controlled—,.

once it's on, it's on at a set power level. One may then wonder how

the cooking temperature and duration can be controlled. This is accom-

plished through a controlling network that determines the amount of off

and on time during the ^iput cycle of the 120 V supply. Higher tempera-

tures are achieved by setting a high ratio of on to off time, while low

temperatures are set by the reverse action.

One unfortunate characteristic of the magnevon is that in the conver-

sion process, it generates a great deal of heat that does not go toward the

heating of the food and that must be absorbed by heat sinks or dispersed

by a cooling fan. Typical conversion efficiencies are between 55% and

75%. Considering other losses inherent in any operating system, it is

reasonable to assume that most microwaves are between 50% and 60%

efficient. However, the conventional oven with its continually operating

exhaust fan and heating of the oven, cookware, surrounding air, and so

on. also has significant losses, even if it is less sensitive to the amount of

food to be cooked. All in all, convenience is probably the other factor

that weighs the heaviest in this discussion. It also leaves the question of,

how our time is figured into the efficiency equation.

For specific numbers, let us consider the .energy associated with bak-

ing a 5-oz potato in a 1200 W microwave oven for 5 min if the conver

sion efficiency is an average value of 55%. First, it is important to realize

that when a unit is rated as 1200 W, that is the rated power drawn from

the line during the cooking process. If the microwave is plugged into a

120 V outlet, the current drawn is

I = PIV = 1200 W/120 V 10.0 A

which is a significant level of current. Next, we can determine the

o the cooking process by using the ef-amount of power dedicated solely t

ficiency level. That is,

P^ = 7)Pj (6.55)(1200 W) 60OW

The energy transferred to the potato . over a ,period of 5 min can then be

determined from

W^ Pt 4= (660 W)(5 min)(60 sl I min) 198 U

which is about half of the-energy (nutritional value) derived from eating

a 5-oz potato. The number of kilowatthours drawn by the unit is deter-

mined from

W = PtI1000 = (1200 W)(6/60 h)/1000 = 0.1 kWh

At a rate of 100/kWh we find that we can cook the potato for 1. penny—

relatively speaking, pretty cheap. A typical 1550 W toaster oven would

take an hour to heat the same potato, using 1.55 kWh and costing 15.5

cents—a significant increase in cost.
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Household,Wjring

A number of facets of household, wiring can be discussed without exam-

ining the manner in whick they are physically connected. In the follow-

ing chapters, additional coverage is provided to ensure that you develop

a solid fundamental understanding of the overall household wiring sys-

tem. At the very liast you will establish a background that will permit

you to answer questions that you should be able to answer as a student of

this field.	 -	 I	
.	 I

The one specification that defines the overall system is the maximum

current that can be drawnfrom -the power lines since the voltage is fixed

at 120 V or 240 V (sometimes 208 V). For most older homes with a heat-

mg system other than electric, a 100 A service is the norm. Today, with

all the electronic systems becoming commonplace in , the home, many

people are opting for the 200 A service even if, they do not have electric

heat^ A 100 A service specifies that the maxizffum current that can be

drawn through the power lines into your home is '. 00 A. Using the line-

to-line rated voltage and the ' full-service current (and assuming all

re^istive^type loads), we can determine the maximum power that can be

delivered using the basic power equation:

P = ^El - (240 V)(1001 A) = 24,000 W 24 kW

This rating reveals that the total rating of all the units turned on in the

home cannot exceed 24 kW at any one time. If it did, we could expect

the main breaker at the top , of the power panel to open, Initially, 24 kW

may seem like 'quite a.large rating, but when you consider that a self-

cleaning electric oven fhay draw 12.2 M, a dryer 4.8 M, a Water heater

4.5 M, and a dishwasher 1.2 M, we are already at 22.7 kW (if all the

unit6 are operating at'peak demand' ), and we Lve not turned the lights or

TV on yet. Obviously, the use of an electric oven alone may strongly

suggest considering a 200 A service. However, seldom are all the bum-

ers . of a stove used at once, aifd the oven incorporates a thermostat to

control the temperature so that it is not on all the time. The same is true

for the water heater and dishwasher, -so the chances of all the units in a

holne demanding full service at the same time is very slim. Certainly, a

typical home with electric , heat that May draw 16 M just for heating in

cold weather must consider a 200 A service. You must also understand

that there is some leeway in maximum ratings for safety purposes. In

other words, a system designedfor a maximum load-of 100 Kcan accept
a sli ghtiv hiaher curr

e
nt for short eriods of tim e w4h ^; ;r.

F	 gn can

damage. For the long term, however, the limit should not be exceeded.

Changing the service to 200 A is not simply a matter of changing the

panel in the basement—a new, heavier line must be run from the road to

the house. In sorne areas feeder cables are aluminum because of the re-

duced cost and weight^ In other areas, aluminum is not permitted be-

cause of its temperature *sensitivity (expansion and contraction), and

copper must be used, In any event. when. aluminum is used, the contrac-

tor must be absolutely sure that the connections at both ends are very se-

cure. The National Electric Code specifies that 100 A sgrvice must use a

#4 AWG copper conductor or #2 aluminum conductor. For 200 A ser-

vice, a 210 copper wire or a 4/0 aluminum conductor must be used, as

shown in Fig. 4.27(a). A 100 A or 200 A service must 
V, 

e two lines and-

a service neutral as shown in Fig. 4.27(b). Note in Fig. 4.27(b),that the

4nes are coated and insulated from each^other, and the service. neutral is

spread around the inside of the wire coating. At the terminal point, ' a

0
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W111 . 711,A
7W -V

4,10	 2/0

Alulmnum	 COpper (a)	 (b)

Fild. 4.27

200 A service conductors:' (a) 410 aluminum and 210 copper; (b) three-wire 410 aluminum service.

the strands of the service neutral are gathered together and securely
attached to the panel. It is fairly obvious, that the cables of Fig. 4.27(a)

are stranded for added flexibility.
I Within the system, the incoming power ' is broken down into a number'

of circuits with lower current ratings utilizing 15 A, 20 A, 30 A, and 40
I.. 12; hce the load on each breaker should not exceed1, protec: ve rea —

80% of its rating, in a 15 A breaker the maximam current should be lim-

ited to 80% of 15 A, or 12 A, with 16 A for a 20.A breaker, 24 A for a 30
A breaker, and 32 A for a 40 A breaker. The result is that a home with
200 A service can theoretically have a maximum of 12 circuits' (200 A/
16 A = 12.5) utilizing the 16 A maximum cutrent ratings'assbciated
with 20 A breakers. However, if they are aware of the loads on each cir-
cuit, electricians can install as many circuits as they feel appropriate.
The code further spegifies that a #14 wire should not carry a current in
excess of 15 A, a #12 in excess of 201A, and a #10 in excess of 30 A.
Thus, #12 wire is now the most common for general home wiring to en-
sure that it can handle any excursions beyond 15 A on the 20 A breaker
(the most common breaker size). The #14 wire is often used in conjunc-
tion with the #12 wire in aieas whereit is known that the current levels.
are limited. The #10 wire is typically used for high-demand appliances-
such as dryersand ovens.

The circuits themselves are usually broken down into those that pro-
vide lighting, outiets, and so on. Some circuits (such as ovens and
dryqrs) xequire a higher voltage of 240 V, obtained by using two power

lines'and the neutral. The higher voltage reduces the current requirement
for the same power rating, with the net result that the appliance can usu-
ally be smaller. For example, the size of an air conditioner with the same
cooling ability is measurably smaller when designed for a 240 V line,
than when designed for 120 V. Most 240 V lines, however, demand a
current level that requires 30 A or 40 A breakers and special outlets to.
ensure that appliances rated at 120 V are not connected to the sarne out-
let. Check the panel in your home and note the number of circuits—in
particular, the rating of each breaker and the number of 240 V lines indi-
cated by breakers, requiring two slots of the panel. Determine the total of
the current ratings of all th6 breakers in your panel, and explain, using
the above information, why the total exceeds your fee d level.

For safety sake, grounding is a very knportant part of the electrical

system in your home. The National Electric Code requires that the neu-
tral[Cre of a system be grounded to an earth-driven rod, a ' metallic water
piping system of 10 ft or more, or a buried metal plate. That ground is

9

q
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then passed on through the electrical circuits of the home for further pro-

tcc^ion. In a later chapter, the details of the connections and grounding

methods are discussed.

4.9 COMPUTER ANALYSIS

Now that a complete circuit has,been introduced arid examined in de-

tail, we can begin the application of computer methods, As mentioned

in Chapter 1, two software packages will be introduced to demonstrate

the options available with each and the differences that exist. Each has

a broad range of support iti the educational and 'industrial communi-

ties. The student Version of PSpice (OrCAID Release 16.2 from Ca-

dence Design Systems) has received the most attention, followed by

Multisim, Each approach has its own characteristics with procedures

that must be followed exactly; otherwise, error messages will appear.

Do not assume that you can "force" the system to, respond the way you

would prefer--eveYy step is well defined, and one error on the input

side can yield results of a meaningless nature. At times You may be-

lieve that tile system is in error because you are absolutely sure you

fo- Ilowed every step correctly. In such cases, accept the fact that some-

thing was entered incorrectly, and review all your work very carefully.,

All it takes is a comm a instead of a period or a decimal point to gener-

ate incorrect result-,.

Be patient with the learning process; keep notes of specific maneu-

vers that you learn; and don't be afiaid to ask for help whet) you need it.

Foreach approach, there is always the initial concern about how to start

and proceed through the first phases of the analysis. However. be as-
sured.that wit- h time and exposure you will work through the re4uired

	

+	 maneuvers at a speed you never would have expected. In 
time you will

+	

be absolutely delighted with the results you can obtain using compLuer
E_^12V

R	 4 k0 V,	 methods..

In this section, Ohm's law is investigated using the software packages

PSpice and Multisim to analyze the circuit in Fig. 4^.28. Both require that

the circuit first be "drawn" on the computer screen and then analyzed

(simulated) to obtain the deAred results. As mentioned aboye, the analy^
FIG. 4.28 sis program cannot be changed by the user. The most proficient user is

Circuit to be analyzed using ISpice and Multisim. 	 one who can draw the most out of a computer software package.

Although the author feels that there is sufficient material in the text to

carry a new student of the material through the programs provided, be

aware that this is not a computer text, Rather, it is one whose primary

purpose is simply to , introduce the different approaches and how they

can be applied effectively. Excellent texts and manuals are available that

cover the material in a great deal more detail and perhaps at a slower

pace. In fact, the quality of the available literature has improved dramat-

ically in recent years.

PSpice

Readers who were familiar with older versions of PSpice will find that

the. changes iffV6rsion 16.2 are primarily in the front end and the simr

Illation p
r
ocess. After executing a few programs, you. will find that

most of the procedures you learned from older versions will be appli-

cable here also—at lcas^ the sequential process has a number of strong

-similarities.
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The installation process for the OrCAD software requires a computer

^,,',,system with DVD capability and the minimum system requirements
nappearing in Appendix B. After the disk is installed, the questio appear

ing during the license process can be answered by simply replying

portl @hosfl. A Yes response to the next fewquestions followed 
by se-

lecting Finish will install the software—a very simple and direct process.

Once OrCAD Version 16.2 has been instal led, you must first open a

Folder in,the C: drive for storage of the circuit files that result from the

analysis. Be aware, however, that

#hce thefolder has bee. n defined, it does not have to be definedfor

each new project unless you choose to do so. Ifyou are satisfied with
-tilne operationone location (folder) for all yourprojects, this is a one

that does not have to be repeated with each network.

To establish the Folder, simply right-click the mouse on Start at the

bottom left of the screen to obtain a listing that includes Explore. Select

Explore to obtain the Start Menu dialog box and then use the sequence

File-New Folder to open a new folder, Type in PSpice (the author's

choice) and left-click to install. Then exit (using the X at the top right of

the screen)-. The folder PSpice will be used for all the projects you plan

to work on in this text.

Our first project can now be initiated by double-clicking on the

OrCAD 16.2 Demo icon 
on 

the,
 screen, or you can use the sequence

Start All Programs-CAPTURE CIS 
DEMO. The resulting screen has

ftonly a few active keys on the top toolbar. The first keypad at the top le

is the Create document key (or you can use the sequence File-New

Project). A New Project dialog box opens in which you must enter the

Name of the project. For our purposes we will choose PSpice 4-1 as

shown in Fig. 4.29 and select Analog or Mixed A/D (to be usred for all

tiae analyses of this text). Note at the bottom of the dialog box that the

Location appears as PSpice as set above. Click OK, and another dialog

_E - 1z

	

^47

	 wl

gt^ Cq

^0
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FIG. 4.29

Using PSpice to derernzi)ze the voltage, curren^ and power leve .Isfor the circuit

in Fig. 4.28.	
. 

I	 -
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box appears titled Create PSplce Project. Select Create a blank proj.

ect (again, for all the analyses to be performed in this text). Click OK,

and a third toolbar appears at the top of the screen with sothe of the keys

enabled. A Project Manager Window appears with PSpice 4-1 next to
an icon and an assmiated + sign in a small square. Clicking on the + sign
will take the listing a step further to SCHEMATIC1. Click + again, and
PAGE1 appears;. clicking on a — sign reverses the process. Double-
clicking on PAGE1 creates a working window titled SCHEMATICI:
PAGE1, revealing that a project can have more than one schematic file

and more than one associated page. 
The 

width and height of & window
can be adjusted by grabbing an edge until you see a double-beaded

arrow and Aragging the border to the desired location. Either window on

the screen can be moved by clicking on the top heading to make it dark
blue and then dragging it to any location.

Now you are ready to build the simple circuit in Fig. 4.28. Select the

Place a part key (the key on the right tool bar with a small plus sign and

IC structure) to obtain the Place Part dialog box. Since this is the first

circuit to be constructed, Y04 must ensure that the parts appear in the list
of active libraries. Select Add Library-Browse File, and select
analog.olb, and when it appears under the File name heading, select

Open. It will now appear in the Libraries listing at the bottom left of the

dialog box, Repeat for the source.olb and special.olb,libraries. All three
files are required to build the networks appearing in this text. However, it
is important 

to 
realize that

once the library files have been selected, they will appear in the active

listingfor each new project withoutyour havink to add them,each

time--a step, such as the Folder step above, that doe^ not have to be

repeated with each similar project.

You are now ready to place components on the screen. For the dc

voltage source, first select the Place a part key and then select SOURCE

in the library listing. Under Part List, a list of available sources appears;
select VOC for this project. Once VDC has been selected, its symbol,

label, and value appears on the picture window at the bottom right of the

dialog box. Click the icon with the plus sign and IC structure to the left -
of the Help key in the Place Part dialog box, and the VDC source fol-

lows the cursor across the screen. Move it to a convenient location, left-
click the mouse, and it. will be set in place asshown in Fig. 4.29. Since

only one source is required, right-clicking results in a list of options,. in

which End Mode appears at the top. Choosing this option ends the pro-

cedure, leaving the source in a red dashed box. If it is red, it is an active

mode and can be operated on. Left-clicking puts the source in place and

removes the red active status.

- One 'of the most important steps in the procedure is to ensure that a
0 V ground potential is defined for the netw o' rk so that voltages at any
point in the network have a reference point. The resuf^ is a requirement
that every network must have a ground defined. For our purposes, the
O/SOURCE option will be our choice when the GND key is seleeted. It
ensures that one side of the source is defined as 0 V. It is obtained bv se-

lecting the ground symbol from the toolbar at the tight edge of the screen.
A Place Ground dialog box appears under which OISOURCE can be se-
lect6d followed by an OK to place 

on 
the screen. Finally, you need to add

a resistor to the network by selecting the Place a part key-again and then
selecting the ANALOG library. Scrolling the options, note that R ap-

pears and shouldbe select^d. Click OK, and the resistor 'appears next to

M

A .
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the cursor on the screen, Move it to the desired location and click it in

place,Tfien right-click
 and End Mode, and the resistor has been entered

into the schematic's memory. Unfortunately, the resistor ended up in the

hoAzahtal position, and the^ circuit 
of Fig. 4.28 has the resistor in the ver-

ti cal position. No problem: Simply select the resistor again to make it red,

and right-click..A.listing appears in which Rotate is an option. it turns the

resistor 90' in the counterclockwise direction.

' All the required elements are on the screen, but they need to be con-

nected. To accomplish this, select the Place a wire key that looks like a

step in the right toolbar. The result is a crosshair with the center that

should be placed at the -point t9 be connected. P
-

lace the crosshair at the

top of the voltage source, and left-click it once to connect it to that point.

Then draw a line to the end of the next element, and click again when the

crosshair is at th^e correct point. A red line results with a square at each

end to confirm that the connection has been made. Then move . the

crosshair to the other elements, and build the circuit. Once everything is

connected, right-clicking provides the End Mode option. Do not forget

to connect the source to grgund as shown in Fig. 4.29.

Now you have all the elements iii place, but their labbIs and values are

wrong. To change any parameter, simply double-click on the parameter

(the label or the value) to obtain the Display Properties dialog box.

Type in the correct label or value, click OK, and the quantity is changedt,

on the screen. Before selecting OK, be sure to check the Display For-

mat to specify what will appear on the sereen. The labels and values can

he moved by simply clicking on the center of the parameter until it is

closely surrounded by the four small squares and then dragging it to the

new location. Lpft-clicking again deposits it in its new location.

Finally, you can initiate the analysis process, called Simulation, by

selecting the New simulation profile key in the bottom toolbar of the

heading of the screen that resembles a data page with a varying wave-

form and yellow star in-the top right comer. A New Simulation dialog,

box opens that first asks for the Name of the simulat itn . The New Sim-,

ulation dialog box can also be obtained by using the sepence PSpice7

New Simulation Profile-Bias Point is entered for a dc solution, and

none is 1^ft in the InheritYrom request, Then select Create, and a

Simulation Selitings-dialog box appears in which Analysis-Analysis

Type: Bias Point is sequentially selected. Click OK, and select the Run

PSpicp key (which looks like a green circular key with an arrowhead) or

choose PSpice-Run from the menu bar. A n output window will appear

with the dc voltages of thenetwork: 12 V andO V. The dc currents and

power I
. 
evels can be displayed as shown in Fig. 4.29 by simply selecting

the green circular keys with the I and W in the bottom tool bar at the top

of the screen. Individual values can be removed by simply selecting the

value and pressing the Delete key or the scissors key in the top menu bar.

Resulting , values can be moved by simply left-clicking the value and

dragging it to ithe desired location.

Note in Fig. 4.29 that the current is 3 mA (as expected) at each point

in the network, and the power delivered by the source and dissipated 
by

the resistor is the same, or 36 mW. There are also 12 V across the resis-

tor as required by the configuration.	
niThere is no question that this procedure seems long for such a si pie

circuit. However, keep in mind that we needed to introduce many new

facets of using PSpice that are not discussed again. By the time you fin-

ish analyzing your third or fourth network, the procedure will be routine

and easy to do.

a
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multisim
For comparison purposes, Multisim is also used to analyze the circuit in
Fig. 4.28. Although there are differences between PSpice and Multisim,
such as in initiating the process, constructing the networks, making the
measurements, and setting up the simulation procedure, there are suffi-:
cient similarities between the ' two approaches to make it easier to learn
one if you are already familiar with the other. The similarities will be
obvious only if you make an attempt to learn both. One of the major
differences between the two is the option to use actual instruments in
Multisim to make the measurements—a positive trait in preparation for
the laboratory experience. However, in 

Multisim, you may not find the
extensive list of options available with I'Spice. In general, however,
both software packages are well prepared to take us through the types
of analyses to be encountered in this text. The installation process for
Multisim is not a's direct as for the OrCAD demo version because the
software package must be purchased to obtaina serial number. In most
cases, the Multisim package will be available through the local educa-
ttonal facility.

When the Multisim icon is selected from the opening window, a
screen appears with the heading Circuit I -Multisim. A menu bat ap-
pears across the top of the screen, with seven additional toolbars:
Standard, View, Main, Compbrients, Simulation Switch, Simula-
tion, and Instruments. By selecting View from the top menu bar foi-
Jowed by Toolbars, you can add or delete toolbars. The heading can be
changed to Multisim 4-1 by selecting File-Save As to open the Save
As dialog box. Enter Multisim 4 . 1 as the File name to obtain the list-
ing of Fig. 4.30.

For th, e placement of components, View-Show Grid was selected so
that a grid would appear on the screen. As you place an elemient, it will
automatically be placed in a relationship specific to the grid structure.

To build the circuit in Fig. 4.28, first take the cursor and place it on
the battery symbol in the Component . -toolbar. Left-click, and a

J

XW42vi 
_=_12V	

On

4

FIG. 00
Using Multisim to determine the voltage and current levelsfor the circuit

offig. 4.28.
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Component dialog box will appear, which provides a lis t of sources.

Under Component, select DC-POWER. The symbol appears in the

adjoini ' ng box area. Click OK. The battery symbol appears on the

screen next to the location df the cursor. Move the cursor to the desired

location, and left-click to set the battery symbol in place. The'operation

is complete. if you want to delete the source, simply left-click an the

symbol again to create a dashed rectangle around the source. These ree-

tangles indicate that the source is in the active mode and can be oper-,

atoid on. If you want to delete it, click on the Delete 
key or select the

Scissor keypad in the Standard toolbar. if you want to modif
y the

source, right-click outside the rectangle, and you get one list. Right-

click within the rectang le, and you have a different set o

' 

f options. At

any time, if you want to remove the active state, left-click anywhere on,

the screen. if you want to move the source, click on the source symbol

to create the rectangle, but do not release the mouse. Hold it down and
ation. When the source is in place,'drag the source to the preferred loc

ielease the mouse, Click again to remove the active state, 
From now on

whenever possible, th^%.
word "click" means a left-click. The need for a

right click will continue to be'spelled out.

For the simpte circuit in Fig. 4.30, you need to place a resistor

across the source. Select the keypad in the Componenis toolbar that

looks like a resistor , symbol. A Select a Component dialog box opens

with a Family listing. Selectin g RESISTOR results in a list of stan-

dard values that can be quickly selected for the deposited resistor.

use a 4 kfl resistor, which is not aHowever, in this case, you want to

'standard value but can be changed to 4 kil by 
simply changing the

value once it has been placed on the screen. Another approach is to add

the Virtual toolbar (also referred to as the Basic toolbar), which pro-

vides a list of components for which the value can be set. Selecting the

resistor symbol from the ViRual toolbar will result in the placement

of a resistor with a starting value of I k1l. Once placed on the screen,

the value of the resistor can be changed by simply double-clicking on

the resistor value to obtain a dialog box that permits the change. The

placement of the resistor is exactly the same as that employed for the

source above.
In Fig. 4.28, the resistor is in the vertical position, so a rotation must

be made. Click on the resistor to obtain the active s' tate, and then right

click within the rectangle. A 
number of options appear, including

Flip Horizontal, Flip Vertical, 90' Clockwise, and 9WCounter CW.

To rotate 90' counterclockwise, select that option,and the resistor is 
au

-tomatically rotated 90'.

Finally, you n6ed a ground for all networks. Goirig back to the

Sources parts bin, find GROUND, 
which is the fourth option down

under Component. Select GROUND and place it on the screen below

the voltage source as shown in Fig. 4.30. Now, before connecting the

components together, move the labels and the value of each compo-

nent to the relative positions shown in Fig, 4.30. Do this by clicking

on the label or value to create a small set of squares around the ele-

ment and then dragging the element to the desired location. Release

the mouse, and thei) click again to set the element in place. To change

the label or value, deluble-click on the , label (such as V 1) to open a

DC POWER dialog box. Select Label andenter 
E as the Reference

,Designation (Ref Des). Tben,befo re leaving the dialog box, go to

Value and change the value if necessary. it is very important to realize

not type in the units where the V now appears to the rightthat you can
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of the value. , The suffix is controlled by the scroll keys at the left of
the'unit of measure. For practice, try the scroll keys, and you will find
that you can go from pV to TV. For now, leave it as V. Click OK, and
both have been changed on the screen. The same process can be ap-

plied to the resistive element to obtain the label and value appearing
in Fig. 4.30.

Next, you need to tell the system which results should be generated

and how they should be displayed. For this example, we use a multime-

ter to measure both the current and the voltage of the circuit. The

Multimeter is the first option in the li st of instruments appearing in the
toolbar to the right of the screen. When selected, it appears oA the screen.

and can be placed anywhere, using the same procedure defined for the
,components above. Double-click on the meter symbol, and a

Multimeter dialog box opens in which the function of the meter must be

defined. Since the meter XMMI will be used as an ammeter, select the
letter A and the horizontal line to indicate dc level. There is no need to

select Set for the def^ult values since they have been chosen for the

broad range of applications. The dialog meters ean be moved to any lo-
cation by clicking on their heading , bar to make it dark blue and then

dragging the meter to the preferred position. For the voltmeter, V and the

horizontal bar were selected as shown in Fig. 4J0, The voltmeter was
turned clockwise 90' using the same procedure as described for the re-
sistor above.

Finally, the elements need to
- 
be connected. To do this, bring the cur-

s6r to one end of an element, , say, the top of4he voltage source. A small

dot and a crosshair appear at the toly end of the element. Click once, fol-

low the path you want, and place the crosshair over the P'Ositiveterminal

of the ammeter. Click ' again, and the wire appears in place.

At this point, you should be aware that the software package has its

prefercrices aboi;t how it wants the elements t^ be connected. That is,

you may try to draw it one way; but the computer generation may be a
different path. Eventually, you will learn these preferences 'and can set
up the network to your liking. Now continue making the connections'

appearing in Fig. 4.30, moving elements or adjusting lines 6 necessary.
Be sure that the small dot appears at any point where you want a con-

nection. Its absence suggests that the connection has not been made and

the software program has not accepted.the entry.

You are now ready to run the program and view the solution, The

analysis can be initiated in ' a number of ways. One option is to'select

Simulate from the top toolbar, followed by RUN. Another is to select
the Simulate key (the green arrow) in the Simulation toolbar. The

last option, and the one we use the most, utilizes the OFF/ON, 0/1
Simulation switch at tl^ top right of the screen. With thislast option,

the 4nalysis (called Simulation) is initiated by clicking the switch into
the I position. The analysis is performed, and the current and voltage
appear on the-meter as ,shown in Fig. 4.30. Note that both provide the
expecte dresults.

One of the most important,things to learn about applying Multisim:

Always stop or end the simulation (clicking on 0 or choosing OFF^
before making any changes idthe network. When the simulation 1v
initiated, it stays in that mode until turned off.

There was obviously a great deal of material 'to learn in this first exer-
cise using Multisim. Beassured, howeverrhat as we cantinue with more
examples, You ' will find the procedure quite straightforward and ac tually
enjoyable to apply.

u
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PROBLEMS

SEC11ON 4.2 Ohm's L8w

1'. What is the voltage across 'a 220 
fl resistor if the current

through it is 5.6 mA?

2. What is the current through a 6.8 fl resistor if the voltage

drop across it is 24 V?

3. How much resistance is required to linui t the current to 1.5 mA

	

if the potential 
drop across the resistor is 24 V?	 . .

4. At starting, what is the current drain on a 12 V car battery if

the resistance of the starting motor 
is 
40 MQ ?

5. If the current through a 0.02 M Q resistor is 3.6 p-A, 
what is

the voltage drop across the resistor?

6. If a voltmeter has an internal resistance of 50 kil, find the

current through the meter when it reads 120 V.

7. It a refrigerator draws 2.2 A at 120 V, what is its resistance?

S. If a clock has an in iternal resistance of 8 kfl, findthe current

through the clock if it is plugged into a 120 V outlet.

9. A washing machine is rated at 4.2A at 120 V. What is its in-

ternal resistance?

10. A CD player draws 125 mA when 4.5 V is applied. What is

the internal resistance?

11. The input current to a transistor is 20 /iA. If the applied

(input) voltage is 24 mV, determine the input resistance of

the transistor.

12. The internal resistance of a dc generator is 0.5 fl, Deter-

mine the loss in terminal voltage across this internal re gis-

tance if the current is 12 A.

13. a. If an electric heater draws 9.5 A 
when 6onnected to a

, 120 V supply, what is the internal resistance of the heater?

b. Using the basic relationships of Chapter 2, determine

how much energy in joules (3) is converted if the heider

is used for 2 It during the day.

14. In a T^ camera, a current of 2.4 ;kA passes through a resis-

tor of 3.3 M11. What is the voltage drop across the resistor?

SECTION 4.3 Plotting Ohm's Low

15. 2. plot the curve of I (vertical axis) versus V (horizontal

axis) for a 120 il resistor . Use a horizontal scale of 0 to

i0o V and wvettical scale of 0 to I A.

b. Using the graph of part (a), find the current at avoltage

of 20 V and 50 V.

16. a' Plot the I- V curve for a 5 fl and a 20 
il resistor on -the

same graph. Use a horizontal scale of 0 to 40 V and a

vertical scale of 0 to 2 A.

b. Which is the steeper curve? Can you o*r any general

conclusions based on results?

c. if the horizontal and vertical scales were interchanged,

which would be the steeper curve?

17. a. Plotthe /- V characteristics ofa I fl, l0b (1, and 1000 il

resistor 

on 
the same graph. Use a horizontal axis of 0 to

	

100 V and a vertical axis of 0 to 100 A.	 .

b. Comment on the steepness of a curve with increasing

levels of resistance.

*18. Sketch the internal resistance characteristics ofa device that

hag an internal reiistance of20 fl from 
0 to IGV, an internal

resistance of 4 A from 10 V to 15 V, and an internal resis-

tance of I fl for any voltage greater than 15 V. Use a hori-

zontal scale that extends from 0 to 20 V and a vertical,scale

that permits plotting the current for all values of voltage

froin 0 to 20 V.

*19. a. Plot the I-V characteristics of a 2 kfl, I Mfl,andaI00il

resistor on the same graph, Use a horizontal axis of 0 to

20 V and a vertical axis of 0 to 10 mA.

b. Comment on the steepness of the curve with decreasing

levels of resistance.

c. Are the curves linear or nonlinear? Why?

SECTION 4.4 Power

20. If 540 J of energy are absorbed by a resistor in 4 min, what

is the power delivered to the resistor in watts?

21. The power to a device is 40 joules per second (Jls)I . 
How

. long will it take to deliver 640 J?

22. a. How many joules of energy does a 2 W nightlight dissi-

pate in 8 h?

la. How many kilowatthours does it dissipate?

23. How long must a steady current of 1.4 A exist in a resistor

that has 3 V across it to dissipate 12 Yof energy?

24. What is the power delivered by a 6 V battery if the current

drain is 750 mA?

2^. The current through a 4 W resistor is-7.2 mA. What is the
.	

power delivered to the resistor?

26. The power consumed by a 2.2 kfI resistor is 240 raw. What.

is the cigrent level through the resistor?

27. What is the maximum permissible current in a 120 fl, 2 W

resistor? What is the maximum voltage that can be applied

across the resistor?

28. The voltage drop across a transistor network is 22 V. If the

total resistance is 16.8 kfI, what is the current level? What

is the powei delivered? How much energy is dissipated in

I h?

29. . If the power applied to a system is 324 W, what is the volt-

age across the line if the current is 2.7 A?

30. A 1 W resistor has a resistance of 4.7 Mil. Wh;t is the max-

imum current level for the resistor? If the wattage rating is

increased to 2 W, will the current rating double?

31. A 2,2 k1l resistor in a stereo system dissipates 42 mW of

power. What is the voltage across the resistor?

32. What are tbe,"hot" resistance level and current rating of a

120 V, 100 W bulb?

33. What are the internal resistance and voltage rating of a

450 W automatic washer that draws 3.75 A?

34. A calculator with an internal 3 V battery draws 0.4 mW

when fully functional.

a. What is the current demand from the supply?

b. If the calculator is rated to operate 500 h on the same

. battery, what is the ampere-hour rating of the battery?

35. A 20 kfl resistor has a rating of 100 
W. What are the maxi-

mum current and the maximum voltage that can be applied

to the resistor?,

36. What is the total horsepower rating of a series of commer-

. cial ceiling fans that draw 30 A at 220 V?
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SECTION 4.5 Energy

37. A 10 Q resistor is connected across a 12 V battery.

2. How many joules of energy will it dissipate in I min?
b. If the' rcsistor is left connected for 2 min instead of

I min, will the energy used increase? Will the power

dissipation level increase?

38. How much energy in kilowatthours is required to keep a
230 W oil-burner motor running 12 h a week for 5 months?
(Use 4 weeks = I month.)

39. How long can a 1500 W heater be on before using more
than 12 kWh of energy?

40. A60Wbulbisonforl0h.

a. What is the energy used in wattseconds?

b. What is the energy dissipated in joules?

c. What is the energy transferred in watthours?

d. how many kilowatthours of energy were dissipated?

e. At I I VIM, what.was tile total cost?

41. a. In 10 h an electrical system converts 1200 kWh of e-lec-

trical energy into heat. What is the% power 
level 

of 

tile

system?

b. If tile applied voltage is 208 V, what is the current drawn

from the supply?

C. If tile efficiency of the system Is 82%, how much energy
is lost or stored in 10 h?

42. At I I o/kWh, how long can you play a 250 W color televi-
sion for $1?

The electric bill for a family for a month is $74.

a. Assuming 31 days in the month, what is the cost per day?
b. Based on 15-h days, what is the cost per hour?

c. How many kilawatthours are used per hour if the cost is
11 O/kWh?

d. How many 60 W liglitbulbs (approximate number)

could you have on to use up that much energy per hour?
e. Do you believe the cost of electricity is excessive?

How long can you use an Xbox 360 for $1 if it uses 187 W
and the cost is I I 0/kWh?

Thd average plasma screen TV draws 339 W of power
whereas the average LCD TV draws 213 W. If each set was*
used 5 h/day fo^ 365 days, what would be the cost savings
for the LCD unit over the year if the cost is I IV/kWh?

The average PC draws 78 W. What is the cost of using the
PC for 4 h/day for a month of 31 days if the cost. is
I I 0/kWh?

*47.- a. 
I Ifa house is supplied with 120V, 100A service, find the

maximum power capability.

b. Can the homeowner safely operate the following loads

at the same time?

5 hp motor

3000 W clothes dryer

2400 W electric range

1000 W steam iron

c. If all the appliances are used for 2 hours, how much en-'

,ergy is converted in kWh?

*48. What is the total cost of using the following at I I 4/kWh?
a. 1600 W air conditioner for 6 h

b. 1200 W hair dryerlor 15 min

c. 4800W clothes dryer for 30 min

d. 900 W coffee maker for 10 min

e. 200 W Play Station 3 for 2 It

f. 50 W stereo for 3.5 h

*49. What is the total cost of using the following at I I 0/kWh-?
9. 1200 W fan for 4 b

b. Six 66 W bulbs for 6 h

C. 1200 W dryer for 20 min

d. 175 W desktop computer for 3.5 h

e. 250 W color television set for 2 h 10 rain

f. 30 W satellite dish fof 8 h

SECTION 4.6 Efficiency

50. What is ,the efficiency ofa motor that has an output of 0.5 hp
with an input of 340 W?

51. The motor of a power saw is rateo 68,5% efficient. If 1.8 hp

are required to cut a particular piece of lumber, what is the

currewt drawn from a 120 V supply?

52. What is the efficiency of a dryer 'motor that delivers 1.2 hp,
when the input current and voltage are 4 A and 220 V,
respectively?

53. A stereo system draws 1.8 A at 120 V. The audio output
power is 50 W.

a. How much Power is lost in the form of heat in the system?
b. ^What is the efficiency of the system? ,

54. If an electric motor having an efficiency of 76% and operat-
ing off a 220 V line delivers 3.6 hp, what input current does
the motor draw?

55. A motor is rated to deliver 2 hp,

a. If it runs on I 10 V and is 90% efficient, how many watts

does it draw from the power line?

b. What is the input current?

c. What i s t Me input current if the motor is only 70%
efficielit?

56. An electric motor used in an elevator system has an effi-
clencY Of 90%. If the input voltage is 220 V, what is the

input current when the motor is delivering 15 hp?

57. The motor used on a conveyor belt is 85% efficient. If tile
overall efficiency is 75%, what is the efficiency of the con-
veyor belt assembly? .

58. A 2 hp motor drives a sanding belt If tile efficiency of thr
motor is 87% and that ofthe sanding belt is 75% due to slip-
page, what is the overall efficiency of the system?

59. The overall efficiencyof two systems in eascade is 78%. If
the efficiency of one is 0.9, what is the efficiency, in per-
cent, of the other?

60. a. What 
is 

the total effloicnev Of three Systems in cag,

cadc with respective effici- encies of 93%, 87%, and
21%? -

b. If the system with the least efficiency (21 %) were re-
moved and replaced by one With an efficiency of 80%,
what Would be the percentage increase in total efficiency?

*61. If the total input and output power of two systems in cas-

cade -are 400 W and 128 W, respectively, what is the effi,
ciency of each system if orfe has twice the efficiency of
the other?

43.

44.

45.

46.
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SECTION 4.9 Compw*r Analysis	 EMciency (q) A ratio of output to input power that provitics iiii-

62. Using PSpice or Multisim, repeat the analysis of the circuit 	
mediate information about the ener gy-converting charactois-

in Fig. 4.28 with E = 400 mV and R = 0.04 MO.	
ties of a system.

Energy ^W) A quantity whose change in state is determined by

63. Using PSpice or Multisim, repeat the analysis of the circuit	 the product of the rate of conversion (P) and the period in-

	

in Fig. 4.28, but reverse the polarity of the battery and use	 volved (i). It is measured in joules (J) or viatiseconds (Ws).

E = 8 V and R = 220, 11.	 Fuse A two-terminal device whose sole purpose is 
to 

ensure that

current levels in a circuit do not exceed safe levels.

Horsepower (hp) Equivalent to 746 waits in the electrical systern.

GLOSSARY	 Kilowatthour meter An instrument Jor measuring kilo-

warthours of energy supplied to a rekdential oi cormniefcial

	

anvit breaker A two-terminal device designed to ensure that 	 user of electricity.

	

current levels do not exceed safe levels. If "tripped:' it can be	 Ohm's law An equation that establishes a relationship among

	

reset with a switch or a reset button, 	 the current, voltage, and resistance of an electrical system.

	

Diode A semiconductor device whose behavior is much like that 	 Power An indication of how much work can be done in a speci-

	

of a simple switclr, that is, it will pass current ideally in only 	 fied amount , of time; a raie of doing work. It is measured in

	

one direction when operating within s	 ified linfits.	 joules/second. (J/s) or watts (W).We

Introductory, C. . loA	
40
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Become familiar with the characteristics of a series

circuit and how to solve for the voltage, current,

and power to each of the elements.

Develop a clear understanding of Kirchhoff's

voltage law and how important it is 
to 

the analysis

of electric circuits.

Become aware of how an applied voltage will

divide among series components and how to

. properly apply the voltage divider rule.

Understand the use of single- and double-
subscript notation to define the voltage levels of

a network.

Learn how to use a voltmeter, ammeter, and

ohmmeter to measure the important quantities of

a network.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Two types of current are readily available to the consumer today. One is direct current (dc), in

which ideally the flow of charge (current) does not change in magnitude (or directiQn) with

time. The other is sinusoidal alternatirigcurrent (ac), in which the flow of charge is cont inu-

ally changing in magnitude (and direction) with time. The next few chapters are an introduc-

tion to circuit analysis purely from a dc approach, The methods and concepts are discussed in

detail for direct current; when possible, a short discussion suffices to cover any variations we

may encounter when we consider ac in the latenchapters.

The battery in Fig. 5. 1, by
, 
virtue of the potential difference between its terminals, has

the ability to cause (or "pressure"^ charge to flow through the simple circuit. The positive

terminal attracts the electrons through the wire at the, same rate at which electrons are sup-

plied by the negative terminal. As long as the battery is connected in the circuit and main-

tains its terminal characteristics, the current (dc) through the circuit will not change in

magnitude or direction.

If we consider the wire to be an ideal conductor (that is, having no opposition to flow), tile

potential difference V across the resistor equals the applied voltage of the battery: V.(volts)

E (volts).

Battery

I = V

+ R R

E (voks)	 R

;	 FIG. 5.1

Introducing the basic components ofan electric circuit

-, j

4,

I N
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The current is limited only by the resistor R. The higher the resistance,

the less is the current, and conversely, as determined by Ohm's law.

	

For 311 one ^olrage-	 By convention (as discussed in Chapter 2), the direction of conventional
source dc circuits	 current flow (Iconventional) as shown in Fig. 5.1 is opposite to that of

	

FIG. 6.2	
electron flow	 Also, the uniform flow of charge dictates that the

Defining the direction ofconventionalflowfor	 direct current I be the same everywhere 
in 

the circuit. By' following the di-

single4ource dc circuits. rection of conventional flow, we notice that there is a rise in potential

across the battery (- to +) and a drop in potential across the resistor (+ to

-). For single-voltage-source dc: circuits, conventional flow always passes

from a low potential to a high potential when passing through a voltage

source, as shown in Fig. 5.2. However, conventional flow always passes,

R	 from a high to a low potential Mien passing through a resistor for any
For aro, combination of voltage 	 number of voltage sources in the same circuit, as shown in Fig. 5.3.source's in the sime du circuit

The circuit in Fig. 5.1 is the simplest possible configuration. This

	

FIG. 5.3	 chapter and the following chapters add elements to the system in a very

Defining the polarity resultingfronz a univentionai 	 specific manner to introduce a range of concepts that will form a major
current I throu h a resistit e etement. 	 part of the foundation required to analyze the most complex system, Be,9

aware that the laws, ruleg, and so on introduced in Chapters 5 and 6 will

be used throughout your studies of electrical, electronic, or computer

systems. They ar? not replaced by a more advanced set as you progress

i

to more sophisticated material. It is therefore critical that you understand

the concepts thoroughly and are
.able to apply the various procedures and

methods with confidence.

	

R 2	 R
a -%A/V----%^^ -AAA— '	 ERIES RESISTORS

10 fl	 100 fl

RT

	

	 Iffef-r1,11 c series connection is described, first rec6gnize that every fixed

resistor has only two terminals to connect in a configuration—it is there-

b	 fore referred to as a two-terminal device. In Fig. 5.4, one terminal of re-

	

FIG. 5A	
sistor R2 is connected to resistor R, on one side,- and the remaining

	

Series connection ofresistors. 	 terminal is connected to resistor R3 on the other side, resulting in one,

and only one, connection bet ween adjoining resistors. When connected

in this manner, the resistors have established a series connection. If three

R,	 R,	 elements were connected to the same^ point, as shown 
in 

Fig. 5.5, there

	

M1V__ -	
w9uld not be a series connection between resistors RI-and R2.

10 fl	 30 n	 For resistors in series, ,

7R, 220^1	
the total resistance ofa serie's configuration is the sum of1he
resistance levels.

In equation form for any number (N) ,of resistors,

	

FIG. 5.5	 E—E]R ^! ̂R2+ R^ + ^& + - - ^+R,	 (5.1)
Corifturation ih whi-17 none ofthe resiAtors

	

are iu-set ies. 	 A result of E q. (5. 1 ) is that

the more resis tors we add 
in 

series. the greater is the resistance, no
matter'what their value.

Furdier,

tile largest resistor 
in 

a series combination will have the most impact

an the total resistance.

For the configuration in Fig. 54, the total resistance is

RT = R, + R2 + R3
= 10fl + 30fl + 1000

and	 RT 140 fl
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EXAMPLE 5.1 Determine,the total resistance of the series connection 	 R1	 R2

in , Fig. 5.6. Note that all the resistors appparinjin this network are stan- 	 20 0	 220'0
dard values.

R, 1.2 U)
Solution: Note in Fig. 5.6 that even though resistor R3 is on the vet- 	 R,

tical and resistor R4 returns- at the bottom to terminal b, all the resis-	 R4
tors are in series since there are only two resistor leads at each

connection point.	 5.6 kn

Applying Eq. (5.1) gives
FIG. 5.

RT = #1 + R2 + R3 + R4	 Se. ries connection of resistors for Exantple .5, 1.

RT = 20 fl + 220 04 1.2 kfL + 5.6 kfl	
Vr

and	 RT = 7040 fl 7.04 kil

For the special case where resistors are the same value, Eq. (5.1) can

be modified as follows:

R W;7;:T XR	 (5.2)
R,	 3.3 Xil

where Nis the number of resistors in series of value R.	
R,

R,	 W

3.3 kn

EXAMPLE 6.2 Find the total resistance of thescries resistors

Fig. 5.7. Again, recognize 3.3 kfl as a standard value. 	
R,	

R4

b
Solution: Again, don't be concerned about the change in configura

tion. Neighboring resistors am connected only at' one poin t, satisfying 	
3.3 kA

the definition of series elements.

Eq. (5.21:	 R, = NR	
FIG. 5.7

Series connection offour resistors of the sam^ yalue
4	 = (4)(3.3 kfI)	 13.2 kil	 (Example 5.2).,

It is important to realize that since the parameters of Eq.' (5.1) can be

put in any order,

the total resistance ofresistors in series is unaffected by the order in

which they are connected.

The result is that the total resistance in Fig. 5.8(a) is the^same as in Fig.

5.8(b). Again, note that all the resistors are standard values.

R,	 R,
	

R3	 R,
a

30 fl	 82 fl

	
10 fl	 30 n

RR,	 10 fl	
R,
	 R2	 8211

b
	

b

(a)
	

(b)

FIG. 5.8

7Wo series combinations ofthe same elements with the same total resistance.
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R,	 R,	 R
3	 EXAMPLE 5.3 Determine the total resistance for the, series resistors

—	 (standard values) in Fig. 5.9.
4.7 kfl	 I W	 2.2 kil 

R	 I k 01	 olution, First, the order of the resistors is changed as shown in

R,	 Fig. 5. 10 to permit the use of Eq. (5.2). The iotal resistance is then

b	

vv^_	 RT R1 + R3 + NR2

I kfl	 4.7 W + 2.2 kfl + (3)(1 kfl) = 9.9 kn

FIG. 5.9

Series combination ofresistorsfor,Example 5.3.

Analogies

Throughout the text, analogies are used to help explain some of the im-

R,	 R,	 R2	 portant fundamental relationships in electrical circuits. An anaJogy is

simply a combination of elements of a different type that are helpful in

4.7 lin	 2.2 kit	 I kn	 explaining a particular concept, relationship, or equation.

	

R4	 I kfl	 One analogy that works well for the series combination of ele-
RT 

b	

R,	 ments is' connecting different lengths of rope together to make the

rope longer. Adjoining pieces of rope are connected at only one point,

I kQ	 satisfying the definition of series elements. Connecting a third rope to

the common point would mean that the sections of rope are no longer

FIG. 5.10	 in a series.

	

Series eircail o0ig. 5.9,redrawn to permit the use of 	 Another analogy is connecting hoses tcgether to form a longer hose.
Eq. (.5.2): RT = AIR.	 Again, there is still only one connection point between adjoining see-

tions, resulting in a series connection.

Instrumentation

The total resisuince of any configuration can be measured by simply

connecting an ohmmeter across the access terminals as shown in

Fig. 5.11 for the cirouit in Fig. 5.4. Since there is no polarity associated

with resistance, either lead can' be connected to point a, with the other

lead connected to point b. Choose a scale that will exceed the total re-

sistance of the circuit, and remember when you read the response on the

meter, if a kilohm scale was selected, the result will be in kilohms. For

Fig. 5.11, the 200 fl scale of our chosen multimeter was used because

the total resistance 
is 

140 0. If the 2 kil scale of our meter were se-

lected, the digital display would read 0.140, and you must recognize

that the result is in kilohms.

In the next section, another-method for determining the total resis-

tance of a circuit is introduced using Ohm's law.

R2	 R1.

1000

Al

FIG. 5.11
7sing an ot. unmeter to measure the lotulie^iaiu),ce ofa series circuit.
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we

	

V dc supply and connect it in series with the series

_ ._ 

take 

a. 8 

4

t.'s in 

i	
we
	

ries circuit in Fig. 5.12.
F g. 5 4	 , have.the se

A 
circuit is any combination ofelements that will result 

in 
a

continuous flow oftharge, or current, through the configuration.

+ V,	 + V2 	 V3

R	 R2	 R,

100 a
RT	

10 fl

	

E	 8A V

TIG. 5.12

Schematic representation foi- a de series circuit.

First, recognize that the dc supply is also a two-terminal device 
with

two points	 be connected. If 
we simply ensure that there is only one

toconnection made at each end of the supply to the series combination of

resistors, we can be sure that we have established a series circuit.

The manner in which the supply is connected determines the direc-

tion of the resulting conventional current. For series dc circuits:

the direction ^f conventional current in a series dc circuit is such that

it leaves the positive terminal ofthe supply and returns 
to 

the negative

terminal, as shown in Fig. 5.12.

One of the most important concepts to remember when analyzing

series circuits and defining elements that are in series is:

The current is the same at every point in a series circuit.

For the circuit in Fig. 5.1 2, the above statement dictates that the current

is the same through the three resistors and the voltage source. . In addi-

rtion, if you are ever concerned about whether two elements a e in series,

simply check whether the current is the same through each element..

In any configuration, iftwo elements are in series, the current must

be the same. However, ifthe current is the samefor two adjoining 	
lip

elements, the elements may or may not be in series.

The need for this constraint in the last sentence will be demonstrated in

the chapters to follow.

Now that we have a complete circuit and current has been estab-

h sistor should belished, the level of current and the vditage across cac re

determined. To do this, return to Ohm's law and replace the resistance in

the equation by the total resistance of the circuit. That is,

(5.3)

with the subscripts used to indicate source current.

it is important to realize that when a dc, supply is connected, it does

not "see" the individual connection of elements but simply the total

0
I
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R2

to	 30 f)

	

R3 100 n 
MONO.,	 RT	 140 n

b

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 5.13

Resistance "seen" at the tenninals ofa series circuit.'

resistance "seen" at the connection tenninals, as shown in Fig. 5.13(a).

In other words, it reduces the entire configuration to one such as in Fig.
5.13(b) to which Ohm's law can easily be applied.

For the configuration in Fig. 5.12, with the total resistance calculated

in the last section, the resulting current is

E 8.4 V
- = T4o-f, = 0.06 A 60 mA4 = wT

Note that the current 1, at every point or corner of the network is the
sarne. Furthermore, note that the current is also indicated on the current
display of the power supply,

Now that Nye have the current level, we c n'calculate the voltag^a
across each resistor. First recognize that

the polarity ofthe voltage across a resistor is determined by the direction
offite current.

Current entering a resistor creates a drop in voltage with the polarity

indicated in Fig. 5.14(a). Reverse the dire( tion of the current, and the

polarity will reverse as shown in Fig. 5.14(b). Change the orientation of

the resistor, and the saine rules apply as shown in Fig. 5.14(c). Applying

the above to the circuit in Fig. 5.12 will result in the polarities appearing
in that figure.

	

+ V	 V +	 V	 1011

	

ion	 Ion

	( a)	 (b)	 (C)

FIG, 5.14

hiserting the polarities across a resistor as determined by the direction
afthe current.

The inagritude of the voltage drop across each re^istor can then be
found by applying Ohm 's law using only the resistance of each resistor.
That is,

	

V1	 11RI

	

V2 12R2	 (5.4)

V3 13R3
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w*h for Fig. 5.12 results it,

IIRI = 1,R 1 = (60 riA)(10 fl) 0.6V

V 
2 

12R2 = I,& = (60 mA)(30 fl) 1.8 V

'V1 — 13R3 = "R3 = (60 rI fl) 6.OV

Note that in all the numerical calculations appearing in the text thus

far, a unit of measurement has been applied to each calculated quantity.

Always remember that a quantity without a unit ofmeasuremen(is often

meaningless.

+ V,

EXAMPLE 5.4 For the series circuit in Fig. 5.15-.	
R, 2 fl

a. Find the total resistance RT.

b. Calculate the resulting source current 1,	 E:E 20V	 R2	 I fl V2

c. Determine the voltage across each resistor. 	

R' R 5(13
Solutions:

a. RT = R 1 + R2 + 83	
V3 +

= 2 f1 + I (I + 5	 FIG. 5.15

RT = 8 (1	 Series circuit to be investigated in Example 5.4.

E 20 V
b, 1, =	 2.5 AT

c. V l ,= 11R, = 1,R, = (2.5 A)(2 fl) = 5 V

V; = 12R2 = 1,R2 = (2-5 A)0 fl) = 2.5 V

V3 = 13R3 = 1,R3 = (2.5 A)(5 fl) = 12.5 V

V, +

EXAMPLE 5.5 For the series circuit in Fig. 5.16:	 7 fl	 R,=4fl

a. Find the total resistance RT.

V

b. Determine the source current], and indicate its direction on the circuit. 	
RE-50V	 R,3 7 n

R2 and indicate its polarity on the	
+	 7

c. Find the voltage across resistor	

L 

RT
I DR4

circuit,

Solutions:	 7 n

a. The elements of the circuit are rearranged as shown in Fig. SJ7.	 FIG. 5.16

RT = R2 + NR,	
Se- ries circuit to be analyzed in Example 5.5^

= 4 (1 + (3)(7 fl)

= 4 fl + 21 0

RT = 2S11

V, +

RZ	 R	 R,	 R4

1	

4 0	 7 n	 1, 7 n	 7 0

E-50V	 R

FIG. 5.17

Circuit in Fig. 5.16 redra Im to permit the ase of Eq. (5.2).
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b. Note that because of the manner in which the dc supply was con-

nected, the current now has a counterclockwise direction as shown

in Fig. 5.17:

50 V
Rr 25 D

c. The direction of the current will define the polarity for V2 appearing
in Fig. 5.17:

V^^ I2R2 = IrR2 = (2 A) (4 fl) 8 V

Examples 5.4 ,and 5.5 are straightforward, substitution-type problems

that are relatively eas
y
 to solve with some practice. Example 5.6, how-

ever, is another type bf problem that requires both a firm grasp of the

fundamental laws and equations and an ability to identify which quantity

should be determined first. TI Tbe-^ preparation for this type of exercise

NL
is to work through as	 y problems of this kind as possible.

XAM P 5.6 Given RT and ^13 , cal]late R, and E for the circuit in

8

8.

Solution: Since we are given the total resistance, it seems natur-al to

first write the equation for the total resistance and then insert what we

know:

RT = R, + R2 + R3

We find that there is only one unknown, and it can be determined with

some simple mathematical manipulations, That is,

12 M = R I + 4 kfl + 6 M ^ R, + 10 k11

and	 12 M — 10 kQ = R,

so that	 R, = 2 W

The dc voltage can be determined directly from Ohm's law:

E IRT = 13RT = (6 mA) ( 1 2 kQ) = 72 V

Analogies

The analogies used earlier to define the.scries connection are also excel-

lent for the current of a series circuit. For instance, for the series-

connected ropes, the stress on each rope is the same as they try to hold

the heavy weight. For the water analogy, the flow of water i' 

s 

the same

through each section of hose as the water is carried to its destination.

Instrumentation

Another important concept to remember is:

The inse
I 
rtion ofarky .nieter in a circuit will affect the circuit.

You must use meters that minimize the impact on the response of the cir-

cuit. The loading effects of meters are discussed in detail in a later see-

tion of this chapter. For no%%t A c will assuine that the meters are ideal

and do not affect the networks to which they are applied so that we can

concentrate on their proper usage. '	 k

I 
FIG. 5.18

Series circuit to be analyzed in Example 5.6.

a-1
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Furthermore, _^t is particularly helpful in the laboratory to realize that

the voltages ofa circuit can be measured without disturbing

'(breaking the connections in) the circuit.

11 the voltages of the circuit in Fig. 
5.12 are being meas

In Fig. 5.19, a	 e

ureo by 
voltmeters that were connected without disturbing ill original

configuration, Note that all the voltmeters are placed .
 across the resis-

tive elements .
 In addition, note that the positive (normally red) lead of

the voltmeter is connected
 to the point of higher potential (positive

sig_n), with the negative (normall . 
y black) lead of the voltmeter con-

nected to the point of lower potential (negative sign) for V, and V
2. The

itive reading on the display, If the lead. s were reversed, the
result is a pos	 would appear as

ould remain the same, but a negative sign
magnitude w

shown for 113.

v
c2^

R,	 _R,	 R3

30(l	 loon

+	 +	 +

FIG. 5.19

re the voltages across the resistorsin Fig. 
5.12.

Using voltmeters to measu.

Take special note that the 20 V scale of our meter was used to mea

sure the — 6 
V level, while the 2 V scale of our meter was used to mca-

F t chosen scale
sure the 40.6 V and 1.8 

V levels. The maximum value o

must always exceed the maximum value to be measured. In general,

when using a voltmeter, start with a scale that will ensure that the

reading is less than the maximum value of the scale. Then work your

way down in scales until the reading will? the highest level of

precision is obtained

Turning our attention to the current of the circuit, we find that

using an ammeter to measure the current 
of a circuit requires that

the circuit be broken at some point and the meter inserted in series

with the branch in 
which the current is to be determined.

For instance, to measure the current leaving the positive terminal of the

supply, the connection to the positive terminal must be removed to cre-

ate an open circuit between the supply and resist^r R,. The ammeter is

then inserted between these two points to form a bridge between the

supply and the first resistor, as shown in Fig. 5.20. The ammeter is now

in series with the supply and the other elements of the circuit. 
I . f each

6

M

10
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FIG. 5.20
Measuring the current thrOughout the series circuit in Fig. 5.12.

meter is to provide a positive reading, the connection must be made
such that conventional current enters the positive terminal of the meter
and leaves the negative terminal. This was done for three of the amme-
ters, with the ammeter to the right of R 3 connected in the reverse man-
ner. The result is a negative sign for the current, However, also note at
the current has the correct magnitude. Siqce the current is 60 mA, theA
200 mA scale of our meter was used for each meter.

As expecte ' d, the current at each point in the series ci rcuit is the sameusing our ideal ammeters.

OWER DISTRIB(fTION IN A
IES CIRCUITI

In any electrical system, the power applied will equal the power dissi-
patcd or absorbed.'For any series circuit, s'uch as that in Fig. 5.21,
the power applied by the dc suPP1Y muft equa. I that dissipated by the
rcsistiPe elements.

P 
A2	 P

R,
?2	 R3

+

P

 T E7

E	 E

FIG. 5.21

Power distribution in a series circuit.
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In equation form,

(5.5)

The poWdr delivered by the supply can be determined using

	

^watts, W)	 (5.6)

The power dissipated by the resistive elements can be determined by

any ofthe 
I 
following forms (shown for resistor R, only):

_3

V21
P, = V1 11	 121R, = ^	 (watts,	 (5.7)

99 
Rt

Since the current is the same through series elements, you will find in

the following examples that,

in a series configuration, maximum power is delivered to the largest

resistor.

EXAMPLE 5.7 For the series circuit in Fig. 5.22 
(all standard values): 	 + V	 V

R . 	 2 
zp'R"

a. Determine the total resistance RT. 	
R2

b. Calculate the current 1,	
1 k1n1	 3 k(I	

P

c. Determine the voltage a&oss each resistor. 	 Pr	 /+1

d. Find the power supplied by the battery.

	

	

R3

R3 2 kA V3
e . Determine the power dissipated by each resistor.

	 E	 36V

f. Comment on whether the total power supplied equals, the total

power dissipated.

Solutions:

a. R T = R 1 + 82 + R3	
FIG. 5.22

Series circuit to be investigated in ExamItle 5.7.

= I kf1 + 3 W + 2 k(I

RT = 6 kfl

b. 11	
36 V 6,mA

RT 6 W
c. V, = I IRI '= I^Rj (6 rn^.Xl kfl) = 6 V

V2 = I2R2 =	 (6 mA)(3 W) = 18 V

V3 = 13R3 = 1^1?3 (6 mA)(2 W) = 12 V

d. PE = El, ^ (36 V)(kmA) 
= 216 mW

e. P	 V
1 
1 1, = (6 V)(6 mA) = 36 mW

1 1- 12
P2	 2 R2 - (6 mA)'(3 kfl) = 108 mW

2

Y32- = ^^ = 72 mW
P3 

= R3 2 W

f PE = PR, + PR2 
+ PR3

216 mW 36 mW + 108 mW + 72 mW 216 mW (checks)-

t

OLTAGE SOURCES IN SERIES

bftag	 ,c- ^an connected in series, as shown in Fig. 
5.2.3, to in

s, e so

	 ^1.tal voltage applied to a system. The net voltage_ or 
decrease 1h

is determined by summing the sources with the same polarity and sub-
rity. Theriet polar-tracting the total of the sources with the opposite pola

ity is the polarity of the larger sum.
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E,	 IOV

+
E2 -=- 6V

111111111010- E,	 18 V

E3 =_E: 2 V

El 

T_ 

9V

E2-7= 3V	
ET	 8V+

E3	 4 V

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 5.23

Reducing series dc voltage sources to a single source.

In Fig. 5.23(a), for example, the sources are all "pressuring" current

to follow a clockwise path, so the net voltage is

E7- = El + E2 + E3 = 10 V + 6 V + 2 V = 1^ V

as shown in the figure. In Fig. 5.23(b), however, the 4 V source is "pres-

suring" current in the clockwise direction while the other two are trying

to establish current in the counterclockwise direction. In this case, the

applied voltage for a counterclockwise direction is greater than that for

the clockwise direction. The result is the counterclockwise direction for the

current as shown in Fig. 5.23(b), The net effect can be determined by

finding the difference in applied voltage between those supplies "pres-

suring" current in one direction and the total in the other direction. In

this case,

ET = El + E2 + E3 = 9 V + 3 V — 4 V = 8 V

with the polarity shown in the figure.

Instrumentation

The connection of batteries in series to obtain a higher voltage is com-

mon in much of today's ^ortable electronic equipment. For example, in

Fig. 5.24(a), four 1.5 V AAA batteries have been connected in series to

obtain a source voltage of 6 V. Although the voltage has increased,

keep in mind that the maximum current for each AAA battery and for
the 6 V supply is still the same. However, the power available has in-

creased by a factor of 4 due to the increase in terminal voltage. Note

also, as metfoned in-Chapter 2, that the negative end of each battery is

connected to the spring and the positive end to the solid contact. In ad-

dition, note how the connection is made between batteries using the

horizontal connecting tabs.

In general, supplies with only two terminals (+ and —) can be con-

nected as shown for the batteries. A problem arises, however, if the sup-

ply has an optional or fixed internal ground connection. In Fig. 5.24(b),

two laboratory supplies have been connected in series with both grounds

connected. The result is a shorting out of the lower source El (which

may damage the supply if the protective fuse does not activate quickly

enough) because both grounds are at zero potential. In such cases, the

supply E2 must be left ungrounded (floating), as shown in Fig. 5.24(c),

to provide the 60 V terminal voltage. If the laboratory supplies have an

internal connection from the negative te rminal to ground as a protective
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—S-

1 .. 5 v	 1,5 V

T

1.5 V

	

	
+ 15v-

+

6V

(W

+a2

+	

E	 OV

+E, ::j ̂ 20V	 e

_7" 60V

20 V?

	

=
0 	 40 V_ _1 ,  	 E, 

+1

+	

^ = - :

	
-v,	 40VE, -^j-

b
b

v.1.0	
!^j

Shonacro, supply El	 h

W
M

71FIG. 5.24

f6 V- (b) incorrect connections for two
Series connection ofdc supplies: (a)four 1.5 

V batteries in series 	 y

blish a terminal voltag e 0	
-to eltablish

ries dc supplies; (c) correct connseto esta	
ection oftwo series supplies	

YA60 Vat the output ierminals.

feaiure for the users, a series Connection of supplies cannot be made. Be

aware of this fact, because some educational institutions add an internal

ground to the supplies as a protective feature even though the panel still

ispi s the ound connection as.
 an optional feature.	

FIG. 5.25

KIRCHIz

r	

Gustav Robert Kirchhoff.

KIRCHHOFF'S VOLTAGE LAW

	

	 Courtesy of the Smithsonian

Institution, Photo No. 58,283.

e law to be described in this section is one of the most important in

iw
	this field. It has application not only to dc circuits but also to any typ

e of	 German (Konigsberg, Berlin)

	

signal—whether
 it be ac, digital, and so on. This law is far-reaching and

	 (1824-87),

	can be very helpful in working out solutions to networks that sometimes 	
Physicist	

University of HeidelbergProfessor of Physics

leave us lost for a direction of investigation.

	

The law, called Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL), was developed 
by	 Although a contributor to a number of areas in the

	

hhoff (Fig. 5.25) 
in the mid-1800s. It is a cornerstone of the 	

physics domain, he is best known for his work in Ole

Gustav Kirc	 electrical area with his.ierinition of the relationships

entire field and, in fact, will never be outdated or replaced.
	 ^betwcen the currents and voltages of a network . in

	

The application of the law requires-th at
 we define a closed path of inves-
	

'1847. Did extensive research with German chemist,

ork, travel through the
ligation, perninting us to start at one poim in the netw

	 Robert i3tm+wn (developed the Bunsc?z burner), 
rc-

	

network, and find our way back to ,the original starting point. The path does
	 sul6ng in the discovery of the,imponant element, f^

not have to be circular, square, or any other defined shape; it 
must simply

and get back to it without leaving the
provide ' a way to leave a point
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a	
+ V,

_4",_

R,

E

ILL—

FIG. 5.26

Applying Kirchhoffs voltag^ law to a series

dc circuit.

.1

network. In Fig. 5.26, if we leave point a and follow the current, we will
end up at point b. Continuing, we can pass through points c and d and eVen-
tuallY return through the voltage source to point ti, our starting point, The
path abcda is thcr efore a closed path, or closed loop. The law specifies that

I
the algebrak sum ofthe potential rises and drops around a closed

path (or closed loop) is zero.

In symbolic form it can be written as

Fy- , V ̂ = O	 (Kirchhoff's voltage law in symbolic form) (5.8)

where I represents summation. a the closed loop, and V the potential
d

. 
rops and rises. The term algebraic simply means paying attention to the

signs that result in the equations as we add and subtract terms.

The first question that often arises is, Which way should I go around
the closed 'paW Should I always follow the direction of the current? To

simplify matters, this text will always try to move in a clockwise ^ircc-
tion. By selecting a direction, you eliminate the need to think about
wt' fich way would be more appropriate. Any directil,,n will work as long
as you get back to the startiNg point.

Another question is, How do I ^pply a sign to the various voltages
as I proceed in a clockwise direction? For a particular voltage, we will

assign a positive sign when proceeding from the negative to positive

potential—a positive experience such as moving from a negative

checking. balance to a Positive one. The opposite change in potential
level results in a nbgative sign. In Fig. 5.26, as we proceed from point
d to point a across the voltage source, we move from a negative poten-
tial (the negative siO) to a Positive , potential (the positive sign), so a
positive sign is given to the source voltage E. As we proceed from
point a to point b, we encounter a Positive sign followed by a negative
sign, so a drop in potential has occurred, and a negative sign is applied.
Continuing from b to c, we encounter another drop in potential, so an-

other negative sign is applied. We then arrive back at the starting point
d, and the resulting sum is set equal to zero as defined by Eq. (5.8).

Writing out the sequence with the voltages and the signs results in the
following:

+E — V, — V2 ^ 0
	which can be rewritten as	 E = V, + V,

The' result is particularly interesting because it tells us that

the applied voltage ofa series dc circuit will equal the sum ofthe

voltage drops ofthe circuit.

Kirchhoff's voltage law can ako be written in the following 
I 

form:

(5.9)

revealing that

the sum ofthe voltage rives arounda closed park will always equal'
the sum ofthe voltage drops.

To demonstrate that the direction that you take around the loop has n,)

effect on the results, let's take the counterclockwise path and compare
results. The resulting scquenc- appears as

—E + V2 + V, = 0
	yielding the same result of	 E = V, + V2

R2
	

V2
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+	 + 4.2 V

EM	 5.8 Use Kirchhoff's voltage law to determine the unknown
	 R,	 R2

LEthe c

Solution: When applying Kirchhoff's voltage law, be sure to concen-
	

+

tag^pf., ,	 ircuit in Fig. 5.27.

+1	 E2^^ 9V	/trate on the polarities of the v9ltage rise or drop rather - than on the type	 El — 16V

of element. In other words, do not treat a voltage drop across a resistive

element differently from a voltage rise (or drop) across a source. If the

polarity dictates that a drop has occurred, that is the important fact, not

whether it is a resistive element or source.

	

Application of Kirchhoff's voltage law to the circuit in Fig. 5.2 7 in	 FIG. 5.27

the clockwise direction results in	
Series circuit to be examined in ExampleS.8.

+ El — V1 V2 — E2 = 0

and	 v, = E, V2 — E2

= 16 V — 4 :2 V — 9 V

so	 V, = 2.8 V

The result clearly indicates that you do not need to know the values

of the resistors or the currentto determine the unknown voltage. Suffi

cient information was carried by the other voltage levels to determine

the unknown.

+ 12V —	 + 6N

	nknown. voltage for the circuit in	 R)	 R2
AMPLE 5.9 Determine the u

^Fig. 5.28.	 +

Solution: In this case, the unknown-voltage is ritit across a single resis
	 +	 +

	tive element but between two arbitrary points in the circuit. Simply
	

El -- E32 I	 R3 14 V

apply Kirchhoff's voltage law around a path, including the source of re

sistOT 93. 
For the clockwise path, including.the source, the resulting

equation is the following:

+E — Vi	 0	
FIG. 5.28

and	 V, = E — V, = 32 V 12 V = 20 V	 Series dc circuit to be analyzed in Example 5.9.

Foi the clockwise path, including resistor R3, the follo wing results:

+ Vx — V2 V3 ^ 0

and	 V^ = 1/2 + V1
= 6 V + 14 V

with , 	 VIX = 20 V

+	 V,

25 V	
1^v

a	
+

20V

FIG. 5.29

Combination oftoltage sources to be examined in'-

Example S. 10.

There is no requirement that the follo^e

' 

d path have chargeflow

curkenc. In Example 5. 10, 
the current is zero everywhere, but Kirc

hoff's voltage law can still be applied to determine the voltage betwei

the points of interest. Also, there will be 
situations where the actual p

larity will not be provided. In such cases, simply assume a polarity. It t

answer is negative, the magnitude of the result is correct, but the polari

should be reversed.

EXAMPLE 5.10 Using Kirchhoff's voltage I^w, determine voltages

and V2 for the net ork in Fig. 5.29.F, %

it
Solution: or pat 1 1, starting at point a in a clockwise direction,

and	 +25 V — V, + 15 V = 0

Introductory, C, i1A	 V, 40 V



FIG. 5.30

Series configuration to be exar^ined

in Example 5. 11.

+ I*V^

6V	 Wa

+

bI 

2V -

FIG. 5.31

APPIYbig Kirchhdffs voltage law to a circuit in
which the polarities have not been providedfor one

Ofthe voltages (Example 5.12),

V3 = 15 V

E__:E^_ 54 V
	

7 fl V,

R,+

FIG. 5.32
Series configurafion to be examined in

Example.5.13.

AO I I I SERIES d, CIRCUITS

For path 2, starting at point a in a clockwise dfrection,

V2 — 20 V = 0

and	 V2 = —20 V

The minus sign in the solution simply indiciies that the actual Polari7

ties are different from those assumed.

The next example demonstrates that you do not need to know what

elements are inside a container when applying Kirchhoff's voltage law,

They could all be voltage sources or a'mix of sources and resistors. It

doesn't matter^simply pay strict attention to the polarities encountered.

Try to find the unknown quantities in the next examples without

looking at the solutions. It will help defineWhere, you may be having
trouble.

Example 5.11 emphasizes the fact that when you are applying Kirch-

hoff's voltage law, the polarities of the voltage rise or drop are the hn-

portant parameters, not the type of element involved.

EXAMPLE 5.11 Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, determine the un-
known voltage for the circuit in Fig. 5.30, 	1	

.	
I

Solution: Note that in this circuit, there are various polarities across

the unknown elements since they can contain any mixture of compo-

nents. Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law in the clockwise direction
results in

+60V — 40V — V, + j0V = 0,

and	 V, = 60V +30 1V — 40V = 90V — 40V

with	 V, = 50V

EXAMPLE 5.12 Determine the voltage V. for the circuit in Fig. 5.3 1.
Note that the polarity of V. was not provided.

Solution: For cases where the polarity is 'not included, simply make an
assumption abou' t the polarity, and apply Kirchhoff's voltage law as be-
fore. If the result has a posftive sign, the assumedpolarity was.correct . If

the result has a nunus sign, the magnitude Is correct, but the assumed

polarity must be reversed. In this case, if we assume point a to be posi-,
tive and point b to be negative, an application of Mrchhoff's voltage law
in the clockwise direction results in

—6 V — 14 V 7 Vx + 2 V 0

and	 V, = — 20 V + 2 V

so that	 V, = — 18 V

Since the result is negative, we know that point a should be negative and
point . b should be positive, but the magnitude of 18 V is correct.

EXAMPLE 5. 13 For the series circuit in Fig. 5.32.

a. Determine V2 using Kirchfioff's voltage law,
b. Determine current 12,

c. Find R, and R3.
h*o ductory, C.. liji
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Solutions.

a. Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law in the clockwise direction start-

ing at the negative terminal of the supply results in

—E + V3 + V2 + V, = 0

and	 ^E V, + VT + V3 (as expected)

so that V2	 V, — -V3 = 54 V — 18 V — 15 V

and	 i'2=21V

b. 12 = 
V, 21 V 

R2

12 = 3A

C. R, = V1 MV 6'0
It.	 3 A

V3 15 VWith 

k3 13 _iA	
5 il

EXAMPLE 5.14 ' Using Kirchhoff's voltage law and Fig. 5.12, verify
Eq.L (5 . 1).

Solution: Applying Kirchhoff's voltage ^aw around the closed Rath:

0 V1 + V2 + Y3

Substituting Ohm's law:

1,RT = 11R, + 12R2 + 13R3

but	 1, = Il = 12 = 13

so that	 ]^R7- = I^(R j + R2 + R3)

and	 RT = RI + R2 + R3
which is Eq. (5. 1).

5.7 VOLTAGE DIVISI ON IN A SERIES CIRCUIT

The previous section demonstrated that the sum of the voltages

a(^ross the resist6ts of 4 series circuit will always equal the applied

voltage. It cannot be more or less than that value. The next question is, How

will it resistor's value affect the voltage across the resistor? It tums out that

the voltage , across series r;sistive elements will divide as the magnitude

of the resistance levels.

In other words,

	

	
+

12V

in a series resistive circuit, the larger the resistiInce, the more oftite

applied voltage it will capture.	
+

-E	 20V	 R2 3 fl 6V

In addition,

the ratio oft' he voltages across series resistofs will be the same as the 	 R3 I III 2V
ratio of their resistance levels.

All 
of the above statements can best be described by a few simple ex-

amples. In Fig. 5.33, 
all 

the voltages acros^ the resistive elements are pro-

vided. The largest resistor of 6 fl captures the bulk of the applied voltage, 	 FIG. 5.33
while the smalleg resistor, R3, has the least. In addition, note that since the 	 Revealing how the voltage will divide across series

resistance level of R, is six times that Of R3,. the voltage across R, is six 	 resistive elements.



E

0

Mf1 42v.

Mn 6V

M11 2V

FIG. 5.34

The iatio ofthe resistive values determines the volt-

age division ofa series de circidt.

I
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times that of R3. The fact that the resistance level of R2 is three times that

of R, results in three fimes-the voltage across R2, Finally, since RI is twice R2,

the voltage across R, is twice that of R2- In general, therefore, the voltage

across series resistors will have the same ratio as their resistance levels.

Note that if the resistance levels of all the resistor 's in Fig. 5.33 are in-

creased by the same amount, as shown in Fig. 5.34, the voltage levels all

remain the same. -In other words, eveh though the resistance levels were

increased by a f4ctor of I million, the voltage ratios remained the same.

Clearly, therefore, it is the ratio of resistor values that counts when it

comes to voltage division, not the m4gnitude of the resistors. The current

level of the network will be severely affected by this change in resistance

level, but the voltage levels remain unaffected.

Based on the abovejt should now beclear that when you first encounter

a . circuit such as that in Fig. .6.35. you will expect4hat the voltage across the

I MQ resistor will be much greater than that across the I M or the 100 fl

resistor. In addition, based 
on 

a statement above, the voltage across the 
I 
M

resistor will be 10 times as great as that across the 100 fl resistor since the

resistance level is 10 times as much. Certainly, you would expect that very

little voltage will be left for the 100 fl resistor. Note that the current was

never mentioned in the above analysis. The distribution of the applied volt-

age is deternimcd solely by the ratio of the resistance levels. Of course, the

magnitude of the registers will detennine the resulting current level.

To continue with the above, since I Ma is 1000 times larger than I M,

voltage V, will be 1000 times larger than V2. In addition, voltage V2 will

be 10 times larger than V3 . Finally, the vol6ge across the largest resistor

of I M0 will be ^10)(1000) = 10,000 times largex than V3.

Now for some details. The total resistance is

RT = R, + R2 + R3

= I Mn + I kO + 100 fl

RT = 1 1001 ,100 n

Ri	
1 M" V 1 > > 1^20r V3

E	 100 V	 R2	 I kfl V2	 [OV.1

loon

Rl>>R,orR3

FIG. 5.35

7he largest oftheseries resistive elements will Cap-

ture the majorshare ofthe applied voltage.

Th& current is

E	 100V

is	 ;^5 99.89 gA	 (about 100 AA)

Rr	 1,001 100 il

with

V, 1 1 R, 1,R 1 = (99.89 juA)(1 MQ) = 99.89 V (almok die full 100V)

V2 '= 12R2 = IR2 = (99.89 /.tA)(I kQ) = 99.89 111V (about 
100 mV)

V3 = 13R3 = IsR3 = (99.89 jiA)(100 n) = 9.989 
rnV (about 10 mV)

As illustrated above, the major part of the applied voltage is across

the I Mn resistor. The current is in the microampere range due primarily

to the large I Mil resistor. Voltage V2 is about 0. 1 V, compared to almost

100 V for V I . The voltage across R3 is-only about 10 mV, or 0.010 V.

irst ex-Before making any detailed, lengthy calculations, you should f

amine the resistance levels of the seri^s resistors to develop someidea of

how the applied voltage will be divided through the circuit. It will reveal,

with a minumurn amount Of effort, what ' you should expect when per

forming the calculations (a checking mechanism). It also allows you to

speak intelligently about the response of the circuit without having to re-

sort to any calculations.

Voltage Divider Rule (VDR)
7-

The voltage divider rule (VDR) permit , the determination of the volt-

age across a series resistor without first having to determine the current



FIG. 5.36
Developing the voltage divider rule,

E
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of the circuit. The rule itself can be derived by 
analyzing the simple se

.5.36.hes circuit in Fig

First, determine the total resistance 
as 

follows:

RT 91 + R2

E

Then	 12 
R7.

Apply Ohm's law to each resistor:

E

Y1 = 1 1R I =	 R

	

RT	 RT

V2 = I2R2 = ( 
E 

R2 R2 
2^

RT)	 RT

The resulting format for V, and 112, is

V^
 =

E
=R^	 (voltage divider rule)

R

where Vx is the voltage across the resistor 
R, E is the impressed voltage

across the sefies elements, and RT 
is the total resistance of the series

circuit.	
thatThe voltage divider rule states

the voltage across a resistor in a series circuit is equal to the value Of

times the total applied voltage divided by 
the total

that resistor

resistance ofthe series configuration

Although Eq. (5 10) 
was derived using a series circuit of only Iwoe

elements, it car) be used for seri 's circuits with any number of series

-resistors.

EXAMPLE 5.15 
For the series cijcuit in Fig. 5.37.,

a.
Without making any calculations, how much larger would you ex-

pect the voltage hc6s R2 to be compared to that across R 
I?

b.
Find the voltage V, using only the voltage divider rule.

c. Using the coni;lusion of part (a), determine the voltage across R2.

d. Use the voltage divider rul 
I 
e to determine the voltage across R2, and

compare your answer to your.conclusion in part (c).,

e. How does the sum of V I and V2 compare to the app .
lied voltage7

Solutions:

a.
Since resistor R2 is three times R 1, it is expected that 'V2 	

31/1.

(64 V

	

on( , V	 20 n	 V

b. Vi = RI-E = 2
RT - ^_o fl 1-60 n

C - V2 ^ 3VI 
= 3(16 V) = 48 V

d V2 = R	 (60 0) 
(64 V	

48 V
2 
RT	

80 Q

The results are an exact match.

e. E = V1 + V2

	

64V = 16V + 48V = 64V
	 (checks)

	

+ Vr	 V2

	

'o fl	 60 fl

'+j	 R,	 R2

E	 64 V

FIG. 5.37

Sdries cir

I 

cuit 10 
be examined u,ing,he voltage

divider rule in Example 5.15.



R1 2 W

11	
-

E	 45 V R,;5kfl +

R3	 8 kA v3

R1	 4.7 kil4 7 M

R2	 1.2 kfl

R3 3 kn
. 

tv3

R4 10 W1
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FIG. 6.38

Series circuit to be investigated in

Exa-ples.5.16 and 5.17.

EXAMPLE 5.16 Using the voltage divider rule, ^detennine voltages V,
and Y3 for the series circuit in Fig. 5.38.

Solution..

RT = R, + R2 + R,
= 2 W + 5 k1l + 8 k0

RT = l5kfl

V1	 2 kfl ( 
45V	

6 V

	

RT	 15 kfl

and	 V,	 8 kfl 
(45 

V) = 24V

	

9T 	 15 fl

The voltage divider rule can be "tended to the voltage across two or
more senes elements if the resistance in the numerator of Eq, (5. 10) is
expanded to include the total resistance of the series 

resistors across

	

which the-voltage is to be fo	 R	

is'E
R R T

EXAMPLE 6.1^ 
Determine the voltage (denoted V) across the series

combination of resistors R, and R2 in Fig. 5.38. ^

solution: SinceAe voltage desired is across both R, and 
R2, the sumof R, and R2 wilb6e substituted as R' in Eq. (5.11). The result is

R' R, t R2 = 2 kfl + 5 kfl 7 W

and	 V R' 
E__ 

7 kO 
45 V	

21 V
( -1 —5k—fl

In the next example you are presented with a problem 
Of the otherkind: Given thd vOltage division, you must determine the required resis^-

tor values. In rhos

-
t cases, problems of this kind simply require that you

are able to use the basic equations introduced thus far in the text.

EXAMPLE 5,18 Given the voltmeter reading in Fig. 5.39, find voltage V3.

Solution: Even though the rest of the network is not shown and the
-current level has not been determined, the voltage divider rule can be ap-
plied by using the voltmeter reading as the full voltage across the series
combination of resistors. That is,

( Vmet.r)	 3 kfl(5-6 
V)

V' '3 ji3 + R, 3 i^fl '+ 1. 2 kfl
V3 4V

EXAMPLE 5.19 Design Ithe voltage divider circuit in Fig. 5.40 suc[
that the voltage across R, will be four times the voltage across R2; that isV,R j = 4 VXV

FIG. 5.39

V01tage divider action for Exanple 5,18,

r., F- A - +1	 R, VR,
E -=-20 V

]R2 VA,

FIQ PAO
Designing a 

voltage di^iderlirc-it. (&a.pk S. 19).
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SolutioniThe total resistance is defined by

RT = R, + R2

However, if	 VR, = 4Vg,

then	 R, = 4R2

so that
	

RT-= R, + R2 = 4R2 + R2 5R2

Applying Ohm's law, we can determine the total resistance of the

circuit:

E 20 V
RT = - = — = 5 W

4 mA

so	 RT = 5R2 5 kfl

and	 R2 ='^ kn I kn
5

Then	 R, = 4R2 = 4(l W) 4 k11

10 0

Y
5.8 INTERCHANGING SERIES ELEMENTS 	

Y
'The elements of a series circuit can bejnterchanged without affecting 	 F R,	 R2

the total resistance, current, orpower to each element. For instance, the 	 :L—	 R, 20 n
network in Fig. 5.41 can be redrawn as shown in Fig. 5.42 without af- 	

E	 70EV

fecting I or V2. The total resistance RT is 35'fl in'both eases, and I = 70

V/35 0 = 2 A. The voltage V2 IR2 = (Z A)(5 fl) 
10,V for both

configurations.

FIG. 6.41

EXAMPLE 5.20 Determine I and , the voltage across the 7 fl resistor	
Series dc circuit with elements to be interchanged.

for the network in Fig. 5.43.

Solution: The network is redrawn in Fig. 544. 	 10a	 20 fl

	

RT ^2)(4 fl) + 7 0 = 15 n	
Fl— R,	 R3

37-5 V = 2.5 A'
Rr	 15 fl	 E	 70 V	 R2	 V2

V7n IR (2.5 A) (7 fl) 17.5 V

	

4a	 411'	 4n	 4a

FIG. 5.42

	

12.5 + 	+	 71, V
	

Circuit in Fig. 5.41 with R2 and R3 interchanged-

7 0 V	 !17.5 V

50V
+ V

4 f,	 7 a

FIG. 5.44	 12.5 V

Redrawing the circuit in Fig. 5.43.
50V

5.9 NOTATION

Notation plays an increasingly important role in the analysis to fo llow. It	
FIG. r,.43

is important, therefore,. that we begin to exami^e the notation used 	
Fwmple 5.20.

throughout the industry.
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V	
Voltage Sources and Ground

Except for a few special cases, electrical and el^ctrcmic systems are

FIG. 5.45	 grounded for reference and safety purposes. The symbol for the ground

Groundporential. connection ap^cars in Fig. 5.45 with its defined potential level—zero
volts. A grounded circuit may appear as shown in Fig. 5.46(a), (b), or

(c). In any case, it is understood that the negative terminal of the battery

and the bottom of the resistor R 2 are at ground potential. Although Fig.

5.46(c) shows no connection between the two grounds, it is recognized

that such a connection exists for the continuous flow of charge. If E =
12 V, then point a is 12 V positive with respect to ground potential, and

12 V exist across the series combination of resistors R, and R
2- If a volt

meterpiaced from point b to ground reads 4V, then the voltage across R2

is 4 V, with the higher potential at point b,

a

R,

R,	 R,
+

E 

+ —

	

	 E	 b

R2

R2
R2

(a)	
(b)

FIG. 5.46

+ 12 V	
Three waYs to sketch the saine series dc circuit.

On large schematics where space is at a premium and clarity is im-

R,	 R,	 portant, voltage sources may be indicated as shown in Figs. 5.47(a) and
+	 5.48(a) rather than as illustrated in Figs. 5.47(b) and 5.48(b). In addition,

	

12 V	 potential levels may be indicated as in Fig-5.49, t1D permit a rapid check
0 f the potential levels at various' points in a network with respect to

R2	
FR2	 ground to ensure that the system is operating properly.

	

-5V	 - - -RI
(a)	 (b)	

Rj^

FIG. 5.47

R2

Replacing the special notation for a dc voltage 	 FR2	 5 V-=-
source with the standard symboL

VR'R2

I	

- -1	

.	
. I I , I I .	 I I (b)

FIG. 5.48

Replacing the nouttionfor a negative dc supply

	

25 V	 with the standard notation.

R2

Double-SubsCriPt Notation

	

R	 The fact that voltage is an variable and exists between two points

FIG. 5.49,

	

	

has resulted in a double-subscript notation that defines the first subscript
as the hiLher potcmi4l, In Fig. 5,50(a), the two points that define (fie

	

The expected ),oltage levelat aparticularpointin a 	 voltage across the resistor R aie denoted by a and b. Since ais the firstnetwork ifthe system isjunctioning proper^, 	 qtlhqrript for V,,,,,, Poil ' t a must have a higher potential than point b if y1lb
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Vb+	 +

R	
b	 a	 R	 b

(a)	 (b)

FIG. S-50

Defining the sign for double-subscript notation.

Is to have a positive value. if, in fact, point b is at a higher potential than.

point a, V,,b' will have a negative value, as indicated in Figt 5.50(b).

In summary:

The double-subscript notation V^h specifies point a as the higher

potential. Ifthis is notthe case, a negative sign niustbe associated

with the magnitude of Vab.

In other words,

the voltage Vh is the voltage at point a with respect to (w.r.t.) point b.

Single-Subscript Notation

If point b of the notation V^b 
is specified as ground potential (zero volts), 	

"b

then a single--subscript notation can be used that provides the voltage at
	

6 fl'	 + 
b

a point with resoect-to ground.

In Fig. 5.5 1, V, is the voltage from point a to ground. Iii this case, it is

oV	
V

obviously 10 V since it is right across the source voltage E. 
The voltage	 E= lov_^ Iov	 4V	 4(1

Vb is the voltage from poin t b to ground. Because it is directly across the

4 fl, resistor, Vb = 4 V.

In summary:

The single-subscript notatio
I 
n V^ specifies the voltage at point a with 	 FIG. 5.51

respect to ground (zero volts). Ifthe voltage is less than zero volts, a 	
Difining the use ofsingle-subscript notationjor

negative sign must be associated with the magnitude of V^, 	
^oltage levels.

General Comments

A particularly useful relationship can - now be established that has exten

sive applications in the analysis of electronic circuits. For the above no-

tational standards, the following relationship exists:

V̂,_ Vb	 (5.12)

In other words, if the voltage at points a and b is known with respect

to ground, then the voltage V^b can be determined using 
Eq. (5.12). In

Fig., 515 1, for example,

Y^b V^ Vb 
10 V — 4 V

6 V

EXAMPLE 5.21 Find the' voltiige Vb for the conditions in Fig. 5.52.	 V^ +16 V	 +20 V

Solution: Applying Eq.. (5.12) gives a	 R	 b

v b = v, — Vb 16 V ' 20 V	 FIG. 5.52

= -L4 V	 Exionple,5.21.
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V, V^b=+5VVb=4V'	
Note the negative sign to reflect the fact that point b is at a higher po-

0 --AAk---	 tential than point a.
a	 R	 b

FIG. 5.53

Example 5.12.	 EXAMPLE 5,22 Find the Voltage V. for the configuration in Fig. 5,53.

Solution: Applying Eq. (5.12) gives

V b = V. — Vb

and	 V^ = Vb + Vb = 5 V + 4 V
V. +20 V	 =9Y

R	 10 ka v,	
EXAMPLE 5.23 Find the vdItage V,^ for the configuration in Fig. 5.54.

Solution: Applying Eq. (S. 12) gives
Vb —15V

V^b =	 Yb = 20 V — (— 15 V) tO V + 15 V

= 
35 V

FIG. 5.54
Example 5.23. Note in Example 5.23 you must ^e careful with the si 

I 
gns when

applying the equation. The voltage is dropping from . a high level of
+ 20 V to a negative voltage of — 15 V. As shown in Fig. 5.55, this rep-

V

	

	 resents a drop in voltage of 35 V. In some ways it's like going from a
positive -checking balance of $20 to owing $15; the total expenditure

V^ 20V	 is $35.

35 V'

17^, FGnd (O—V,77	
EXAMPLE 5.24 Find the voltages Vb, V, and V., for the network in

77	 Fig. 5.56.	 A

Vb —15V	

a	 + 
4V_	 + E2

FIG. 5.55	 20 V
t	 The impact ofpositive and negative voltages on the	

+total voltage drop.	 E^ IOV..=	
00

v

FIG. 5.56

V	
Example 5,24.

Solution.' Starting at ground potential (zero volts), we proceed through
10V

14V	
a nse of 10 V to reach point a and then pass through a drop in potential

6 V	
of 4V to point b. The result is that the meter reads

V̂  = + 10 V — 4 V . = 6 V

77	 as clearly demonstrated by Fig. 5.57.
If we then proceed to point c, there is an additional drop of 20 V, re-

sulting in

FIG. 5.67	 V, = V^ — 20 V 6 V — 20 V —14 V

Determining Vb using the deftned voltage levels. 	 as shown in Fig. 5.58:
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E2=+35V
a	 +

	

a	 R2' 25 11 V.,

Vcb R I : 20 il
'Gnd (0 V)	 Va,	 +241 V

-20 V -Y, -14V	 El -19 VO-i

FIG. 5.69
Example 5.25.

C,

V
FIG. 5.58

Review offhe potential levelsfor the circuit in Fig. 5.56	 +35 V

The voltage Vac can be obtainted using Eq. (5,12) or by simply^refer_

ring to Fig. 5.58:
54 V

-V^ = V^ - V, 10 V - 14 V)

='24 V	 Gnd (0 V)

-11 VEXAMPLE 6;2$ Determine Yb, Vb, and for the network in Fig. 5.59.

Solution: There are two ways to approach this problem. The first is to 	 FIG. 5.60

sketch the diagram in Fig. 5.60 and note that there is a 54 V drop across 	 Determining the total voltage drop across the

the series resistors R, and R2. The current can then be determined using 	 resistiveelements in Fig 5.59.

Ohm's law and the voltage levels as follows:

a
+

J = 54 V = 1.2 A
45 fl	 R2^ ^5 il

Yab = ^R2 (1.2 A)(25 n) = 30 V

Vcb = -IRI -(1.2 A)(20 fl) -24 V	
+	

E2	 35 VR,: 20fl
V, = El 19 V	

I
The other approach is to redraw the network as shown in Fig. 5.61 to

clearly establish the aiding effect of El and E2 and then solve the result- 	 Ej	 19V

ihS series circuit:

El + E2 19V+35V. 54V
1=^=-= 12A	 FIG, 5.61

	

RT	 45 fl	 45 n	 Redrawing the circuit in Fig. 5.59 using standiud

and	 V^b 30 V Vcb = -24 V	 VC = -19V	
dc voltage supply symbo.1s.

E +24V

EXAMPLE 5.26 Using the voltage divider rule, determine the voltages 	 +	 +

V, and V2 of Fig. 5.62.	 R, 4 1`1	
RJR, 4 n V,

V1	 +
V

Solution: Redrawing the network with the standard battery symbol re- 	 E _=_ 24 V
--ov,	

+suits in the network in Fig: 5.63. Applying the voltage divider rule gives 	 +	 R2 1
2 n V2

	

R IE	 (4 a)(24 V)	
V2 R2121110

V, = 
RI + R2 4 fl + 2 A = 16 

V

	

R2E	 (2 fl)(24 V)

	

Y2 =	 = 8 V	 FIG. 5.62	 FIG.'5.63
R I + R2	 40 + 2fl	 Fxample 5.26.	 Circuit ofFig. 5.62 redrawn.
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+	 Vh

a	
R,	 b	

R2	 EXAMPLE 5.27 For the network in Fig. 5.64.

a. Calculate V^b.2 n	 +	 30	 b.' Determine Vb.
+	

c. Calculate TIC.
E	 10 V	 Vb	 R, 1,5 fl	

Solutions:

a. Voltage divider rule:

FIG. 

1 

5.64	
R E	 (2 fl)(10 V)

tIb = ' = — = +2V

Example 5.27.	 Rj-. 2n + 311 + 512

b. Voltage divider rule:

(R2 + R3)E (3 fl + 5 n)(10 V)

Yb VR, + YR, = — = -	 = 8 V

RT	 ion

or Vb = V. — V.b = E — Y.b 10 V — 2 V 8 V

6. TIC ground potential	 0 V

5.10 VOLTAGE REGULATION

ANIJ THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE

OF VOLTAGE SOURCES

When you use a dc supply such as the generator, battery, or supply in

Fig. 5.65, you initially assqme that it will provide the desired voltage

for any resistive load you may hook LIP to the supply. In other words, if

the battery is labeled 1.5 V or the supply is set at 20 V, you assume that

they will provide that voltage no matter what load you may apply. Un

fortunately, this is not always the case. For instance,if we apply a I kQ

resistor to a dc laboratory supply, it is fairly easy to set the voltage

across the resistor to 20 V. However, if we remove the I kfl resistor and

replace it with a 100 fl resistor and don't touch the controls on the sup-

ply at all, we may find that the voltage has dropped to 19.14 V. Change

the load to a 68 fl resistor, and the terminal voltage drops to 18.72 V.

We discover that the load applied affe'ets the terminal voltage of the

supply. In fact, this example points out that

a network should always be connected to a supply before the level of

sfipply yoltage is set.

The reason the terminal voltage drops with changes ip load (current

demand) is that

e very practical (real-world) supply has an internal resistance 
in 

series

with the idealized voltage source

E +

E

L
(b)

FIG. 5.65

'a) Sources qfdc voliage; (b) equivalent ^lrcuill.
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as shown in Fig. 5.65(b). 
The resistance level depends on the type o fsuP-

new supplies come out that are less
ply, but it is always present. Every year , some 

sensi tivity still remains.
sensitive to the load applied, but even so

lain the action that occurred above,
The supply in Fig. 5.66 helps exp

as we changed the load resistor. Due to the internal resistance of the

supply, the ideal internal supply must 
be set to 20.1 V in Fig. 5.66(a) if

20 V are to appear across the I kfl resistor
. The internal resistance will

The current in the circuit is deter-
capture 0 . 1 V of the applied voltage

and using Ohm's law; that is ,' IL
mined by 

simply looking at the load

vLIRL 20 V/1 kfl 
20 mA, which is a relatively low current.

1.28V -
0.86V -	 R,	 1L 275.34 mA+ 0.1 V	
Ri.	 IL 191.43 mA

R!	
mA

_=- E20.1 V R 68 11

5
5 n

5	
+

+	 +
+	

+	
68 n	 VL 18.72V

	14V E	 L
+	

+	
20.1 V	 R, 100 n	 VL 19	

20.1 V	 R

20. :1V	 RL= I kfn V, 20 V E
E

(C)

(a)	
(b)

FIG. 5.66
not voltage ofa suPP lY-

a ing the effect ofthanging a load 
oil the termi

Demonstrat

In Fig. 5.66(b), 
all the settings of the supply are left untouched, but

00 fl resistor. The resulting current is

the 1 kfl load is replaced 
by a I

now IL 
E/lZr = 20.1 V/105 il = 

191.43 mA, and the output voltage is

(19 1.43 mA)(1 00 fl ) = 19.14 V, a dr p of 0.86 V. in Fig.VL = ILR	
0

5,66(c), a 68 
n load is applied, and the current increases substantially to

e of only 18.72 V. This is a drop of

275.34 mA with a terminal voltag

the expected level. Quite obviously, therefore, as the current
1.28 V from
drawn from the supply increases, the terminal voltage continues to drop.

t the terminal voltage versus current demand from 
0 A to

If ,we plo

275.34 mA, we obtain the plo t in Fig, 5,67. 
Interestingly enough, it turns

out to be a straight line that continues to drop with an increase in current

demand. Note, in particular, that the curve begins at a current level of 
0 A.

VL

20.1 V

----------------------

AVL -------- -- 

11- -----------------	 7717 74	
18.72 V

191.43 alA	 275.34 niA
0 20 mA

AIL

FIG. 5.67

PI.H;— V, Versus 1,jor the supply in Fig- 
5^66.
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Under no-load conditions;- where the output terminals of the supply arenot connected to any 1041he current will be 0 A due to the absence of a
complete circuit. The output voltage will be the internal ideal supplylevel of 20.1 V,

The slope of the line is defined by the internal resistance of the sup-Ply. nat is,

'1VL	 (ohms, fl)AIL (5.13)

which for the plot in Fig. 5.67 results it,

Ri.t = A-V—L = 20.1 V — 18.72 V	 1.38 V
AIL j75.34 mA — 0 mA. j-75

	

	 5 0.34 mA

For supplies of any kind, the plot of particular importance isthe out-
Put voltage versus current drawn from the supply, as shown. in Fig,
5.68(a). Note that the maximum value is achieved under n;-load (NL)
conditions'as defined by Fig. 5.68(b) and the description above. Full-load (FL) conditions are defined by the maximum current the supply can
provide on a continuous basis, as shown in Fig. 5.68(c).

Vt.

V,, = EVL

AV, 
tVNL E

VFt	 Rint	 +
Ri.,

+ C1:10A
+

E	 +

_1L	

VNL	
R, VFL

JVL	 'FL
AIL

M	
(C)

FIG. 5.68
Defining theproperties Of imPortancefor a p* ower supply.

As a basis for comparison, an ideal power supply and its response
curve are provided in Fig. 5.69. Note the absence of the internal resis-
tance and the fact that the plot isp horizontal line (no variation at all withload demand)—an impossible respoNe curve. When we compare the

+
E	 RL VL E

0 1,

FIG. 5.sg
Ideal supply and its te-inal characteristics,

4k
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curve in Fig-5.69 with . that in Fig. 5.68(a), however, we now realize that

the steeper the slope, the m.ot*p gensitive is the supply to the change in

load and therefte the less desirable it is for many labora^ory proce-

dures. In fact,

the.laqer the Internal resistance, ik '^#kper is the drop in voltage

with an increase in load demand (cjir^ent).

'To help us anticipate the expected response of a supply, a defining

quantity called voltage regulation (abbrcvikted V9; often called load

regulation on- specification sheets) was established. The basic equation

in teims of the quantities in Fig. 5.68(a) is the following:

VR 
VNL —,VFL 

X 100%
YFL

The examples tofollow demonstrite that

the smaller thevoltage or load regulittion ofa supply, the less will

the terminal voltage change with increasing levels of current

demand.

For the supply above with a no-load voltage of 20.1 V and a full4oad

^oltage of 18.72 V, at 275.34 mA the voltage regulation is

VNL — VFL	 20.1 V` — 18.72 V
x 100% = ---- X 100% o 7.37%

YFL	

18.72 V

which is quite high, revealing that we have a very sensitive supply. Most

modem commercial supplies have regulation factors less than 1%, with

0.01% being very typical.

EXAMPLE 5.28

a. Given the characteristics in Fig. 5.70, determine the voltage regula-

tion of the supply.

b. Determine the internal resistance of the supply.

c. Sketch the equivalent circuit for the supply.

(V,,) 120V

0	 10 A (IFL)

FIG. 5.70

Terminal characteristicsforthe supply ofExample 5.28.
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Solutions, .

a. VR = 
VNL *_ VFL 

x 100%

VFL

= 
120 V — 118 V 

x 100% = 
2 

x 100%
118 V	 118

VR 1.7%

b. Ri.t 
AVL = 120 V — 118 V = 2 V	

0.2 fl
_TAl,	 0 A — 0 A	 IOA

c. See Fig. 5.71.

a

EXAMPLE 5.29 Given a 60 V supply with a voltage regulation of 2%:

a. Determine the terminal voltage of the supply under full-load'

conditions.

b. If the half-load current is 5 A, determine the internal resistance of

the supply.

c. Sketch the curve of the terminal voltage versus load demand and the

equivalent circuit for the supply.

Solutions:

a. VR = 
VNL VFL

x 100%

VFL

2% = 
60 V — VFL 

x 100%
VFh

2% - 60V — VFL

iooi^	 VFL
0.02VFL ^ 60 V — VFL
1.02VFL = 60 V

VFL = 
60 V 

58.82 V
1.02

b. IFL = IOA

Ri.t = 
^ VL 60 V — 58.82 V 1.18 

V 0.1211
AIL	 IOA — OA	 IOA

c. See Fig. 5.72.

VL

VNL 60 V	 VF1, 58.82 V
0.120

E -=-60V

01 lvL =OA	 I OA	 I,-

FIG. 5.72

Characteristics and equivalent LirCUitfOr thesupply ofExample 5.29.

0.20

E	 120 V

T
FIG. 5.71

dc supply with the tenninal characteristics of

Fig. 5.70.
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.5.11 LOADING EFFECTS OF INSTRUMENTS

In the previous section, wc learned that power supplies are not the ideal in-

strunictits we may have thought they were.'I'lie applied load can have ail ef-

fect on the terminal voltage, Fortunately, since today's supplies have such

small load regulation factors, the change in terminal voltage with load can

usually be i
g
nored for most applications. If we now turn our attention to the

various meters we use in the lab, we again find that they are not totally ideal:

Wheiteveryou appkv a nieterto a circuityou change the circuitandthe

response ofthesystenz. Fortunately, howevei-,foi-itiostapplicatioits,

considering the ineters to be ideal is a valid approximation as long as

certain factors are considered.

For instance,
7-7

any antineter connected 
in 

a series circuit will introduce resistance to

the series combination that will afftcl the current and voltages (^fthe 	 F—Is	 to 3 7"

confirguration.

The rpsistanqe between the' terminals of 
an 

antineter is determined by

16, lN-"—

the chosen scale of the animeter. In general.
niA	 X

for anuneters, the higher the nuixinunn value ofthe currentfor a	 CW

particular scale, the smaller wili tire internal resistance be.

For example, it is not unconimon for the resistance between the terminals

of 
an 

ammeter to'be 250 Q for a 2 mA scale but only 1.5 n for the 2 A

scalp, as shown in Fig. 5.73(a) and (b). If you are analyzing a circuit in 	 FIG. 5.73

detail, you can inc4ucle the internal resistance as shown 
in 

Fig. 5.73 as a	 Including the cffects ofthe internal resistance ofan

resistor between the two terminals of the meter. 	 al)WICter: (a) 2 ni,4 scale,- (b) 2 A scale.

At first reading, such resistance levels at low currents give the impression

that arnmeters are far from ideal, and that they should be used only to obtain

ageneral idea of tire current and should not be expected to,provide a true

readijfg.. Fortunately, howeverwhen you are reading C111'rents below^the 2 mA

'range the resistors in series with the ammeter are typically in thekilohm

range- For example. 
in 

Fig. 5.74(a), for an ideal ammeter, the'current

FIG. 5.74

animeter set on the 2 mA scale to a cirruir ^^ tilt resistors in rh&kilohn: reinge: (a) ideal: (b) l5ractictil.

('^-112A
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displayed is 0.6 mA as deterrhiried from 1, = FIRT 12 V/20 W = 0.6

mA. if w,e now insert a meter with an internal resistance 6f 250 fl as sliown

in fig. 5.74(b), the additional resistance in the circuit will drop the current to

0.593 mA as determined firom 1, = EIRT = 12 V/20.25 kfl = 0.593 mA.

Now, certainly the current has dropped from the ideal level, but the differ-

ence in results is only about I %_ncothrng inajor, and the measurement can

be used for most purposes. If the series resistors were in the same range as

the-250 fl resistors, we would have a different problem, and we would have

to look at the results very carefully.

Let us go back to Fig. 5.20 and determine the a6tual current-if each

meter on the 2 A, scale has an internal- resistance of 1.5 11. The fact that

there are four meters will result in an additional resistance of (4)(1.5 0) =

6 Q in the circuit, and the current will be 1, = EIRT = 8.4 V/146 n =
58 mA,,rather than the 60 mA under ideal. conditions. This value is still

close enough to be considered a helpful reading. However, keep in mind

that if we were measuring the current in the circuit, we would use only one

ammeter, and the current would be I. = EIRT = 8.4 V/141.5 0 e5 59 mA,

which can certainly be approximated as 60 rn.A^

In general, therefore, be aware that this internal resistance must be

factored in, but 

f ' 

or the reasons just described, most readings can be used

as an excellent first approximation, to the actual current.

It should be added that because of this insertion problem with athme-

ters, and because of the very important fact that the circuit must be dis-

turbed to measure a current, ammeters are bot used as much as you

might initially expect. Rather than break a circuit to insert a meter, the

voltage across a resistor is often measured and the current then calcu-

lated using Ohm's law. This eliminates^ the need to worry about the level

of the meter resistance and hilving to disturb the circuit, Another option

is 
to 

use the clamp-type ammeters introduced in Chapter 2, removing the

concerns about insertion loss and disturbing the circuit. Of coursei for

Oany practical applications (such as on power supplies), it is convenient

to have an ammeter permanently installed so that the current can quickly

be read from the display. In such cases, however, the design is such as to

compensate for the insertion loss.

^ In summary, therefore, keep in mind that the insertion of an ammeter

will add resistance to the branch a4d will affect the current and voltage

levels.,Howeyer, in most cases the effect is minimal, and the reading will

provide a good first tipproximation to the actual level.

The loading effect of voltmeters. is discussed in detail in the next

chapter 4ecause loading is not a series,effe& In general, hqwever^ the

results will be similar in many ways to those of the ammeter, but the

major difference is that the circuitdoes not have to be disturbed to

apply the meter.

5.12 PROTOBOARDt (BREADBOARDS)

At some point in the design of any ^Iectrical/electronic systert, a proto-

type must be built and tested. One of the most effective ways to build a

testing model i ' s to use the protoboard (in the past most commonly

called 
a 
breadboardj , in Fig. 5.75. It permits a direct connection of the

power supply and provides a convenient method for holding a^rid con-

nectihg the components. There ish^t a great deal to I
I 
earn about the proto-

board, but it,is important to point out some of its characteristics,

including the way the elements are typically connected.

3
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A.S
M	 f

Conductively
connect d

7--

FIG. 5.75

Protoboard with areas of—ductivity deflned using two different appmches.

The red terminal V,, is connected directly to the positive terminal of

the dc power supply, with the black lead Vb connected to, the negative

terminal and the green terminal used for the ground connection. Under

the hole pattern, there are continuous horizontal copper strips under the

top and bottom rows, as shown by the copper bands in Fig. 5.75. In the

center region, the conductiv6 strips are, vertical but 
do 

not extend beyond

the deep notch running the horizontal length of the board. That's'all

there is to it, although it will take some practice to make the most effec-

tivc use of the conductive patterns.

As examples, the network in Fig. S. 1 2 is^ connected on the proto-

board in the photo in Fig. 5.76 using two different approaches. After the

dc power supply has been hooked up, a lead i& brought down from the

positive red terminal to the .top conductive strip marked "+." Keep in

mind that now the entire strip is connected to the positive terminal,6f

the 'supply. The negative terminal is connected to the bottom strip

marked with a minus sign (—), so that 8.4 V can be read at any point be-

tween the top positive strip aud the bottom negative strip. A ground

connection to the negative terminal of the battery was made at the site

of thi three terminals. ^or the user's convenience, kits are available in

Source connections

Meter
connections

+	 10 n1 30 tnl 100111

78AV

Meter connections	
-T

FIG. 5.76

7W^ 
setupsjor the network in Fig. 5.12 on aprotoboard with yellow leads added to each

configuration to measure voltage V3 with a voltmeter
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which the length of the wires is color coded. Otherwise, a spool 
of 

24

gage wire is cut to length and the ends are stripped, In general, feel free

to use the extra Icngth—everything doesn't have to be at right angles.

For most protoboards, 1/4 through I Wresistors will insert nice],, in the

board. For clarity, 1/2 W resistors are used in Fig. 5.76. The %okage

ac
I 
ross any component call be easily read by inserting additional leads

as shown in the figure (yellow leads) for the voltage V3 of each config-

uration (the yellow wires) and attaching the meter. For any network, the

components can be wired in a variety of ways. Note in the configuration

Oil the right that the horizontal break through the center of the board

was used to isolate the two terminals of each resistor. Even though there

are no set standards, it is important that the arrangement call easil.v be

und^rslood by someone else.

Additional setups, using the protoboard arejn the chapters twfollow

so that you can become accustomed to the manner in which it is used

most effectively. You will prqbably see the protoboard quite frequently

ill your laboratory sessions or in an industrial setting.

5.13 APPILICATIONS

Before looking at a fe%v appliqations, we need to consider a few geh-

eral characteristics of the series configuration that you should always

keep 
in 

mind when designing a system. First, and probably the most

important, is that

ifone element ofa series combination ofelenients shouldfail, it will

disrupt the response ofall the series elements. Ifan open circuit

occurs, the current will be zero. Ifa short circuit results, the voltage

ivill increase across the other elenienis, and the currentwill increase

tit magnitude.

SLcond, and a thought you should always keep in mind, is that

for the saine -source voltage, the more elements you place in Series,

the less 
is 

the current and the less is the voltage across all the

elentents ofthe series combination.

Last, and a result discus
s
ed in detail in this chapter, is that

the current is the saineJbi- each elenient of a series conibinalion^ but

the voltage across each element 
is 

afunction of its terminal

resistance.

There are other characteristics of importance that you will learn as you

investigate possible areas of application. but the above are the most 1111-

portairt.

Series Control

One common use of the series configuration is in setting up a sys(em,

that ensures that everything is 
in 

place before full power is applied. In

1, ". 5,77, various sensinf, inechanisins can be tied to cries switches,

power to the load Llutil all the switches are 
in 

the closed oipreventing

on position. Foi- instance, as shown i ' n Fig. 5.77, one component May

test the envirounient for dangerg suctl as gases. high temperatures, and

ropertics of the sys^-so on. The next component may 
be 

sensitive to the pi

f^rn to be energized t(^ be sure all coniponcills are working. Security is
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%

System

Power +

i;ource

FIG. 5.77

Series control over art operating system.

- ,another factor in the series sequence, and finally a timing , mechanism

.may be present to ensure limited hours of operation or to restrict oper-

ating periods, The list is endless, but the fact remains that "all systems

must be go" before power reaches the opera!ing system,

Holiday Lights

In recen t years, the small blinking holiday 'lights with 50 to 100 bulbs on

a string have become very popular (see Fig. 5.78(a)]. Although holiday

lights can be connected in series or parallel (to be described in the.next

ckapter), the smaller blinking light sets are normally connected in series.

It is relatively easy to detennine if the lights are .connected in series, If

one wire enters and leaves'the bulb casing, they arc in series. If two

wires enter and leave, they are pTobably in,parallel, Norinallv, ivhen

bulbs are connected in series, ifone burns out (thefilament breaks and

the circuit opens), till the bulbs go out since the current path has been in-

terrupted. However, the bulbs 
in Fig. 5.78(a) are specially designed, as

shown in Fi& 5.78(b), to permit current to continue to flow to the other

bulbs when the filament burns out. At the base of each bulb, there is a

fuse link wrapped around the two posts holding the filament. The filse

he two verticallink of a soft conducting metal appears to be touching t

posts, but in fact a coating on the posts or fuse link prevents conduc!ion

Bulb	
Bulb	 ^Cmltact point

filan ent
filanient

B	

I_ jBulbCm1...........

Motion
when
heated

Current path
j

1,11 . 4 A, Bimetal
tructure

Fuse link
(fe, wraps
of thin coined
conductive
wire)

J,	
I	
i	

BulbB,lb
^j	 ba,cMase

Standard bulb	 Flasher Unit

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 5.78

Holiday lights: (a) 50-unit set: (b) bulb construction.
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from one to the other under normal operating conditions. If a filament

should bum out and create an open circuit between the posts, the current

through the bulb and other bulbs would be interrupted if it were not for

the fuse link. At the instant abulb opens up, current through the circuit is

zero, and the full 120 V from the outlet appears across the bad bulb. This

high voltage from post to post of a single bulb is of sufficient potential

difference to establiskicurrcnt through the insulating coatings and spot-

weld the fuse link to the two pos(s. The circuit " again complete, and allis

the bulbs light except the one with the activated fuse link. Kee
I 
p in mind,

however, that each time a bulb bums out, there is more voltage across the

other bulbs of the circuit, making them bum brighter. Evtntually, if too

many bulbs bum out, the voltage reaches a point where the other bulbs

bum' out in rapid succession, To prevent this, you must replace burned-

out bulbs at the earliest opportunity.

The bulbs iri Fig. 5.78(b) are rated 2.5 V at 0.2 A or 200 mA. 5ince
there are - 50 bulbs in series, the total voltage across the bulbs will be

50 X 2.5 V or 125 V, which matches the voltage available at theopical

home outlet. Since the bulbs are in series, the current through each bulb

will be 200 nLA. The power rating of each bulb is therefore P -_` V1 = (2.5
V) (0.2 A) 0.5 W with a total wattage demand of 50 X 0.5 W 25 W.

Flasher

125 V ac	 50 bulbs

3 V-_±Z^^.V- +2.5 V- +2+2.5 V- +2	 .5V- +23V - --------
1-200rnA

	

L2OO mA	 200JA

(a)
T

Establish parallel

Three wires

	

	 ction of	 4W0%n.e

	

^5 	̂ lb strings

l25 V ac	 b

	

.........	
------

Plug	
Bulb. in series	 Connector Plug

(b)

/supply 1.2-A	 I A	 0.8 A	 3(0.2 A) 0.6 A

+	
a	 a	 a	 a

	

b	 b	 b

a	

a	

a

	

b	 b	

b

1.1A0.2 A.	 0.2 A	 0.2

k	 k25 V ac

6 sets

supply

c	 c	 c	 C'(C)
FIG. 5.79

Ta) Single-set wiring dia8ram; (b) special wiring arrangemI ent; (cl redrawn Sch 	tic;*ma
A special Plug andflasher unit.
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A schematic representation for the set of Fig. 5.78(a) is provided in

Fig. 5^79(0- Note that only one flash^r unit is-required. Since the bulbs 	
'4

ate in series, when the flasher unit i .
n&rrupts the current flow, it turns off -

all the , b
. 
ulbs. As ,shown in Fig. 5.78(b), the flasher unit incorporates a

bimetal thential switch that opens when heated by the current to a preset

level. As goon.as it opens, it begins to cooLdown and closes again so that

curTent can return to the bulbs. It then heats up again, opens up, and re-

peats the entire process^ The -result is an on-ind-off action that creates

the flashing pattern we are so, familiar with. NatuAly, in -a colder cli-

ma. te (for example, outside in. the snow and ice), it initially takes longer

to heat. up, so the flashing pattern is slowat first, bilt as the bulbs warm

up, ' the frequency -increases,,

The manufacturer specifies that no more than six sets should be con-

nected together. How can you connect the sets together, end to end, with-

out reducing- the voltage 'acr6ss each bulb and making all the lights

dimmer? If you look closely at the wiring, you will find that since the

bulbs are connected in series, there is one wire to each bulb with addi-

tiohal wires from plug to plug. Why would they need two additional

wires if the bulbs are l connecte^d in series? Because when each set is con-

nected together,-they are actually in a parallel arrangement (to be dis-

cussed in the next chapter). This unique wiring arr^ngement is shown in

Fig. 5.79(b) and redrawn in Fig, 5.79(c). Note that the top line is the hot

line to all the connected sets, - and the bottom line is the raturn, ntutral; or

ground line for all the sets, Inside the plug in-Fig, 5.79(d), the hot line and

return are connected to each.'set, with. the connections- to the metal spades.

of the plug as shown in rig. 5.79(b). We will find in the next chapter that

the current drawn from the wall outlet for parallel loads is the sam of the

current to each branch. The result, as shown in Fig. 5,79(c), is that the

current drawn from the supply is 6 X 200 mA = 1.2 A, and the total

wattage for allsix sets is the product of the applied voltage and the source

current or ( 1 20 V)(1.2 A) 144 W with 144 W/6 24 W per set.

Microwave Oven

Series circuits can be very effective in the desigh of safety equipment,,'

Although we all recognize the usefulness of the microwave oven, it can

be quite dangerous if the 
I 
door is not closed or seal6d properly. It is not

enough to test the closure at only one point around the door because the

door may be bent or distorted from continual use, and leakage can result

at some point dislant from the test point. One common safety antange-

ment appears in Fig. 5.80. Note that magnetic switches are located all

around the door, with the inagnet in the door itself and the magntitic door

switch in the main frame. Magn etic switches are simply switches where,

the magnet draw; a magnetic conducting 6ar between two contacts to

—somewhat revealed by the symbol for the devicecomplete the circuit

in the circuit diagram in fig. 5.80. Since the magnetic switches are all in

series, they must all be closed to complete the circuit and turn on the

powe
I 
i unit. If the door is sufficiently 

I 
out of shape to prevent a single

magnet from getting close enough to the switching mechanism, the cir-

cuit will not be complete, and the power cannot be turned on
'

 Within the

control unit of thepower supply, either the ' series.circuit completes a cir-

cuit for operation or a sensing current is established and monitored th i 
at

controls the system operation.,,
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Series safety switches

F
F
F

power

Magnets

FIG. 5.80

Se ?'ieS,vqfe4y sivitches in a jnicrowal ,e oven.

TO	 Series Alarm Circuit
bell

Doc,r	 ircuit

	

^S^	
c —
	

The circuit in Fig. 5.81 is a simple alarm circuit. Note that every ele-switch	 nsu 9v	
—	 men

"v

	

Freel	 t of the design is 
in 

a series configuration. Th power su
Windo"
	 Sens.r,	

c	

pply is a

foil	
V@ 5 mA	 5 V dc supply that can be provided through it design similar to that in

Magnetic	

I LO	
Fig. 2.33, a dc battery, 

or 
a combb. iation of an ac and a- dc supply that

switch	
5V	

ensures that the battery will always be 'at full charge. If all the sensors

	

=5mA	 Powe

supply,	 are closed, a current of 5 mA results because of the terminal load of the
relay of about I lin, Tha' t current energizes the relay and maintains an

	

FIG. 5,81	 off position for the alarm. However, ifany of the sensors is opened, the

^efies alarm circuit. curvent will be interrupted, the relay will let go, and the alarm circuit

will be energized. With relatively short wires and , a few sensors, the

system should work well since the voltage drop. across each is mini-

trial. However. since the alarm wire is usually relatively thin, resulting

in a measurable resistance level, if the wire to the sensors is too long, a

sufficient voltage drQp cguld occur across the line, reducing the volt-

age across the relay to a point whdre the alarm fails to operate prop-

erly. Thus, wire length is a factor that must be considered if a series

configuration is used. Proper sensitivity to the length of the line should

reipove any concerns about its operation. An improved design is de-

scribed in Chapter 8.

5.14 c6MPUTER ANALYSIS

PSpice

In Section 4.9, the basic procedure for setting up the PSpice folder and

running the program were presented. Because of the detail provided in

that section, you should review it before proceeding with this example.
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+	 +

	

Because this is only the second example using PSpice, some detail is 	 +	
R2,	 R3

.4 the level of Section 4.9.provided, but not 	
6 In	 +	 7101	 +	The circuit to be investigated appears in Fig. 5.82. You will use the 	

+	-clicking on the	
V

pSpice folder established in Section 4.9. Double

	

s the window. A new	 E	
54 V	 V,

OrCAD 10.0 DEMO/CAPTURE CIS icon open

project is initiated by selecting the Create document key at the top left

of the screen (it looks like a page with a star in the upper left corner).

The resul t
 is the New Project dialog box in which PSpice 5-1 is entered

FIG. 5.82
	as the Name. The Analog or Mixed A/D is already selected, and PSpice	

Series dc nemork to be analyed using PSpice.
appears as the Locatiofi. Click OK, and the Create PSpice Project dia

log box appears. Select Create a blank project, click OK, and the

working windows appear. Grab the left edge of the SCHEMATICI:

PAGEI window to move it to the right so that you can see both screens.,

Clicking the + sign in the Project Manager window allows you 
to set,

the^ sequence down to PAGEL You can change the name of the

SCHEMATIC ]. by selecting it and right-clickin.g. Choose Rename

from the list. Enter PSpice 5-1 in the Rename Schematic dialog box. In

Fig. 5.83 it was left as SCHEMATIC I.

0 cadence

a

1;6
T

ra	 1'. ac	 T	
+4

--p-n-n	 A it

v C3	 D.JX
C=3	 SIM	 _5 4

FIG-5.83
Applying PSpic to a series dc circidt.

This next step is important. If the toolbar on the right does not appear,

left-click alywhere on the SCHEMATIC I:PAiS E I screen. To start

building the circuit, select the Place part 
key to open the Place Part

dialog box. Note that the SOURCE library is already in place in the

Library list (from the efforts of Chapter 4). Selecting SOURCE results

in the list of sources under Part List, and VDC can be -selected. Click

OK, aad the cursor can put it in place with a single left click. Ri
g
ht-

click and select End Mode to end the process since tlie netw*rk has

only one source. One more1eft click, and the source is in place. Select

the Place a Part key again, followed by ANALOG library to find the

resistor R. Once the resistor has been selected, click OK to place it next

to the cursor on the screen. This time, since three resistors need to be

7
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pl , aced, there is no -need to go to End Mode between depo;iting each.

Simply click one in place, then the next, and finally the third. Then

right-click to end the pr6cess with End Mode. Finally, add a GND bv
selecting the ground key from the right toolbar and selectin'

9
O/SOURCE in the Place Ground dialog box. , ClLick OK and place the,
ground as shown in ^jg. 5.83.,

Connect the-elements by using the Place a wire.key to obtain the
crosshair on the screen. Start at the top of the voltage source witff a left
click, and draw the wire, left-clicking itit every 90* turn. When a wire is
connected from one element to another, move on to the next connection
to be made—there is no need 'to go End Mode -between connections.
Now set the labels and values by double-clicking on each parameter to
obtain a Display Properties dialog box. Since the dialog box appears
^with the quantity of interest in a blue background, type in the desired
label or value, followed b,y OK. The network is now complete and ready
to be analyzed.

Before simulation, select the V, 1, andV in the toolbar at,the top of
the window to ensure that the voltages, currents, and power are dis-
p

I 
layed on1he screen. To simulate, sdlect the New Simulation Profile

key ^whicb appears as a data sh'tet on the second toolbar down with a

star in the top left comer) to obtain the New Simulation dialog box.

Enter Bias Point for a dc solution under Name, and hit the Create key.
A Simulation Settings-Bias Point dialog box, appears in which
Analysis is selected aril, Bias Point is found under the Analysis type

heading. Click OK, and then select the Run PSpice key (the blue arrow)

to initiate the simulation. Exit the resulti ng screen. The resulting display
(Fig. 5.83) shows the current is 3 A for' the circuit with 15 V across R3,
and 36 V from a point between R I and R2 to ground. The voltage across
R2 is 36 V — 15 V = 21 V, andihe voltage across RI is 54 V — 36 V
18 V. The power supplied or t4sipated by each element is also listed.

multisim

The construction of the network in Fi& -5.84 using Multisim is simply, an

extension of the pK^cidure outlined in Chapter 4. For each resistive ele-'

ment ^or meter, the process is repeated. The label for each , increases by
one as additional resistors 'or meters are added. Remember from the dis-
cussion of Chapter 4 that you should add the meters, before connecting
the elements to eth— I 	 ka	 cause , e meters take space and must be prop-
erly oriented. The current is determined by the XMM1 ammeter and the
voltages by XMM2 through XMM5. Of particular importance, note that

in Mulfisim the meters are connected in exactly the same way they
would 'Ireplaced in an active circuit in the laboratory. Ammeters are

in series with the branch in which the current is to be determined,

and voltmeters are connected betw^en the two points ofinterest
facross resis

t

ors). In addition, for positive readings, amineteis are

connected so that conventional current enters the positive firmthal,
and voltmeters are connected so that the point ofhigher potential is
connected to the positive terminal,

meter setiings are made by double-,clicki ng on the meter symbol
on the schematic. jn each case, V or I had to be chosen, but the horizontal

line for dc: analysis is the same for each. Again, you can select the Set key
to see what it controls, but the default values of meter in put resistance
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FIG. 6.84 '

Applying Muldsint to a series dc circuit.

levels are fine for all the analyses described in this text. Leave the meters

on the screen so that the various yoltages and the currsm level will be

displayed after the simulation.
Recall from Chapter 4 that elements can be moved by simply clicking

on each schematic symbol and dragging it to the desired location. The

^qme is true for labels and values. Labels and values are set by double-

clicking on the label or value . and entering your preference. Click O.K,

and they are changedon, the schematic. You do not have to fitst select a *

special key to connect , the eleinents. Simply bring the cursor to the start-

ing point to generate the small circle and crosshair. Click on the starting

point, a nd follow the desired path 

I 
to the next connection path. When in

the correct location, click again, and the line appears. All 
connecting

line ' qan make 90* turns. However, you cannot follow a diagonal path

zfrom one point to another. To remove any element, label, or line, click on

the quantity to obtain the f9ur-square active status, and select the Delete

key or the scissors key on the top menu bar.
Recall from Chapter 4 that you can initiate simulation through the se-

quence Simulate-R" by selecting the green Run key or switching the

Simulate Switch to the 1 position.

Note from the' results that the sum of the voltages measured by

XMM2 and XMM4 equals the applied voltage. All the meters are con-

sidered ideal, so there is po voltage drop across the XMM1 ammeter. In

addition, they do not affett the value of the current measured by ' XMMI.

All the voltmeteTs have essentially infinite inte)Mal resistance, while the

ammeters all have zero internal resistance. Of cours
I 
e. the meters can be

entered as anything but ideal using the Set option. Note also that the sum

of the voltages measured by XMM3 and XMM5 equals that meI 
asured

by XMM4 as required by Kirchhoff's voltage law.

M

0
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PROBLEMS

SECTION 5.2 Series Resistors

1. For each configuration in Fig. 5.85, find the individual
(not combinations of) elements (voltage sources and/or

rcsistors^ that arc in series. If necessary, use the fact that

R,

E

R2	 R3

V

(a)
	

(b)

R,

E,

F2

(d)	
R5

FIG 5 85

E2

R,

elements in series have the,same current. Simply list those

that satisfy the conditions for a series relationship. We will
learn more about other combinations later.

R,

E,

(c)

E

R2

Problein 1.

2. Find the total resistance RT for each configuration in
Fig. 5.8 . 6, Note that only standard resistor values were used. 	

R3

-	
3.3 D2

R2	 R,	
R,	 R2

0.1 Kf]?	 0.39 kf2	 1.2 M)	 1.2 fn	 2.7 fl

R4
R4"4

6.8 k?)	
8.20

(b)

R

R	 R,

8.2 kQ	
47 fl 82 1`1R, 10W 1R,9.1 kn

R4	 1.8 kf1	 R,	
R3	 820 n"4

R,
R4	 R5	 R6

2.7 kf)	 1.2 M	 91 Q	 51 0

(c)
(d)

FIG 5 86

Problem 2.



33 W
(b)

129 kn

kn

FIG. 5.90

P)oblem 6.

W

3,3 kfl	 2.7 kfl

(b)

(a)

47 fI

46

FIG. 5.89

Ptoblem 5.

103 ki I
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3. For each circuit board in Fig. 
5.87, fin! the t6tal resistance 	 49

between connection tabs I and 2.

-A I

--k

2

(b)

FIG. 5.87

Pmblem 3.

R,	 R,

4. For the circuit in Fig. 5.88, composed of standard values:

a. Which resistor will have the most impact on the total re- 	
YY100 n	 I kn

sistance?

b. On an approximate basis, which resistors can , be ig	
R3	 I MfIR

nored when determining the total resistance?	 T

C. Find the total resistance, and comment on your results
	

R,

R4

for parts (a) and (h).

5. For each configuration in Fig. 5.89, 
determine the ohmme-	 200 kn

ter reading. stance R, given the ohmmeter reading for each	 FIG. 5.88
6. Find the resi	 Aroblem 4,

configuration of Fig. 5.90^
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7. What is the ohmmeter rWing for each 
c
onfiguration in

Fig. 5.91?

I k1al	D,^
	

1.2 kfl	

+

12 fl	 16 n

1.2 kil	
10 kfl	

20fl

..

2.2 k[l
9.1 kn

(a)

	

	 220
(b)

(c)

FIG. 5.91

Problem 7.

	

SECTION 5.3 Series Circuits	
1). Which resistor will have the most impact on the total 

M'
S. For the series configuration in Fig, 5.92, constructed of	 sistance and the resulting current? Find the total resis.

standard values:	 tance and the current.
a. Find the tota l resistance.	 c- Find the voltage across ea 

I 

ch element and review your
b. Calculate the current.	 response to part (a).
C. Find the voltage across each resistive elemeni.
d. Caloulate the Power delivered by the source.
e. Find the power delivered to the 18 fj resistor

+ V,

R,	
R2

R7-	 .1.2 M	 6.8 kfl

	

+ V1	+ V2	 +

	

R,	 E	 45V	
+R3	 82 U1 
V3

RT ,	 10 fl	 12 fl

72 V	 +

R3	 18 a V,

FIG. 5.93

Problem 9,

FIG. 6.92

	

Problem 8.	 10. Find the applied voltage necessary to develop the current
specified i1flach circuit in Fig. 5.94.

11. For each ne. twork in Fig. 5.95; constructed Of standard val-
ues, deternime:

9. For the ser
-	 a. The current L	 -
Vs configuration in Fig. 5.93, constructed using	 b. The source voltage Zstandard value resistors:	

Tle unknown resistance.
a. Without making a single calculation, 

w
hich resistive el.	 d. T^e voltage across each element.

ement will have the most voltage across it? Which will
	 12. For each configuratiohave the least?

	

	 n in Fig. 5.96, what are the readings of
the ammeter and the voltmeter?
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1 500 mA

11ka	 4 kn	
12 fl	 22 n	 82 fl

+	 10 fl
6 kfl	 E 

+ —

Lij=4mA

(b)

FIG. 5.94

Problem 10.

	

fl	 1V2Y11	 82 11
1=2 

ka	

4Vky^

4mA

E +

4.7 n

E	 1.3 a 5.2 V	 L3.3 Ekfl	 2.2 kf1 6.6 V

RT=9 il
RD

V	 R	
-9v+

(b)

FIG. 5.95

Problem 11.

2.2 kfl

	

I kn	 2.4 k	
12 V

+	 +	 1.2 kn

36 V	 2.2 kfl	 E	 22.5 V	
5.6 kfl

	

A
1	 3.3 kfl

(b)

FIG. 5.96

Problem 12.

	

SECTION 
5.4 Power Distribution in a Series Circuit	

h, If the resistors are available with wattage ratings 
of 112

W, 1 W, 2 W, and 5 W, what minimum wattage rating

13. For the circuit in Fig. 5.^7, 
constructed of standard value 	 can be used for each resistor?

resistors:	 R,	 R2	 R3

a. Find, the total resistance, current, and voltage across

each element.	 :3 kfftl	 I kfl 2 kn

b. Find the power delivered to each resistor. 	 +

C. Calculate the total Power delivered to all the
	

'V

E	 12-V

resistors.

d. Find the power delivered by the source.

e. How does the power delivered by the source compare to

that delivered to all the resistors?	 V

f. Which re;istor received the most power? Why?	
FIG. 5.97

g. What happened to all the po 
I 
w r delivered to the	

Pr^blem 13.
resistors?
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14, Firi(l] the unknown quantities for the circuit of Fig. 5.98	 b. Determine thbrpower delivered to cacb bulb.using the inforrdation provided.
c. Calculate the voltage drop across each bL[Jb.

15. 'Find the unknown quantities for the circuits in Fig. 5.99	 d. If one bulb bums out (that is. the filament opens), what
using the information provided. 	 is the effect on the remaining bulbs' Why?

16. Ei ght.holiday lights are connected in series as shown in 	 *17. For the conditions specified in Fig. 5. 101. determine theFig. 5. 1 00.	
unknown resistance.

Iftheset isconnectedtoa 120Vsourcc, what is thecur-

rent through the bulbs if each bulb has an internal resis-
tance of 28% fl?

+	
+ t^2	

/ 

P= 16 W

f)	
P=21 W	

__W
+	

R,	 R,	 P=8W

R	 I'll,
E

RT= 32 fl

FIG. 5.98
Problem 14.	

FIG. 5.99

Problem 15.

"2

24W

E	 24 V
R

FIG. 5.100
Problen, 16.	

FIG. 5.1ol
Pmblen? 17.

SECTION 5.5 Voltage Sources in Series	 19. Determine the currentland its direction foreach network in
IS. Combine the series voltage sources in Fig. 5.102 into a	 Fig. 5.103. Before solving for 1, redraw each network with a

single voltage source between Points a and b.	 singJe voltage source.

12 V + + 18 V —	 8 V
4 V

+

6 V
4 V + —2 V+ + 12 V —	 V + +

b

12V +

8V —
(a)	 (b)

(c)

FIG. 5.102
Problem 18.
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+ 16V —	 18V +

4.7 fnl

20

	

8 V	 V.	 4 1^	
1.2 n

+47n 1 6 Cl^	 56fl^

12V +

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 5.103

Problem 19.

20. Find the unknown voltage source and resistor for the net- 	 sources into a single source. Indicate the direction of the re-

	

works in Fig. 5.104. First combine thd series voltage 	 sulting cqrrent.

+ E	 3 kn	 10V +	 12V +

P=8mW

4V2mA	 R	 16 V

+20v—

E +

(b)

FIG. 5.104

Problem 20.

	

SECTION 5.6 Kirchhoffs . Voltage Law	
22. a. Find the current I for the network of Fig. 5.106.

b. Find the voltage V2.	 .
21. Using Kirchhoff's voltage law, find the unknown voltages	

c. Find the voltage V, using Kirchhoff's voltage law.
for the circuits in Fig.-5.105.

	

— 4V+	 20V +	 + 22V —	 + V,

V +
	 I I	

+ 36V —

(a)
	

(b) '	 (c)

FIG. 5.105

Problem 21.

ftoductory, C, 13A
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+ 12V — 	+ V, —

+
60V	 2 a I: V,

FIG. 5.106
Problem'22.

23. Using , Kirchhoff's voltage law, determine the unknown 24. Using jKirchhoff's voltage law, find the unknown voltages,
voltages for the series circuits in Fig. 5.107. 	 for the configurations in Fig. 5.108.

+ 6V —	 + V,
A ' A 

I 
A 

I+ 5.6kfl511

	

+	 +	 10 V 8 V

	

lov	 +	 V,	 +
V2

E K:24V

".

V	 2.2 kfl

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 5.107
Problem 23.

	

+ V,	 + V,	 6V +

+	 3A

	

R,	 2.7 fl	 + R,
+

24 V	 10V	 10 V

	

Dvi 	
V

	

1.8 a	 V2 +	 3V +

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 5.108
Problem 24.

c. Find the voltage across the largest resistor using the

	

SECTION 5.7 Voltage Division in a Series Circuit 	 voltage divider rule.
25. Determine the values of the unknown resistors in Fig. 5.109	 d. Find the voltage across the series combination of resis-

using only the provided voltage levels. Do not calculate the	 tors R2 and.R3.
current! SECTION 6.8 Voltage Divider Rule

26. For the configuration in Fig. 5.1 1 3, with standard resistor
values:	 27,' Using the voltage divider rule, find the indicated voltages in

S, By inspection, which resistorwill receive the largest 	 Fig. 5.111.

share of the applied voltage? Why? 	 28. Using the voltage divider rule or Kirchhoff's voltage law,
b. How much larger will voltage V3 be compared to V2 ald 	 determine the unknown 'voltages for the configurations in

Vj ?	 Fig. 5.112. Do not calculate the current!
Introductory, C.- 13B
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+ I v	 + 50 V ' - + 100 v -	
+ 

R	
+ V2 	 + V3

	

R2 	 R3
R,-- 2 fl	 R,	 R.A	 100 n	 I kil	 10 k(I+

E	 60 V	 +	 V,

	

FIG. 5.109	 FIG. 5.110

	

Problem 25.	
ProbleniX

200

2 :111:+

f7 
V+	 +	

4 kil	 I kfl	 +	
2,5 fl	 +	 1.5 [1

30V

	

	 2 kfD=-40 a V + E

40V	 v	
0.72 V	 v	 0.6-n

3 kf1

	

0.5 n	 0.9 n

	

(a)	 (b)	 (C)

FIG. 5.111

Problem 2 7.

+ V,	 + 20V -	 + V,	 + iov -

1.21nl :21n R,	 +	 R;

	

E 

+ —

	
+	 +	

'0	

+

	

]6.8fnl V2	 120 V -=-	 sov R3 V3

(b)

El	 50 V	 3.3 kn
+	

+ V,
2n V,

6.8 kn +

6 n	] 8fl v,	 4.7 kn

+

	

+	
v,	 10 kil	 V^

w

'00'a

on 1000 v

E2-= 30 V

(C)	 (d)

FIG. 5.1 12
Problem 2&



E

26 V

-(a)

FIG. 5.117

Problem 34.

10 mA

E
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29. Using the information provided, find the unknown quanti-

ties of Fig. 5.113.

+ 2V —	 + 1^2	 12 V

R,	 R2	 R3

i kfl	 2 kn

E	 R4	 3 kfl V,

FIG. 5.113

Problem 29.

*30. Using the voltage divider rule, find the unknown resistance

for the configurations in Fig. 5.114.

*33. Find the voltage across each resistor in Fig. 
5.116 if R

2R3 and R2 - 7R3-

V,

V2

FIG. 5.116

Problem 33.

*34. a. Demsign the circuit in Fig. 5.117 such that VR,
+	

3 VR, and VR, = 4VR,.
4 V

b. ff the current is reduced to 10 1LA, what are the new val-

ues of R 1 , R2, and R39 How do they compare to the re-

sults of part (a)?

3Mn

140 V -=r	 100 V	 6 Mfl

(b)

FIG. 5.114

ra m

31. a. Design a voltage divider circuit that will permit the use

of an 8 , V, 50 MA bulb in an automobile with a 12 V

electrical system.

b. What is the minimum wattage rating pf the chosen re-

sistor if 114 W, 1/2 W, and I W resistbrs are available?

32. Design the voltage divider ip Fi& 5.115 such that

VRt	 115V)?,. That is, find R, and R2.

+	 72V

R,	 R2,

^MA

FIG. 5.115

Pr^-bl 12.

SECTION 5.10 Notation

35. Determine the voltages V., Vh, and V^b for the networ^s in

Fig. 5.118.

36. a. Determine the current I (with direction) and the voltage

V (with polarity) for the networks in Fig. 5.119.

b. Find the voltage V..	 -

37. For the network in Fig: 5.120 determine the voltages:

a. V., Vb, V, Vd, V,

b. V.b, V&, Vlb

C- V Vdb

*38. Given the information appearing in Fig. 5.121, find the level

of resistance for R, and R3.

Determine the values bf R I, R2, R3, and R4 for the voltage

divider of Fig. 5.122 if the source current is 16 mA. .
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12 V	 16 V	
+12V

+

V.	 Vb	 R

5 V	 +4V

R2	 8 11'2	 8

-4V

R3

4V
6V

+	 FIG. 5,121

Problem 38.

lov
R

+48 V

R,

R'	

R,

R2
(b)	 +12V'

+ 16 ].Atoo 

V

E	 100V	 R3
3V	 21 V

+ 10V

-=-SV	
R,

-20 V

(C)
FIG. 6.122

FIG. S. 118	 Problem 39

Problem'35.

40. For the network in Fig. 5.123, determine the voltages:

a- V., Vb, V,, Vd

b- V^b- Vb,-V^d

-60	 a	
V.

. 
d, V^^

2 kf1

2 W	 2 kfl	 2 kfl

-=-8v
)V	 +100 V	 +

	

^(b)	

b 

I 

—"-I

10 fl

FIG. 5.119	 10 fl

Problem 36.	 14 y
6V

47 V
d

FIG. 5.123

Problem 40.

4 kfl

e	
*41. For the integrated circuit in Fig. 5.124, determine Vo, V4,

v, vl o, V23 , V30, V67,1/56, and I (magnitude and direction.)

FIG. 5.120	
*42. For the integrated circuit in Fig. 5.125, determine VO, V03,

Problem 37.	 V2, V23, V12, and 1j.



5'8 V	 4
3

-8 
v 

3 
4

4 n

2'
+4V	 0

'1 
2 V

FIG. 5.124

Problem 41.

4 V	 . .

li.	 3 mA

20V 3.3 ka

0	 3

FIG. 5.125

Problem 42.

SECTION5.9 Voltage Regulation and the Internal
Resistance of Voltage Sources

43. a. Find the internal resistance of a battery * that has a no-
load output of 60 V and that supplies a full-load current
of 2 A to a load of 28 fl.

b. Find the voltage regulation of the supply.

44. a. Fi ' nd the voltage to the load (full-load conditions) for

the supply, in Fig. 5.126.
b. Find the voltage regulation of the supply,
C. How much power is supplied.by the source and lost to

the internal resistance under full-load conditions?

Ri., . 43 mfl.

E 12V	 VL	 3.3 0

FIG, 5.126

Problem 44.
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SECTION5.10 Loading Effects of Instruments

45. a. Determine the current through the circuit in Fig. 5.127.
b. Ifan ammeter with an internal resistance of 250 fI is in-

serted into the circuit in Fig. 5.127. what effect will it
have on the current level? .

c. Js the difference in current level a major coocern for

most applications?

2 kil

+

^ 12VE	 6.8 kQ

FIG. 5.127

Problem 45.

SECTION5.11 Computer Analysis

46. Use the computer to verify the results of Example 5.4,

47. Use the computer to verify the results of Example 5.5.

48. Use the computer to verify the results of Example 5.15.

GLO&SARY

Circuit A combination of a number of elements joined at termi.

nal points providing at least one closed path through , which

charg^ can flow.

Closed loop Any continuous connection of branches that allows

tracing of a path that leaves a point in one direction and re.

turns to that same point from another direction without leav-

ing the circuit.

Internal resistance The inherent resistance found internal to

I any source of energy.

Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL) The algebraic sum of the po.

tential rises and drops around a closed loop (or path) is zero.

Protoboard (breadboard) A flat board with a set Pattern of

conductively connected holes designed to accept 24-gage wire

and components with leads of about the same diameter.

Series circuit A circuit configuration in which the element,

have only one point in common and each terminal is not con-

nected to a third, current-carrying element. ,

Two-terminal device Any element or component with two ex-

ternal terminals for connection to a network configuration.

Voltage divider rule (VDR) A method by which a voltage in a

series circuit can be determined without first calculating the

current in the circuit.

Voltage regulation (YR) A value, given as apercent, that pro-

vides an indication of the change in terminal voltage of a sup-

ply with a change in load demand.

7'

M
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ObjFcTill	
Become familiar with the characteristics of a
parallel network and how to solve for the voltage,
current, and power to each element.

Develop a clear understanding of Kirchhoff's
current law and its importance to the analysis of
electric oircuits:

Become aware of how the source current will split
between parallel elements and how to properly
apply thecurrent divider rule.

Clearly understand the impact of open and short
circuits on the behavior ofa network.

learn how to use an ohmmeter, voltmeter and
ammeter to measure the important parameters of
a parallel network.

0

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Two network configurations, series and parallel, form the framework for some of the most

complex network structures. A clear understanding of each will pay enormous dividends as

more complex methods and networks are examined. The series connection was discussed in

detail in the lastchapter. We will now examine the parallel circuit and all the. methods and

laws associated with this important configuration.

6.2 PARALLEL R5SISTORS

The term parallel is use^ so often to describe a physical affangement between two elements

that most individuals are aware of its general characteristics.

In general,

two elements, branches, or circuits are in parallel ifthey have two points in common.

For instance, in Fig. 6. 1 (a), the two resistors are in parallel because they are connected at

points a and b. If both ends were not connected as shown, the resistors would not be in paral-

lel. In Fig. 6. I(b), resistors R, and R2 are in parallel because they again have points a and b in

common. R, is not in parallel with R 3 because they are connected at only one point (b). Fur-

ther, R, and R3 are not in --ies because a third connection appears at point b. The same can

be said for resistors R2 and R3 . In Fig. 6.1(c), resistois R, and R2 are in series because they

have only one point in common that is not connected elsewhere in the network. Resistors R,

and R3 are not'in parallel because they have only point a in common. In addition, they are not

in series because of the third connection to point a. The same can be said for resistors R2 and

R3. In a broader context, it can be said that the ^eries combination of resistors R, and R 2 is in

parallel with resistor R3 (more will ' be said about this option in Chapter 7). Furthermore, even

.though the discussion above was only for resistors, it can be applied to any two-terminal ele-

ments such as voltage sources and meters.

IV
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a,

R,	 R,
11A

R,	 R2	 a	 R3	
b	 R,

R2

	

____WY_	 R,

b

c
(b)(a)	 (C)

FIG. 6.1
(a) Parallel resistors; (b) R, and R2 are in parallel; (c) R3 is in parallel with

the series combination ofR, and R2.

On schematics, the parallel combination can appear in a number of

ways, as shown in Fig. 6.2. In each case, the three resistors are in paral-
lel. They all have points a and b in common.

a

a

R,	 R2	 )^J R,	 J?2	 R3	 R,	 R2	 R,

b
1b

b

(b)	 (c)

FIG. 6.2
Schematic representat4ons ofthreeparallel resistors.

For resistors in parallel as shown in Fig. 6.3, the total resistance is de-
termined from the following equation:

+	 +	 (6.1)
RT R1 , R2 R3	 RN

Since G 11R, the equation can also be written in terms of conductance

levels as follows:

	

GT G, + G2 + G3 +	 + GN 	 (siemens, S)	 (6.2)

V.

R,	 R,	 R3	 RN

IV

4	 FIG. 6.3
Parallel combination ofresistors.
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which is an exact match in format with the equation for the total resis-

tance of resistors in series: RT = R I + R2 + R3 
+ - - - + RN. The result

of this duality is that you can go from one equation to the other simply

by interchanging R and G.

fn general, however, when the total resistance is desired, the follow

ing format is applied:

(6.3)
RT

_R1 + + R3	 RN

Quite obviously, Eq, (6.3) is not as "clean" as the equation for the total

resistance of series resistors. ;You must be careful when dealing with all

the divisions into 1. The great feature about the equation, however, is

that it can be appliid to any number of resistors in parallel.

EXAMPLE 6.1

a. Find the total conductance of the parallel network in Fig. 6.4.

'b. Find the total resistance of the same network using the results of

part (a) and using Eq. (6.3).

Solutions:

a. G1,	 S,	 G	 0.167S

R,	 R, 6,n

and GT G, + G2 0.333 S + 0.167 S 0.5 S

b. R	
1	

2 C1T	 05S

Applying Eq. (6.3) gives

RT
_L , _L 

3 
1 fl- + ^1_fl

R, R2
1

- = - = 2 fl
0.333 S + 0.167 S 05S

EXAMPLE 6.2

a. By inspection, which parallel element in Fig. 
6.5 has the least con

ductance? Determine the total conductance of the network and note

whether your conclusion was verified.

A

R, 3 n	 R2 6 n

FIG. 6.4

Parallel resistorsfor Example 6.1.

FIG. 6.5

Parallel resistorsfor Example 6.2.
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b. Detennine the total resistance from the results of part (a) and by ap.
plying Eq. (6.3).

Solutions:

,a. Since the I kfj resistor has the largest resistance and therefore the
largest opposition to the flow of charge (level of conductivity), it

will have the lowest level of conductance:

	

G, =	 0.5 S, G2	 +	 0.005 S 5 mSR,	 2

	

G3 =	 0.001 S I ms
R3 I kfl

GT = GI + G2 + G3 0.5 S + 5 mS + I mS
= 506 mS

Note the differe9ce in conductance level between the 2 fl (500 mS)
and the I k1I (I mS) resistor.

b. RT	 30-6	 1.976 11
Gr	

MS

Applying Eq. (6 3) gives

R,
I 
+ I +	 +

R, R2 R3 TfI 200 fl + I W

0.5 S + 0.005 S + 0.001 S E506 S 1'98 P

EXAMPLE 6.3 Find the total resistance of the configuration in Fig. 6.6.

R,
0

ARI
]4 :nI

	

RT	 R2

Fid. 6.6

NetwOrk 10 be invesligated in Example 6.3.

Solution: First the network is redrawn as shown in Fig. 6.7 tQ clearly
demonstrate that all the resistors are in parallel.

Applying Eq. (6.3) gives

RT

+	 + +
RI R2 R3	 I fl 4 fY 5 il

I S + 0.25 ^S +, 0.2 S = 1.45 S --0' 69 n
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4 il	 R,	 5 n

	

fl	 'R2Rj^
RT

FIG. 6.7

Network in Fig. 6.6 redrawn.-

If you review the examples above, you will find that the total resis-

tance is less than the smallest parallel resistor. That is, in Example 6.1,

2 fl is less than 3 fl or 6 11. In Example 6.2, 1.976 fl is less than 2 fl,

100 fl, or I kfl; and in Example 6.3, 0.69 0 is less than - I fl, 4 11, or

5* fl. In general, therefore,

the total resistance ofparallel resistors Is always less than the value

ofthe smallest resistoi.

This is particularly important when you want a quick estimate of the

total resistance of a parallel combination. Simply find the smallest

value, and you know that the total resistanc^ will be less than that

value. It is also a great check on your calculations. In addition, you

wjll find that -

ifthe smallest resistance Of4 parallel combination is much smaller

than that of the other parallel resistors, the total resistance will be

very close to the smallest resistance value.

This fact is obvious in Example 6.2, where the total resistance of

1.976 fl is very close to the smallest resistance of 2 fl.

Another interesting characteristic of parallel resistors is demonstrated

in Example 6.4.

EXAMPLE 6.4

a. What is the effect of adding another resistor of 100 0 in parallel

with the parallel resistors ' of Example 6.1 as shown in Fig. 6.8?

b. What is the effect of adding a parallel 1 (1 resistor to the configura-

tion in Fig. 6.8?

	

R1. 3n	 R,	 6 A	 100 fl

71—	
'^3

0

FIG. 6.8

'Adding a parallel 100 il 
resistor to the network in Fig. - 64.
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Solutions:

a. Applying Eq. (6.3) gives

^T =	
I ,	

—	
I

I 

+ 
I 
+ 

I	 I 
+ 

I 
+

	

R1 R2 R3 3 0 6 fl	
00 1,

	

S	 1.96 il
0.333 S + 0. 167 S + 0.010	 0.510S

The parallel combination of the 3 fl and 6 fl resistors resulted

in a total resistance of 2 f2 in Example 6. 1. The effect of adding a

resistor in parallel of 100 fl had hitle effect on the tc;tal resistance

because its'resistance level is significantly higher (and conductance

level significantly less) than that of the other two resistors. The total

change in resistance was less than 2%. However, note that the total

resistance dropped with the addition of the 100 fl resistor.
b. Applying Eq. (6.3) gives

RT

+ + +	 +	 +	 +

	

R, R2 R3 R4	 100 n

	

I	 I

0.333 S + 0. 167 S + 0.010S + I S = j
.-5 , S = 0.66 91

The introduction of the 1 fl resistor reduced the total resistance

from 2 0 to only 0.66 0—a decrease of almost 67%. The fact that

the added resistor has a resistance less than that of the other parallel

elements and one-third that of the smallest contributed to the sigaif-,

icant drop in resistance level.

In part (a) of Example 6.4, the total resistance dropped from 2 fl to
1.96 fl. In part (b), it dropped to 0.66 fl. The results clearly reveal that

the total resistance ofparallel resistors will always drop as new

resistors are added in parallel, irrespective oftheir value.

Recall that this is the opposite of what occurs for series resistors, where

additional resistors of any value increase the total resistance.

For equal resistors in parallel, the equation for the total resistance

becomes significantly easier to apply. For N equal resistors in parallel,
Eq. (6.3) becomes

RT

	

I + I +
	 + - - + I

R R R	 RN

N(i' 	
N

R

R
and	 RT	 (6.4)N

In other words,

the total resistance ofN parallel resistors of equal value is the resistance
of on e resistor dWided by the number (N) ofparallel resistors.
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e of the parallel resistors in Fig. 6.9-
EXAMPLE 6.5 Find the total resigtanc

R	 12 n	 R2	 12 n	
R3 12 n

RT

FIG., 6.9

Three equal parallel resistors to be investigated in Example 
6.5.

	

Solution: Applying Eq. (6.4) gives	 .... ..
	

b

R	 12 fl
RT	 =4n

N	 3

EXAMPLE6.6 Find the total resistance for the configuration in fig. 
6.10.

R,	 2(12 n

R2	 2n R3	 2 fl	 R, 2 fl	 R2 2 fl	 ^3 7 fl	 R4 2 fl
RT

Rr

R4

2 fl

FIG. 6.11
FIG. 6.10	 Network in Fig.6. 10 redrawn.

Parallel configuration-for Example 6.6.

wo1K n
solution: 

Redrawing the network results in the parallel net

Fig. 6.1 L

Applying Eq. (6.4) gives

RT 

R 2 D 
0.5 fl

N 4

Special Case: TWO Parallel Resistors

majority of cases, only two or three parallel resistors will
In the vast	

mind, an equation has been derived for
have to be combined. With this in

es the need to con-
two parallel resistors that is easy to apply and remov

tinually worry about dividing into I 
and possibly misplacing a decimal

point. For three parallel resistors, the equation to be derived here can be

applied twice, or E!q, (6.3) can be ased.
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For two parallel resistors, the total resistance is determined by
Eq. (6.1):

I = I 
+ 

I

RT R, R2

Multiplying the top and bottom of each term of the right side of the
equation by , the other resistance results in

I _ (12 )_L + R. )_L ^_ R2 + R.

RT	 R, R,	 RI R2 R IR2 *RjR2
I	 R2 + R,
R7,	RIR2

and
(6.5)

In words, the equation states that

the total resistance oftwoparallel resistors is simPlY theproduct of
their values divided by their sum.

4

EXAMPLE 6.7 Repeat Example 6.1 using Eq. (6.5).

S0111tion: Eq. (6.5) gives

R, = RIR2	 (3 fl)(6 [1)	 18

	

R, + R2 3 0 + 6 ffll	
2 il

which matches the earlier solution.

, RT 0.8 fl	 R3 5 nR T

' FIG. 6.12
Redwed equivalent in ^ig. 6. Z

EXAMPLE 6.8 Determine the total resistance for the ^Parallel combina-
tion in Fig. 6.7 using two applications of Eq. (6.5).

SO/t/dOn: First the I fl and 4,11 resistors are combined using Eq. (6.5),
resulting in the reduced network in Fig. 6.12:

Eq. (6.4): R"T = 
RJR2	 ( 1 0)(4 fl )	 4

j, _+R2 —1 f, —+4 f, — 0.8 fl1 5

Then Eq. (6,5) is applied again using the equivalent value:

R T 
= R^ R3 = (0-8 fl)(5 0) 	 4 

fl ='0.69 flR^ + )?3 6 8 f _1 + 5 fl = —5.8

The result matches that obtained in Example 6.3.

Recall that series elements can be interchanged 
without affecting the

magnitude of the total resistance. In parallel networks,

Parallel resistors can be interchanged without affecting the total
resistance.

The next example demonstrates this and reveals how redra 

I 

wing a
network can often define which operations or equations should be
applied.
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EXAMPLE 6.9 betern-ine the total resistance of the parallet elements

in Fig. 6.13.

0—

C--

R, 6 a R, 6 0 R, 6 a R2..-9a R4.^'72n
B,

R '.-.66	 R3 6n R4 $72n Rs-"6fl

0 — --------
Rr

FIG. 6.1.3	 FIG. 6.14

Parallel networkfor Example 6.0.	 Redrawn network in Fig. 6.13 (Example 6-9)-

Solution: The network is redrawn in Fig. 6-14.

Eq, (6.'4):	 Rj	 6a = 2,Q
N 3

Eq. (6.5): MT' = 
R2R4	 (9 fl)(72 fl) 648 

fl 8 fli2 + R4 9 fl + 72 0 81

Eq. (6.5 RT	
Rjl?^	 (2 fl)(8 11) 16 

fl— 1.6 Ll

—+rr 2 ft + 8 fl 10

The preceding examples involve direct substitution; that is, once

the proper equation has been defined, it is only a matter of plugging4in

the numbers and performing the required algebraic manipulations.

The next two examples have a design orientation, in which specific,

network parameters are defined and the circuit elements must be

determined.

EXAMPLE 6.10 ' Determine the value of R2 in Fig. 6.15 to establish a

total resistance of 9 W.

Solution:	 R;^q a j?, 12 W	 R,

RIR2
RT— RI 

+ R2

RT(RI + R2) = RjR2
FIG. 6.15RT' Rj + RTR2 = RIR2	

Parallel networkJor Example 6.10.RTRI = RIR2 — RTR2

RTRI = (RI — RT)R2

RTRI
and	 R2 — RI — RT

s4stituting values gives

(9 kfl)(12 kil) '108

12 kfl — 9 ka
-	 3 kfI 36 W
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EXAMPLE 6.11 Determine the values of Ri, R2, and R3 in Fig. 6.16 if
R2 = 2RI, R3 = 2R2, and the total resistance is 16 V1.

R =,al: R2	 Solution: Eq. (6. 1) states, 16 ka 	 R,	 R,

il- + j2-
RT	R3

FIG. 6.16	 However, R2 2R,	 and	 R3 = 2R2 = 2(2R,) 4R,
Para Ilel nerworkJor Example 6.11.	

so that	
- 

I 

-_ I 

I 
+ I + I

T6 kil R, 2—R 4—R

and

	

	
+ 14-(16 ka R, 2 R,

or	 — 1.75
16 kfl

resulting in	 -R, = 1.75(16 kfl) = 2&W

so that	 R2 = 2R, = 2(28 W) = 56 kil

and	 R3 = 2R2 = 2(56 W) = 112 W

Analogies

Analogies were effectively used to introduce the concept of series ele-

ments. They can also be used to help de0ne a parallel configuration. On
a ladder, the rungs of the ladder form a parallel configuration. When

ropes are tied between a grappling hook and a load, they effectively ab-

sorb the stress in a parallel configuration. The cables of a suspended

roadway form a parallel configuration. There are numerous other analo-

gies that demonstrate how connections between the same two points

permit a distribution of stress between the parallel elements.

Instrumentation

As shown in Fig. 6.17, the total re^istance of a parallel combination of
resistive elements can be found by simply applying an ohmmeter. There

is no polarity to resistance, so either lead of the ohmmeter can be con-

nected to either side of the network. Although there are no supplies in
Fig. 6.17, always keep in mind that ohmmeters can never be applied to a

"live" circuit. It is not enough to set the supply - to 0 V or to turn it off. it

may still load down (change the network configuration of) the circuit

and change the reading. It is best to remove the supply and apply the

	

2.2 kil R	 1.2 kflI W R, j437A n	 3

FIG. 6.17

Using an ohmmeter to measure-the total resistance ofa parallel network.
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Mechanical analogyfor Fig, 6.18.
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ohmmeter to the two resulting terminals. Since all the resistors are in the

kflohm range,' 
the 

20 kil scale was chosen first. We then moved down to

the 2 kn scale for increased precision. Moving down to the 200 fI scale

resulted in an 'U:' indication since we were below the measured resis-

tance value.

6.3 PARALLEL CIRCUITS

.A oara*l circuit can now be established by 
connecting a supply across

& .set of1parallel. resistors as shown in Fig. 6. IS. The positive terminal of

the supply is directly connected to the top of each resistor, while the neg-

ative terminal is connected to the bottom of each resistor. Therefore, it

should be quite clear that the applied voltage is ihe same across each re-

sistor, In general,

thevoltage is always the same across parallel elements.

a

E
	

12V	 V1 ..- R, - I k1l V2	 R2-3 kfl

FIG. 6.18

Parallel network.

a

Therefore, remember that

(f two elements are in parallel, the voltage across them must be the

same. However, if the voltage across two neighboring elements is the

same, the two elements may or,may got be in parallel.

The reason for this qualifying comment in the above statement is dis-

cussed in detail 
in 

Chapter 7.

For the voltages of the circuit in Fig. & 10, the r
e
sult is that

F7v^; V, ̂=E	 (6.6)

	Once the supply has been connect4 a source current is established	
(I knX

1 

3 kn)+ r
through die supply that passes through the parallel resistors. The current E 	 12V	 R	 0.75 kaT 

I ka + 3,kA
that results is a direct function of the total resistance of the parallel cir

	

cuit. The smaller the total. resistance, the greater *is the current, as oc	 Equivalent resistance

curred for series circuits also.

Recall from series circuits that the source does not "see" the parallel

	

combination of elements. It reacts only to the total resistance of the cir- 	 FIG. 6.19

cuit, as shown in Fig. 6.19. The source current can then be determined Replacing the parallel resistors in Fig. 6.18 with the

equivalent total resistance.
using Ohm's law:

Fi, = P	
(6.7)

j	 AT

Since the voltage is the same across parallel elements, the current

through each resistor can also be determined using Ohm's law, That is,

It	
E	

and	 12 
= 

V2	 E	 (6.8)

	

RI ^ R,	 R2 R2

The direction for the currents is dictated by the po hirity ofthe voltage

across the resistors. Recall that for a resistor, current enters the positive

side of a potential drop and leaves the negative side. The result, as shown

in Fig. 6.18, is that the source current enters point a, and currents I, and

12 leave the same point. An excellent analogy for describing the flow of

charge through the network of Fig. 6.18 is the flow of water through the

parallel pipes of Fig. 6.20. The larger pipe, with . less "resistance" to the

4*oductory, C..*W
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flow of water, wilt have a larger flow of water, through it. The thinner

pipe, with its increased "resistance" level, will have less water flowing

through it. In any case, the total water entering the pipes at the top QT
must equal that leaving at the bottom, with QT = Ql + 122-

The relationship betweei) the source current and the parallel resistor

currents can be derived by simply taking the equation for the total resis-

tance in Eq. (6. 1);

+ 
I

RT RI R2

Multiplying both sides by the, applied voltage gives

E(	 E( I +
RT	R, R2

resulting in

E + E
RT R, R2

Then note that EIR I 11 and EIR2 = 12 to obtain

+ 1,	 (6.9)FIT: I l^

The result reveals a very important prop^rty of parallel circuits:

For single-source parallel networks, the source ^current 	 is always

equal to the sum of the individual branch currents.

The duality that exists between series and parallel circuits continues to

surface as we proceed through the basic equations for electric circuits.

This is fortunate because it provides a way of remembering the charac-

teri stics of one using the results of another. For instance, in Fig. 6.21 (a),

we have a parallel circuit where it is clear that IT = I, + 12 . By simply

replacing the currents of the equation in Fig. 6.21 (a) by a voltage level,

as shown in Fig. 6.21(b), we have Kirchhoff's voltage law for a series

circuit: E = V, + V2. In other words,

for a parallel circuit, the source current equals the sum afthe branch

currents, whilefor a series circuit, the applied voltage equals tile sum

ofthe voltage drops.

	

+ V/	 + V2

	

R,	 R2
+

R,	 -E

Duality

IT = 1 1 +12

	

	 E= V, + V2

(b)

FIG. 6.21

Demonstrating the duality that exists between series and parallel circuits.

Introductory, C, 148
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	EXAMPLE 6.12 For the parallel network in Fig. 6.22:	 F
Find the total ^esistance.	

E 
+	

27 V	 R,	 9nVj	 R2	 18 n V2

	

b, Calculate the source current.	
7T

c. Determine the current through each parallel branch.

d. Show that Eq. (6.9) is satisfied.
RT

Solutions:

a. Using Eq. (6.5) gives	
FIG. 6.22

Parallel networkfor Example 6.12.

RT	
RIR2	 (9 fl) (18 fl)	 162 fl 6 11
—+R, 9 n + 18 a 27

b. Applying Ohm's law gives

E 27 V
4.5 A

c. Applying Ohm's law gives

27 V 
=3A

RI	RI	 9 fl

27 V 
1.5 A -

12 
R2 R2 18 0

d. Substituting values from parts (b) and (c) gives

	

IS 4.5 A 11 + 12 3 A + 1.5 A 4.5 A	 (checks)

R

j

12

	

EXAMPLE 6.13 For the parallel network in Fig. 6.23.	
-

13

a. Find the total resistance.	 +
b. Calculate the source current.	 E E--=-24 V R, 100 R2 220 11 R3 1.2 k11

c. Determine the current through each branch.

Solutions:

a. Applying Eq. (6.3) gives	
FIG. 6.23

RT	
Parallel networkfor Example 6.13

I 
+ +	 +	 + 

I

R, R2 R3	 10 n 220 0 1.2 kfl

100 x 10-^ + 4.545 X 10-3 + 0.833 X 10-3 105.38 X 10-3

RT 9.49 fl

Note that the total resistance isl, ess than that of the smallest parallel

resistor, and its magnitude is very close to the resistance of the

smallest resistor because the other resistors are larger by a factor

greater than 10. : 1.

b. Using Ohm's law gives

E 
^ 
24 V 

2.53 A

	

RT	
.49 f,
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C. Applying Ohm's law gives

11 V1	 24 V 2.4 A
R1 R I 100

12	 24 V 0.11 A
R2 R2 220 [1

13 L3 E 24 V
= , —_ _ 0.02 A

4

i;74 In-	 11=4A

E +

+j,— .

	

	 I 
fj 't^ I ^

' ^OR,	 10 fl R2 200 R3

FIG. 6.24

Parallel networkfor F_xample 6.14.

	

A3	 IM3

- A careful examination ofthe results of Example 6.13 reveals that the
larger the parallel resistor, the lower is the branch current. In general,

therefore,

forparallel resistors, the greatest current will exist in the branch with

the least resistance.

A more powerful statement is that

current always seeks the path of least resistance.

EXAMPLE 6:14 Given the information provided in Fig. 614:

a. Determine.R3.

b. Find the ap^lied voltage E.

c. Find the source current I"
d. Find 12,

Solutions:

a. Applying Eq. (6. 1) gives

+ +
T R, R2 R3

Substitutifig gives 0 f, + jo Q + 

R3

so that	 0.25 S = OAS +0.05S+ 
I

R3

,and	 0.25S = 0. 15 S +
R3

with	 = 0.1 S
R3

and	 R3 =	 1011
OAS

b. Using Ohm's law gives

E = V1 = 11R I = (4 A)(10 fl) 40 V

E 40 V
C.	

RT 
=	 10 A

d. Applying Ohm's law gives

12 = E 40V
12 R2 R2 20 

il 2 A

Instrumentation

In Fig. 6.25, voltmeters have been connected to verify that the voltage
across pa 

I rallel elemen ts is the same. Note that the positive or red lead of
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each '01" is connected to-the high (positive) side of the voltage.

across each resistor to obtain a positive reading. The 20 V scale was used

because the applied voltage exceeded the range of the 2 V scale.

+	 +

3 Wn

FIG. 6.25

Measuring the voltages of a parallel dc network

In Fig. 6.26, an ammeter has been hooked up to measure the source

current. First, the connection to the supply had to be broken at the posi-

tive terminal and the meter inserted as shown. Be sure to use ammeter

terminals on your meter for such measurements. The red or positive lead

of the meter is connected so that the source current enters that lead and

leaves tht negative or black lead to ensure a positive reading. The 200

mA scale was used because the source cufrent exceeded the maximum

value of the 2 mA scale. For the moment, we assume that the internal re-

sistance of the meter tan be ignored. Since the, internal resistance of an

ammeter on the 200 mA scale is typically only a few ohms, compared to

the parallel resistors in the kilohm range, it is an excellent assumption.

W 0

A

I ka	 R2 3 J

FIG. 6.26

Measuring the sou^ce current of a parallel network.

A more difficult measurement is for the current through resistor R1.

This measurement often gives trouble in the laboratory session. First, as

shown'in Fig. 6.27(a), resistor RI must be disconnected from the upper

connection point to eltablish an open circuit. The ammeter is then in-

serted between the resulting terminals so that the current enters the pos-

itive or red terminal, as shown in Fig. 6.27(b). Always remember: When

using an ammeter, first establish an open circuit in the branch in which

^he current is to be, measured, and then insert the meter.
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1PI,

-0

:16 0L=3 i jo
Open!!

R.	 R2	 3 kfffi jR, I W

(Break path
of1j)

R, I tkkfl

(b)

FIG. 6.27
Measuring the current through resistor R1.

The easiest measurement is for thecurrent through "resistor R2 . Break
the connection to R2 above or below the resistor, and insert the ammeter
with the current entering the positive or red lead to obtain a positive
reading.

6.4 POWER DISTRIBUTION
IN A PARALLEL CIRCUIT
Recall from thediscussion of series circuits that the power applied to a
series resistive circuit equals the power dissipated by,the resistive ele-
ments. The same is true for parallel resistive networks. In fact,

forany network composed ofresistive elements, thepower appliedby
the battery will equal that dissipated by the resistive elements.

For the parallel circuit in Fig. 6.28:

P,1 PJ1, + PR,	 (6.10)

which is exactly the same as obtained for the series combination.

A

qd*

	

J12	 13r

	

+	 +	 +	 +

	

E	 V	 R1	 Y2 R2	 V3 R3
Y

M"7	 . 

i4

FIG. 6.28
Powerflow in a dc parallel network
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The power delivered by the source in the same:

(watts, W)	 (6.11)

for R, only):as is the equation for the power to each fesistor (shown

(watts, W)	 (6.12)

n a paral-
In the equation P 01R, the voltage across each resistor i

s is the resistance'lel circuit will be the same. The only factor that change
- in the denominator of the equation. The result is that

in a parallel resistive network, the largerthe resistor, the less isthe

power absorbed.

EXAMPLE 6.15' For the parallel network in Fig. 6.29 (all standard

values):

a. Determine the total resistance Rr.

b. Find the source current and the current through each resistor.

c. Calculate the power delivered by the source.
d, Determine the power absorbed by eaclr parallel resistor.
e. Verify Eq. (6. 10).

PR,

R3 56kn
E	 29V	 R,	 1.6,kfl	 20 kfl

F10, 6.29
Pdrallel network for Exa.ple 6. 1

Solutions.
a. Without making a single calculation, it should now be apparent

from previous examples that the total resistance is less than 1.6 kfl
and very close to this 'value because of the magnitude of the other

resistance levels:

RT I +	 ++	 56 kil
RI	 R2 . R3	 1.6 kfl	 20 kfl

625 x 10-1 + 50 x 10-0 + 17.867 x 10 - 692.867 X 10-

and RT = 1.44 kil
b, Applying Ohm's law gives

E = 28V	 19.44 rnA
R-r	 1.44 kfl
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Recalling that current always seeks the path of least resistance

immediately tells us that the current through the 1.6 W resistor
will be the largest and the current through the 56 k[1 resistor the
smallest.

Applying Ohm's law again gives

E 28 V
17.5 mA

RI	 1.6 k[I

12 L2	 28 V 1.4 mA
R2 R2 20 kf1

13 V3 	 28 V

R3 
j3 36kjj 0.5 mA

c. Applying Eq. (6-11) gives

PE = El, = (28 V)(19.4 mA) 543.2 mW

d. Applying each form of the power equation gives

Pi = Vi li = Ell = (28 V)(17.5 mA) ,= 490 mW

P2 = IJR2 = (1.4 MA) 2 (20 k1j) = 
i9.2 mW

P3 =	 14 mW
R3 R3 56 M

A mview of the results clearly substantiates the fact that the larger
the resistor, the less is the power absorbed.

e.	 PE = PR, + PRi + PR3

S43.2mW=49,OmW.+39.2mW+14mW=543.2mW (checks),

t

KIRCHHOFF'S CURRENT LAW

I the previous chapter, Kirchhoff's voltage law was introduced, provid-

v

invery important relationship among the voltages of a closed path.

Kirchhoff is also credited with developing the following equally impor-

tant relationship between the currents of a network, called Kirchhoff's
current low (KCL):

The algebraic sum ofthe currents entering and leaving 4junctlan (or
region) ofa network is zero.

	12. 2
	 The law can also be stated in the following way:

The sum ofthe currents entering ajunction (or region) ofa network

mustequal the sum ofthe currents leaving the samejunction (or11 !4Â System.

	

Complex:	 IOA	
region).

In equadq-4 form, the ab
o
ve statemen t can be written a follows: , -

8 A	 (6.13)

with It representing the current entering, or 'in:' and 1, representing the -
current leaving, or "out."

	

FIG. 6.30	 In Fig. 6.30, for "ample, the shaded area can enclose an entire sys-

	

Introducing Kirchhoff's current law	
tem or a complex network, or it can simply provide a connection point
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(junction5 for the displayed currents. In each case, the current entering

must equal that leaving, a required by Eq. (6.13):

+	 +

4A + 8A 2A + 10A

12 A 12 A (checks)

The most common application of the law will be at a junction of

two or more current paths i as shown in Fig. 6.316). Some students

have difficulty initially determining -whether a current is entering or

leaving a junction, One approach that may help is to use the water ana-

log in Fig. 6.3 I(b), where the junction in Fig. 6.3 l(a) is the small

bridge across the stream. Simply relate the curient of 11 to the fluid

flow of Q1, the smaller branch current 12 to the water flow Q2, and the

larger branch current 13 to the flow 03. The eater arriving at the bridge

must equal the sum ofthat leaving the bridge, so that Q, = Q2 + Q3-

Since.the current I, is pointing at the junction and the fluid flow Qi is

toward the person on the bridge, both quantities are seen as approach-

ing the junction, and can be considered entering the junction. The cur-

rents 12 and 13 are both leaving the junction, just as Q2 and Q3 are

leaving the fork in the river. The quantities 12# 13, 9.2, and Q3 are there-

fore all leaving the junction.

J ncti n 12-2A

I -6A

13-4A

Q3

(b)

FIG^ 6.31

(a) Demonstrating Kirchhoffs current low; (b) the water analogyfor thejunction in (a).

In the next few examples, unknown currents can be determined by

applying Kirchhoff's current law. Remember to place all current levels

entering the junction to the left of the equals sign and the sum of all cur-

rents leaving the junction to the right of the equals sign.

In technology, the term node is commonly used to refer to a junction

of two or more branches.3hereforc, this term is used frequently in the 	 11 2 A

analyses to follow.	 14

a	 b

EXAMPLE 6.16 Determine currents 13 and 14 in Fig. 6.32 using Kirch- ^1
2 3A	 Is I A

hoff's current law.

Solution: There are two junctions or nodes in Fig. 6.32. Node a has

only one unknown, while node b has two unknowns. Since a single

equation can be used to solve for Qnly one unknown, v)e must apply 	 FIG. 6.32

	Kirchhoff's current law to node a first.	 7W-node coniftguradonfor Example 6.16.
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At node a

It	 7, 1^

11 + 12	 13
2A+3A=13=5A

At node b, using the result just obtained,

Eli = li^

13 + 15 = 14
5 A + I A = 14 = 6 A

Note that in Fig. 6.32, the width of the blue-shaded regions matches

the magnitude of the current in that region.

EXMMP^E 6.17 Determine currents 1,, 13, 14, and 15 for the network in
F

b

13

1-5A	 R,	 R	 1,
a	

3	
d

R2	 R4	 R,

12 4 A	 14.

c

FIG. 6.33

Four-node configuration for Example 6.17.

Bolution: In this configuration, four nodes are defined. Nodes a and c

have only one unknown current at the junction, so Kirchhoff's current

law can be applied a either junction,

At node a

Eli = 11,

I = It + 12
5A = 11 + 4 A

and	 11 = 5 A — 4 A I A

At node c

12	 14
and 14 12 = 4 A

Tising the above resultsl at the otherjunctions results in the following,

At node b

11 = 13
and 13 = 11	 1 A

At node d

13 + 14 = 15
I A + 4 A = 15 5 A

If we enclose the entire network, we find that the current entering

from the far left is I .= 5 A, while the current leaving from the far right is
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15 5 A, The two must be equal since the net current entering any sys

tem must equal the net current leaving.

EXAMPLE 6.18 Determine currents 13 and 15 in Fig. 6.34 through	

12-3A

applications of Kirchhoff's current law.	
14 1 A

Solution: Note first that since node b has two unknown quantities (13	 a

and 15), and node a has only one, Kirchhoff's current law must first be

applied to node a, The result is then applied to node b.	
I, =4A

LL^-b

At node a	 13

11 + 12 = 13

4 A + 3 A = I, 7A	
FIG. 6.34

At node b	 Nerworkfor Example 6.18.

13 14 + 15
7 A 1 A +115

and	 15 7 A — I A 6 A

EXAMPLE 6.19 For the parallel dc network in Fig. 6.35:

a. Determine the source current 1,

b, Find the source voltage E.

c. Determine R3.

d. Calculate RT,

a

J8 A	 10mA	 J2mA

+

E	 R,	 2 kfl	 R,

FIG, 6.36

Parallel networkfor Example 6.19.

Solutions:

a. First apply Eq. (6.13) at node a. Although node a in Fig. 6.35 may

not initially appear as a single junction, it can be redrawn as

shown in Fig. 6.36, where it is clearly a common point for all the

branches,
The result is

1, 1 1 + 12 + 13

Substituting values: I, = 8 mA + 10 mA + 2 mA 20 mA

Note in this solution that you do not need tQ know the resistor

values or the voltaie applied.'The solution is determined solely by

the current levels.

a

+ PT	
12

E	 R, ^R2.' R3

FIG. 0.36

J?edrawn network in Fig. 6.35.
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b. Applying Ohm's law gives

E = VI - II R I = (8 mA)(2 k(l) = 16 V

c. Applying Ohm's law in a different form gives

R3 = 13	 16V = Ska
13 13 2 mA

d. Applying Ohm's law again gives

RT = E 
16 V 

= 0-8 ka1, 20 mA

The application of Kirchhoff's current law is not limited to networks
where all the internal connections are known or visible. For instance, all
the currents of the integrated circuit in Fig. 6.37 are known except 11. By
treating the entire system (which could contain over a million elements)
as a single node, we can apply Kirchhoff's current taw as shown in Ex-
ample 6.20.

Before looking 9 Example 6.20 in detail, note that the direction of
the unknown current 11 is not provided in Fig. 6.37. On many occasions,
this will be true. Wi' th so many currents entering or leaving the system, it
is difficult to know by inspection which direction should be assigned to*
11. In such cases, simply make an assumption about the direction and
"then check out the result. If the result is negative, the wrong direction
was assumed Ifthe result is positive, the correct direction was assumed
In either case, the magnitude of the current will be correct. -

EXAMPLE 6.20 Determine 11 for the integrated circuit in Fig. 6.37.

solution: Assuming that the current I, entering the chip results in the
following when Kirchhoff's current law is applied, we find

11 + 10mA + 4mA + 8mA = 5mA + 4mA + 2mA + 6mA
1, + 22mA = 17mA	 I

= 17mA — 22niA = —5mA

We find that the direction for 11 is leaving the IC, although the magni-
tude of 5 mA is correct.

As'we leave this important section, be aware that Kirchhoff's current
law will be applied in one form or another throughout the text.
Kirchhoff's laws are unquestionably two of the most important in this
field because they are applicable to the most complex configurations in
existence.today. They will not be replaced by a more important law or
dropped for a more sophisticated approach.

6.6 CURRENT DIVIDER RULi
For series circuits we have the powerful voltage divider rule for finding

R	 ffie voltage across a resistor in a series c" ' uit. We now introduce theirc
equally powerful current divider rule (CDR) for finding the current
through a resistor in a parallel circuit.

5mA t	 10MA

ic

tmA— , 	 4niA

2mA til mA

FIG. 6.37

Integrated chruitfor Example 6.20.
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In Section 6.4, it was pointed out that current will always seek the^

path of least resistance. In Fig. 6.38, for example, the current of 9 A is

faced with splitting between the three parallel resistors. Based on the

previous sections, it should now J)e clear without a single calculation

that the majority of the current will pass through the smallest resistor of

10 fl, and the least current will pass through the I kil resistor. In fact,

the current through the' 100 11 resis 'lot will also eXceed that through the

I kfl resistor. We can take it one step furtherby recognizing that the re-

sistance of the 100 fl resistor is 10 times that of the 10 fl resistor. The re-

sult is a current through the 10 fl resistor that is 10 times that of the 100

11 resistor. Similarly, the current tjirough the 100 0 resistor is 10 times

that through the I kfl resistor.

In general,

For two parallel elements of equal Wks* the current will divide equally.

For parallel elements with different values, the smaller the resistance,

the greater is the share of input ^urrettt.

Forparallel elenients of different values, the current will split with a

ratio equal to the inverse of their resistance values.

,EX̂ AWLE 6.21

a. Determine currents 1, and 13 for the network in Fig. 6.39.

b. Find the source current 1,

Solutions:

a. Since R, is twice R2, the current 11 must be one-half 12, and

2 mA

2	 2	
1 rnA

Since RX is three times R3, ft current 13 must be three times 12, and

13 312 = 3(2mA) = 6mA

^'b. Applying Kirchhofrs current law gives

11 + 12 + 13
I mA + 2 mA + 6 mA ,= 9 mA.

Although the above discussions and examples allowed us to deter-

mine- the relative magnitude of a current based on a known level, they

do not provide the magnitude of a current through a branch of a parallel

network if only the total entering current is known. The result is a need

for the current divider rule, which will be derived using ' the parallel

configuration in Fig. 6.40(a). The current IT (using the subscript T to in-

dicate the total entering current) splits between the N parallel resistors

and then gathers itself together again' at the bottom of the configuration.

In Fig. 6.40(b), the parallel combination of resistors has been replaced

by a single resistor equal to the total resistance of the parallel combina-

tion as determined in the previous sections.

The current IT can then be determined using Ohm's law:

V
IT = —

.RT

CURRENT DIVIDER RULE 111 209

100

1:9.!^ if	 42 100 fl

===±-AAA-

I W

_YvY_ - -

FIG. 6.38

Discussing the manner in which the current

will split between three parallel branches

. I , ofdifferent resistive value. ^

Single node

1^ 2 TA	 131

R, 1 '6 n	 R2 3 n	 R3 I n

FIG. 6.39

Parallel networkfor Example 6.21.
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1PI

'T

+
1,	 jl^	

1 13

V R,	 R2	 R,	 RN	 V	 RT

R,

FIG. 6.40

Deriving the current divider rule: (a) parallel network ofNparallel resistors;

(b) reduced equivalent ofpart (a).

Since the voltage V is the same across parallel elements, the following

is true:

	

V = 11R, - 12R2 = 13R3	 1,,R,,

where the product 1)?, refers to any combination in the series.

Substituting for V in the above equation for IT, we have

Ix R^

IT = 
RT

Y'	
Solving for 1, the final result is the current divider rule:

RT
I I.	

IT	
(6.14)

which states that

the current through any branch ofa parallel resistive network is equal

41

	

	
to the total resistance ofthe parallel network divided by the resistance

ofthe resistor of interest and multiplied by the total current entering

Igurati?n.the parallel coqfi

Since RT and IT are constants, for a particular conriguration the larger

the value of R, (in the denon-d nator), the smaller is the value of 1. for that

branch, confirming the fact that current always seeks the path of least

resistance.

EXAMPLE 6.22 For th^ parallel network in Fig. 6.41, determine cur-

rent 11 using Eq. (6.14).

R,

r-1-	 I kfl

lr=12mA	 R2	 12mA

10 kf)

R3

22 kfl

FIG. 6.41

Using the current divider rule to calculate current 11 in Example 6.22.

%
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Solution: Eq. (6.3):

RT

+ — + —	 7

ii R2 R3

1 ka 10 kn 22 kfl

X 10-3 + 100 X 10-6 + 45.46 x 
IW6

8" J.01 a	
J,

1.145 X 10-3

Rr
Eq. (6.14): 1,	 .—IT

R,

(873.01 fl)
(12 MA) (0.873)(12 mA) 10.48 miA

I M

and the smallest parallel resistor receives the majority of the current,

Note also that

for a parallel network, the current through the smallest resistor will

be very close to the total entering current if the other parallel

elements of the configuration are much larger in magnitude.

In Example 6.22, the current through R, is very close to the total current

because R, is 10 times less than the next smallest resistance.

Special Case: Two Parallel Resistors

For the case of two parallel resistors as shown in Fig. 6.42, the total 	 17,

resistance is determined by

RT	
RIR2

R1 + R2	
R,t4R2

Substituting RT into Eq. (6.14) for current I, results in

RT 
IT	 IT	 FIG. 6.42RI	 R,

Deriving the current divider rule for the special

and

	

	
R2	

IT	 (6.15a)	

case ofohly two parallel resistors.

(RI + R2)

Similarly, for 12,

12	 R. )IT	
(6.15b)

RI + R2

Eq. (6.15) states that

for two parallel resistors the current through oneis equal t6 the

resistance ofthe othWti^es the total entering current divided by the

sum 9fthe two resistances.
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Since the combination of two parallel resistors is probably the most

common parallel configuration, the simplicity of the format for

Eq. (6.15) suggests that it is worth memorizing. Take particular note,

however, that the denominator ofthe equation is simply the sum, not the

total resistance, of the combination.

12

_I kn R 8 kn

1:': 6 A

FIG. 6.43

&sing the current divider rule to determine current

12 in Example 6.23.

R,

11 21 niA

1-27rnA	
R2
YAr-
7 n

FIG. 6."
A design-we problem for two parallel resistors

(Example 6.24)..

M

EXAMPLE 6.23, Determine current 12 for the network in Fig. 6.43
using the current divider rule.

Solution: &ing Eq. (6.15b) gives

12	
Ri )IT

RI + R2

4 kfl

4 
kil + 8 kf1 ) 6 A (0.333)(6 A) 2A

Using Eq. (6.14) gives

12 = 
RT IT

R2
(4 kfl)(8 kfi)

with	 kr = 4 -kn 118 W = -
	

= 2.667 W -
^ka + 8kfl

and	
12	

2.667 kfl )6 A = (0.333)(6 A) =' 2 A

matching the above solution.

It would appear that the solution with Eq. 6.15(b) is more direct in Ex-
ample 6.23. However, keep in mind that Ekl. (6.14) is applicable to any par-

allel configuration, removing the necessity to remember two equations.

Now we present a design-type problem. I

EXAMPLE 6.24 Determine resistor R, in Fig. 6.44 to implement the

division of current shown.

Solution: There are essentially two approaches to this type of prob-

lem. One involves the direct substitution of known values into the

current divider rule equation followed by a mathematical analysis.

The other is the sequential application of the basic laws of electric

circuits. First we will use.the latter approach,

Applying Kirchhoff's current law gives

1j = 7 1,,

I=I1 +12

27 mA 21 mA + 12

and	 12 27 mA — 21 mA 6 mA

The voltage V2:	 V2 12R2 = (6 mAX7 fl) 42 mV

so that	 Vj^ = V2 = 42 mV

Finally,	 R1 = Y1 = 42 _V = 2 il
11	 21 mA

Now for the other approach using the current divider rule:

It
	 R2 

IT
R, + R2

21 mA 
= ( / at ) 27 

mA
R, + 70
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(R 4- 7 11)(21 mA) = (7 0)(27 mA)

(21 mA)RI + 147 MV = 1189 MV

(21 mA)RI = 189 MV 147 mV 42 mV

42 mV

and	 Ri - =-2 0
21 inA

In summary, therefore, remember that current always seeks the path of
the re-least resistance, and the ratio of the resistance values is the inverse of

sulting current levels, as shown in Fig ^.45. The thickness of the blue bands

fleets the relative magnitude of the current in each branch.in Fig. 6.45 re

IT	 ITIT	 IT

"T	 IT

-	 12	 1,	 12	 13

IT,

	

4 0	 4 D	 2 fal	 2 fl	 6 fl	 I ti	 3 n	 6 11

Oil

6

	

1, 12	
IT	

11 212	
(^2) 1, 312	 1 = 6,3

1, = M2

12. 6

(13) 13 213

FIG. 6.45

Demonstrating how current divides through equal and unequal I 
parallel resistors.

6.7 vOLTAGE SOURCES IN PARALLEL

Because the voltage is the same across parallel elements,

voltage sources can be placed in parallel only ifthey have the same

voltage.

The primary reason for placing two or more batteries or supplies in pae-

allel is to increase the current rating above that of a single supply. For

example, in Fig. 6.46, two ideal batteries of 12 V have been placed ine

1112	 +
^ I

+	
_ ",	

-^=^ 12 V12 V E,	 12 V	 MMOP^ E

FIG. 6.46

pemonstrating the effect ofplacing two ideal supplies of the same

j^W	 voltage in parallel.
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__0._1 
Open circuit

sy,gem V

1=0A

E	 V	 E volts

b

(b)

FIG. 6.48

Ditflning an open circuit.

f
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parallel. The total source current using Kirchhoff's current law is now

the sum of the rated currents of each supply. The resulting power avail-

able will be twice that of a single supply if the rated supply current of

each is the same. That is,

with 11 = 12 = 1,

then PT = All + 12) = EV +	 E(21) = 2(E^ 2P(one suppiy)

If for some reason two batteries of different voltages are placed in
0. F03 i I	

R.^ 
0.02 0	 parallel, both will become ineffective ,or damaged because the battery+	

with the larger voltage will rapidly discharge through the battery with

E,	 1 2 V	 E2	 6V	 the smaller terminal voltage. For example, consider two lead-acid batter-

_T ----	 ies of different terminal voltages placed in parallel as shown in Fig*6.47.

It makes no sense to talk about placihg'an ideal 12 V battery in parallel
FIG. 6.47	 with a 6 V battery because Kirchhoff's voltage,law would be* violated,

Examining the impact ofplacing two lead-acid 	 However, we can examine the effects if we include the internal resis-
'batteries of different terminal voltages in parallel. 	 tance levels as shown in Fig. 6.47.

The only current-limiting resistors. in the network are the internal re-

sistances, resulting in a very high discharge current for the battery with

the larger supply voltage. The residting current for the case in Fig. 6.47
would be.

Ej - E2 = 12 V - 6 V 
= 5- 6 V = 120 A

Rint , + Ri	 0.03 0 + 0.02 D	
.05 f,

nt2

This value far exceeds the rated drain current of the 12 V battery, result,

ing in rapid discharge of El and a destructive impact on the smaller sup-
ply due to the excessive currents. This'type of situation did arise on

occasion when some cars'still had 6 V batteries. Some people thought, "If
I have a 6 V battery, a 12 V battery will work twice as well"—not true!

In general,

it is always recommended that when you are replacing batteries in

series or parallel, replace all the batteries.

A fresh battery placed in parallel with an older battery probably has a

higher terminaf voltage and immediately starts discharging through the

older battery. In addition, the available current is less for the older lb^t-

tery, resulting in a higher-than-rated current drain from the newer battery

when a load is applied.

6.8 OPEN AND $HORT CIRCUITS

Open circuits and short circuits can often cause more confusion and dif-

ficulty in the analysis of a system than standard series or parallel config-

uratibns. Tlis will become more obvious in the chaptersto follow ften

we apply sbrue of the methods and theorems.

An open circuit is',two isolated terminals not connected by an ele-
ment of any kind. as shown in Fig. 6.48(a). Since ' a path for conduction

does not exist, the current associated with an open circuit must always

be zero. The voltage across the open circuit, however. can be any value,

as determined by the system it is connected to. In surnma—ry therefore,

an open circuit can have a potential difference (voltagve) across. its
terminals, but the current is always zero amperes

In Fig. 6.48(b), an open circuit exists between terminals a and b. The

voltage across the open-circuit terminals is the supply voltage, but the

current is zero due to the absence of a complete circuit.
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Some pEactical examples of open circuits and their impact are pro-

vided in Fig. 6.49. In Fig. 6.49(a), the excessive current deinanded by

the circuit caused a fuse to fail; creating an open circuit that reduced the

current to zero amperes., However, it is important to note that the full ap-

plied voltage is now across the open circuit, so you must be careful when

- changing the fuse, If there is a main breaker ahead of the fuse, throw it

firA to remove Aie possibility of getting a shock. This situation clearly

r^veals the benefit of circuit breakers: You can reset the , breaker without

having to get near the hot wires.

Internal connection

Fuse in system

+ 120 V	 IFOA

+	 tV=0V	 System

120 V

Open circuit

(a)

Contact

"'^Reflector
3 V^

Open circuit	 +

t OA	
Battery

(b^

+ 120 V —

Filament in bulb

U W+	 1=0A120 V

Open circuit

^0.

FIG. 6.49

Exa^nples of open circuits.

In Fig. 6.49(b), the pressure plate at the bottom of the bulb cavity in a

flashlighit was bent when the flashlight was dropped. An open circuit

now 'exists between the contact point of the bulb and the plate connected

to the batteries. The current has dropped to zero amperes, Pu' t the 3 V

provided by the series batteries appears across the open circuit. The situ-

ation can be corrected by placing a flat-edge screwdriver under the plate

and bending it toward the bulb.

Finally, in Fig. 6.49(c), the filamenk in a bulb in a series connection

has opened due to excessive current or old age, creating an open circuit

that knocks out all the bulbs in the series . configuration. Again, the cur-

rent has dropped to zero amperes, but the full 120 V will appear across
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Short circui

'

t	 the contact poibts of the bad bulb. For situations such as this, you should

remove the plugfrom the wall before changing the bulb.

A short circuit is a very low resistance, direct connection between

System	

0 V	
two ternunals of a network, 

',

as shown in Fig. 6.50. The current through

the short circuit can be any value, as determined by the system it is con-

-	 nected to, but the voltage across the short circuit is always zero volts be-

FIG. 6.50	 cause the resistance of the short circuit is assumed to be essentially zero

Defining a short circuit. 	 ohms and V = IR , 1(0 fl) -- 0 V.

-In summary, therefore,

a short circuit can carry a current ofa level determined by the
%	 extenual circuit, butthe potential differeace (vollage) across its

terminals is always zero volts.

In Fig. 6.5 1 (a), tile current through the 2 aresistor is 5 A. If a short

circuit should develop across the 2 fl resistor, the total resistance of the

parallel combination of the 2 fl resistor and the short (of essentially zero

ohms) Will be

-(2 Q)(O fl)
2 fl 0 fl yf-1	= 0 1`2+ of,

as indicatedin Fig. 6.5 1 (b), and the current will rise to very high levels,

as determined by Ohm's law:

E lov
oc, A

R	 0 fl

Will open due to

excessive cutrent

10 A fuse

fF1_ _= 57A	 In 0 A
+	

+ r	
+

E	 10 V	 R 2 D	 E	 10 V	
V11A. ^ip 0 V

"Shorted out"	 Short circuit

N

FIG. 6.51

Demonstrating the effcci Qfa short circuit on current'levels.

The effect of the 2 D resistor has effecti 'ly been "shorted out" by

vethe low-resistance ^onnection. The maximum current is now limited

only by the circuit breaker or fuse in series with the source.

Some practical examples of short circuits and their impact are pro-,

vided in Fig. 6.52. InFig, 6.52(a), a hot (the fqed) wire wrapped around

a screw became loose and is touching the return connection. A short-

circuit connection between the two terminals has been established that

could result in a very heavy current and a possibl^ fire hazard. One

hopes that the breaker will "pop," and the circuit will be deactivated.

Problems such as this are among the reasons aluminum kvitt-s (cheaper

and lighter than copper) are not permitted in residential or industrial
4	

wiring. Aluminum is mote sensitive to temperature than copper and will

expand and contract due to the heat developed by the currtint passing
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Contact—short circuit

Ferrorbagnetic core

--Tight_ 
qA;

+	 incring

+	 +	 12Q v

^Iwrt circuit120 V I =(hi 9 h)	 Short	 120 V

circuit

e

T ' sed wrrew sted wire

(b)
(a)

FIG. 6.52

Emniples ofshort circuits.

through the wire. Eventually, this expansion and contraction Can loosen

the screw, and a wire tinder some torsional stress from the installation

can move and make contact as shown in Fig. 6.52(a). Alumin um is still

used in large panels asit bus-bar connection, but it is bolted.down.

In Fig. 6.52(b), 
the wires of an iron have started to twist and crack

use of the iion. Once the insula-due to excessive currents or long-term

tion breaks down, the twisting can cause the two wires to touch .
 and

establish a short circuit, One can hope that a circuit breaker
'or fuse will

q u1i 

I 

Ckly discon
- nect the circuit. Often, it is not the wire of the iron that

Causes ttie problem, but a cheap extension cord with the wrong gage

wire. Be aware that you cannot tell the capacity of an extension cord 
by

its outside jacket. It may have a thick orange covering but have -a very

thin wire inside. Check the gage on the Wire the next time,Yo u bVY an e?L-

tension cord, and be sure that it is at least #14 gage, with #12 being the

-current appliances.better choice for high	
. motor for resi-

Finally, in Fig. 6.52(c), the windings in a transforruer or
ound so tightly,

dential or industrial use are illustrated. The windings are w

together with such a very thin coating of insulation that it is possible with

age and use for the insulation to break down and short out the windings. In

many cases, shorts can develop, but a short will simply reduce the number

of effective windings in the unit. The tool or appliance may still work but

with less strength or rotational speed. if 
you notice such a change in the re-

sponse, you should check the winding$ because a short can lead to a danger
I i	 th

ous situation. In many cases, the state of the windings ca be che6ked wi

a simple ohnsnet^r reading. If a 
short has occurred, the length of usable

wire in the winding has been reduced, and 
the resistance drops. If you know

-normally is, you can compare and make
a judgment.

what the resistance

For the layperson, the terminology 
short circuit or open circuit is

smoke, or fire.
usually associated with dire situations such as power loss, 	

tiHowever, in network analysis, both can play an integral role in detern rung

	

specific parameters of a system. Most often, however, if a short-circuit 	 R1	 R

accomplished with a Jamper—a lead
condition is to be established, it is 	 2 kil	 4kP	

+

of negligible resistance to be connected between the points of interest.

	

Establishing an open circuit just ri^quires making sure that the terminals
	

E	 20V	 V^b	
W

of interest are isolated from each other.

EXAMPLE 6.25 1 Deterinine voltage V^b 
for the network in Fig. 6.53.

	

Sol6tion: The open circuit req^ire, s that 
I be zero amperes. The	

FIG. 6.53

	voltage drop across both resistors is therefore zero volts since
	 N

I 
^twork for Exampie 6.25..
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R,	

C	
V IR (0)R 0 V. Applying Kirchhoff's voltage IaW around the

------- I .	 Closed loop gives
+Ion

30V	

V^b

=—F, V	
V.b	 Vld	

=E=20V

R'	

EXAMPLE 6.26 Determine voltages V.b and Vd for the network in
Fig. 6.54.

R

1OAfj_d

FIG. 6.54	
Solution: The current through the system is zero amperes due to the

Nerworkfor Example 6.26, 
open circuit, resulting itPa 0 V drop across each resistor. Both resistors
can therefore be replaced by short circuits, as shown in Fig, 6.55. Volt-
age V^b is then directly across the 10 V battery, and

E2	
Vb	 10 V

a

+	

Voltage Vd requires an application of Kirchhoff's voltagq law:

+L[7^	 3,01 t: +	 +Ej E2 - V d = 0
Ej 	 10V	 V,	 V	 or	 Vcd = El -,t2 10Y - 30 V = ;-20 V

The negative sign in the solution indicates that the actual voltage 
V d has

b	 d	 ^he opposite polarity of 'that appearing in Fig. 6.54.

FIG. 6.55

Circuit in Fig. 654 redrawn.	 EXAMPLE 6.27 Determine the unknownyoltage and current for each
network in Fig. 6.56,

IT = 12 mA	 R,	 ^2

VVL2 W 8.2 Z17V	L2 W	 8.2 W

V Rj 6 A P2 12 h	 g_=_22V

(b)

FIG. 6.56

Networksior Example 627.

Solution: For the network in Fig. 6.56(a), the' curr4!nt IT will take the
path ofleast resistance, and since the short-circuit condition at the end of
the network is the least-resistance path, all the current will pass throggh
the short circuit. This conclusion can be 'verified using the current di-
vider rule. The voltage across the I%t.,k is the same as thai across the

short circvit and will be zero volts^ as shown in Fig. 6.57(a).

	

R,	
82	 + 22V -

_F OAT11 -_0 AI-OA	 l.OA	 12 mAI	 f — I=Or
+

Ri	 6 il R2	12 fl	 . ,
	

,	

+

V	 E	 22VOV

(a)

FIG. 6.57

'Example 6.27.'Solutions iO



R,
-AM

2n

'I'v

7

3 fl	
+

10 fl .	V

FIG. 6.58

Ner.,,rkf.r F_xample 6_28-

FIG. 6.59

Network in Fig. 6.58 with R2 replaced by a jumper

.E	 6V
^_T

K3

W1V_
30 , +

V
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For the netwo . rk itl Fig. 6.56(b), 
the open-circuit condition requires

that the current be zero amperes. The voltagedrops across the resistors

must therefore be zero volts, as determined by Ohm's law 
[VR = IR =

(0)R = 0 
V1, with the resistois acting as a connection from the supply to

the open circuit. The result is that the open-circuit voltage is E 1 
22 V, as

shown in Fig. 6;57(b).

EXAMPLE 6.28 Determine V and 
I for the network in Fig. 6.58 if

resistor R2 is shorted out.

Soplution: The redrawn network appears inFig. 
6.59. The current

through the 3 fl 
resistor.is zero dueto the open circuit, causing all the

current I to pass through the jumper. Since
' V311 IR (0)R = 0 V, the

voltage V is directly across the short, and

V=0V

with	
E = 

6V 
= 3A

R,	 2 fl,

6.9 VOLTMETER LOADING EFFECTS

In previous chapters, we learned that arnmeters are not ideal instru-

ments. When you insert an ammeter, you actually introduce .
an ad

.
 di-

tional resistance in series with the branch in which you are measuring

the current. Generally. this is not a serious problem, but it can have a

troubling effect on your readings, so

.
i t is important to be aware of it.

Voltmeters also have an internal resistance that appears between the

two terminals of interest when a measurement is being made, While an

ammeter places an additional resistance in series with the branch of in-

terest, a voltmeter places an additional resistance across 
the element, as

shown in Fig. 6.60. 
Since it appears in parallel with the element of inter-

e st, the ideal levelfor the internal resistance 
of a voltmeter would he in

finite ohms, just as zero oh4s would be ideal for an ammeter

Unfortuna.
- tely, the internal resistance of any voltmeter is not infinite and

changes from one^ typeof meter to another.

Most digital meters have a fixed internal resistance level in the

ni^gohnt range that remains the same for all its scales. For example, the

meter in Fig. 6.60 has the typical level of 11 
MQ for its internal resis-

tance, no matter which voltage scale is used. When the meter is placed

across the 10 kfl resistor, the total resistance of the combination is

(104n) ( 11 X 1 66 n) 

= 9.99 kfl
R7. 10 kn 1^1 I Mfl	 10, f, + (11 X 106)

and the behavior of the network is not seriously affected. The result,

therefore, is that

most digital voltmeters can be used in circuits with resistances up to

the high-kilohm range without concern for the effect of the internal

resistance on the reading.

However, if the resistances arc in the megohm range, you should

investigate the effect of the internal resistance.
-An analog VOM is a different matter, however, because the internal

are a
resistance levels are much lower and the internal resistance levels

function of the scale used. If a VOM on the 
2.5 V' scale were placed

DMM

it Mf)

7,

+

10 kil

FIG. 6.60

Voltmeter loading.

I
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across the 10 kn resistor in Fi g. 6.60, the internal resistance might be
50 k1l, resulting in a combined resistance of

(104 11)(50 X 103,n)
RT 10 kf? 50 kfl =	 -^-j —,, = 8.33 kfl10411 + 

(50 X 10 0)

and the behaviorofthe networ^would be affectedbecause the 10 kfl re-
sistor would appear as an 8.33 k11 resistor.

To determine the resistance R, of any scale of a VOM, simply mul-

tiP lY the maximum voltage oC the chosen scale by the ohm/volt
(fl/v) rating normally appearing at the bottom of the face of the
meter. That is,

R. (VOM) = (9cale)(fl/V rating)

For a typical ON rating of 20,000, the 2.5 V scale would have an internal
resistance of

(2.5 V)(20,000 WV) = 50 k11

whereas for the 100 V scale, the internal resistance of the VOM would be

(100 V) (20,000 O/V) 2 Mil

and for the 250 V scale,

(250 V)(20,0004)^V) 5 Mfl

3

R

161fl	 +

E	 20V

(a)'

R

a

I Mf1	 4,

+	

V

E – 
f=-- 20 V	

V"h* 11M 0 V

b

EXAMPLE 6.29 For the relatively simple circuit in Fig. 6.61(a):

a. What is the open-circuit voltage V^b?
b. What will a DMM indicate if it has an internal resistance oi I I Mfl?

' 
Compare your answer to that of pan (4).

c. Repeat part (b) for aVOM with an fIN rating of20,OOO on the lOOV
scale.

Solutions:

a. Due to the open circuit, the current is zero, and'ihe voltage dro . p
across the 1 . Mfl resistor is zero volts. The result is that the entire
source voltage,appears between points a and b, and

V.b = 20V

b. When the meter is connected as shown in 
I 
Fig. 6.61(b), a complete,

circuit has been established, and current can pass through the

circuit. The voltmeter reading can be determined using die voltage di-
vider rule as f6flows:

(b)	 (I I MD)(20 V)

Tab	 18.33 V

FIG. 6.61	
0 1 ma + j Mfl)

(a) Measuring an open-circull voltage with	 and the reading is affected somewhat.

a voltmeter,- (b) determining the effect ofu'ling a	 c. For the VOM,the internal resistance of the meter isdigital vohmeter with an internal lesistance of	 4
I Mfl on measuring an op̂ en-circuit	 R,^ (100 V) (20,000 ON) = 2 Mfl

voltage (Example 6.29).

and	
(2 Mfl^(20 V)

V, b

	

	 13.33 V(2 Mfi

hW Ich is considerably below the desired level of 20
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6.10 SUMMARY TABLE

Now that the series and parallel configurations have been covered in de-

tail, we wfll review the salient equations and characteristics of each. The

equations for the two configurations have a number of similarities, In

fact, the equations for one can often be obtained directly from the other

by 
simply applying the duality principle. Duality between equations

means that the, format for an equation can be applied to two different

situations by just changing the variable of interest. For instance, the

equation for the total resistance of a 5eries circuit is the sum of the re

sistances. By 'changing the resistance parameters to conductance

parameters, you can obtain the equation for the total conductance of a

parallel network—an easy way to remember th6 two equations. Simi-

larly,,by starting with the total conductance equation, you can easily

write the total resistance eq ' uation for series circuits by replacing the

conductance parameters by resistance parameters. Series and parallel

networks share two importapt dual relationships: (1) between resistance

of series circuits and conductance of parallel circuits and (2) between the

voltage or current of a series circuit and the current or voltage; respec-

tively, of a parallel circuit. Table 6.1 summarizes this duality.

TABLE 6.1

Summary table.

Series and Parallel Circuits

Series	
Duality	

_Parallel

RT = R, + R2 + R3 + + RN	
R G

RT increases (GT decreases) if additional
	 R	 G

resistors are added in series

Special case: two elements	
R ^2 GRT = R, + R,

I the same through series elements 	 I V V

V, + V2 + V3	
E, V

and	 R z.- G
Largest V across largest R	

V

&E E, V	 and R # G
V. = ^RT

`7 E	 and	 I E
P EIT

G
P = PR	 V and R il

P = VIR	 V Z-2 I and R# G

G7- ^ G1 + G2 + G3 + 	+ GN

G.r increases (R7. decreases) if additional

resistors are added in parallel

GT = GI + G2_

V the same across parallel element's

'T = 11 + 12 + 13

Greatest I through .largest G (smallest R)

G. IT
GT

P ITE

P = VaG

P = 12IG
-------------

The format for the total resistance for a series circuit has the same for-

mat as the total conductance of a parallel netw6rk, as shown in Table 
6. 1.

All that is required to move back and forth between the series and Paral7

lei headings is to interchange the letters R and G. 
For the special case of

two elements, the equations have the same format, but the equation ap-

plied for the total resistance of the parallel configuration has changed. In

the series coqfigucation, the total resistance increases with each added re-

sistor. For parallel networks, the total coriductance increases with each

additional conductance. The result is that the total conductance of a series



circuit drops . with added-resistive elements, W.hile the total resistance of

parallel networks decreases with added elements.

In a series,eircuit, the current is the same everywhere. In a parallel net-

work. the voltage is the same across each element. 'Me result is a duality

between voltage and current for the two configurations. What is true for

one 4n one configuration is true forthe other in the other configuration. In

a series circuit, the applied voltage divides between the series elements.

In a parallel network, the .current, divides between parallel elements. For

series circuits, the largest resistor captures the largest share of the appiied

voltage. For parallel networks, the branch with the highest conductance

,captures the greater share of the incoming current. In addition, for series

circuits, the applied voltage equals the sum of the voltage drops across

the series elements of the ^ircuit, while- the source current for parallel'

branches equals the sum of the currents through all the parallel branches.

The total power delivered to a series or parallel network 
I 
is determined

by the product of the applied v^ltage and resulting source current. The

power delivered to each element is also the same for each configuration.

,Duality can be applied again, but the equation P = EI results in the same
result as P = 1E. Also, P = 12R can be replaced by P = OG for parallel

elements, but essentially each can be used for each configuration. The

duality principle can be very helpful in the leaming process. Remember

this as you progress through the next few chapters. You will find in the

later chapters that this duality can al^o be applied between two important

elements--4nductors and capacitors,
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6.11 TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES^

The art of troubleshooting is not limited solely to electrical or electronic'
systems. In the broad sense,

troubleshooting is a process by which acquired knowledge and
experience are used to localize a problem and offer or implement
a solution.'

There are many reasons why the simplest electrical circuit might not
be operating correctly. A connection may

, be^open; the measuring instru-
ments may need calibration; the power supply may not be on or may

have been connected incorrectly to the circuit; an element may not be

performing correctly due to earlier Aamage or poor manufacturing; a

fuse may have blown; and so on, Unfortunately, a defined sequence of
steps does not exist for identifying the wide range of problems that can

surface in an electrical system. It is
, only through experience and a clear

understanding of the basic laws of electric circuits that you can become

proficient at quickly locating the cause of an erroneous output.	 -
It should be, fairly obvious, however, that the first step in checking a

network or identifying a problem area is to have some idea of the ex-

pected voltage and current levels. For instance, the circuit in Fig. 6.62
should have a current in thelow milliampere range, withethe majoritj of

the supply voltage across the 8 M resistor. However, as indicated in Fig.
6.62; V& = YR, - 0 V' and V, = 20 V. Since V = IR, the results imme-
diately suggest that I = 0 A and an open circuit exists in the circuit. The fact
that V. = 20 V immediately tells us that the connections are true from the
ground of the Supply to point a. The open circuit must therefore exist
between R, and R2 or at the ground connection of R2. An open circuit at
either point r,esuhs in I = 0 A and the readings obtained previously. Keep

4

	

+ VR, =	 0 V	 VR, = 0 V

	

R,	
R2

	

Fl— 
2k1fl	 8 k^lfnl

E	 20 V	 20 V

FIG. 6.62

- A ma4functioninR network.

M



1.2 kn

FIG. 6^63

Using a proto^oard to let up the circuit in Fig. 6. 1 7

(b)
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in mind that, even though 1 0 A, R, does form a connection between

the supply and point^ a. That is, if 1 0 A, VRI = 'IR2 = (0)R2 = 0 V,

as obtained for a short circuit.

In Fig. 6,62, if VN 2s 20 V and VR2 is quite small (- 0.08 V), it first

.suggists that the ^ircu"Jtjs complete, a current does exist, and a problem

surrounds the resistor R2. R2 is not shorted out since such a condition

would result in VIZ, = OV. A caieful check of the inserted resistor reveals

that an 8 0 r* esistor was' u^ed rather than the 8 kfl 
resistor specified—an

incyrrect reading of the color code. To avoid this, an ohmmeter should

be used to check a resistor to validate the color-code reading or to ensure

that its -vdlue is still in the prescribed range set by the color code.

Occasionally, , the problem may be difficult to diagnose. You've

checked all the elemerut and all the connections appear tight. The. supply

is on and set At the proper level; the'metefs appear, to 
be 

functioning cor-

rectly. In situations such as this, experience becomes a key -factor. Perhaps

you can recall when a recent check of a resistor revealed that the internal

connection (not externally visible) was a "make or breW' situation or that

the resistor was damaged earlier by excessive current levels, so its actual

resistance was much lower than called for by the color code. Recheck the

supply! Perhaps the tirrninal voltage .
was set correctly, but the current con-

trol knob was left in- the zero or minimum position. Is the ground.connea-

tion stable?-The questions that arise may seem endless. However, as you

gain experience, you will ^be able- to localize problems more rapidly, Of

course, th6 moretomplicated the system, the longer is the list of possibil

ities,, but it is often possible -to identify a particular area ofthe system that

is behving improperly before checkIng individual elements.

6.12 PROTOBOARDS (BREADBOARDS)

In Section 5.12, the protoboard was,introduced with the connections

for a simple series circuit, To 6oriftinue the development, the net ' rkin

wo
. Fig. 6.17 

was set up on the board in Fig. 6.63(a) using two different

techniques. The possibilities are endless, but these two solutions use a

fairly straightforward approach.

Meter connections
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First, note that the supply lines and ground are established across the

length of the board using the horizontal conduction zones at the top and

bottom of the board through the connections to the terminals. The net-

work to the left on the board was used to set tip the circuit in much th'e

same manner as it appears in the schematic of Fig. 6.63(b). This ap-

proach required that the resisLors be connected between tv^o vertical

conducting strips. If placed perfectly vertical in a single conducting
strip, the, resistors would have shorted out. Often, settin ^the network up

in a manner that best copies the original can make it ea 
.9

sier to check and

make measurements. The network to the right in part (a) usedthe verti^

cal conducting strips to connect the resistors together at each end. Since

there wasn't enough roorn for all three, a connection had to be added

from the upper vertical 
se t to the lower set. The resistors are in order R1,

R2, and R3 from the top down. For both configurations, tl^e ohmmeter

can be connected to the positive lead of the supply terminal and the neg-

ative or ground terminal,
I 

Take a moment to review the connections and.think of other possibil-

ities. Improvements can often be made, and it can 
be satisfy . ng to find

the most effective setup with the least number of connecting'Zires.

6,13 APPLICATIONS

One Ofthe most important advantages ofthe parallel configuration is that

ifone branch ofthe confikuration shouldfail (open circuit), the

remaining branches will still have .lhll operating power.

In a home, the parallel connection is used throughout to ensure that if

one circuit has a problein and opens the circuit breaker, the rerrrai. ning
circuit s still , have the full 120 V. The same is true in autohiobiles, com-
Puter systems, industrial plants, and wherever it would be disastrous for

one circuit to control the total power distribution.

Another important advantage is that

branches can be added)ut any time without aff'ecting the behavior of
those already in place.

In other words, unlike the series connection, where an additional corn-

portent reduces the current level and perhaps affects the response of

some of the existing components, an additional parallel branch will not

affect the current level in the other branches. 
Of course, the current de-

inand from the supply increases , as determined by Kirchhoff's current
law, so You must be aware of the lim4lations of the supply.

The following are 
some Of the most common applications of the par-

allel configuration.	 .

Car System

As you begin to examine the electrical system of an automobile, the

Iffiost .
important thing to understand is that the entire electrical system of

a car is run as a dc sysfem. Although the generator produces it varying ac

signal, rectification converts it to one having an average dc level for

charging the battery. In particular, note the us
. e of a filter capacitor in the

alternator branch in Fig. 6.64 to 
smooth out the rectified a, c waveform

and to provide an

' 

i
mproved dc supply. The charged^ battery must there-

fore provide the required direct currenL for the entire electrical system of

the car, Thus, the power demand on the battery at any instant is the product

z_
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tail lights	 lights,	
wiper blades

FIG. 6.64

Expanded view of an automobile's electrical system.

of
. the terminal voltage and the current drain of the total load of every op-

erating system of the car. This certainly places an enormous burden on

the battery and its internal chemical reaction and warrants all the battery

care we can provide.
Since the electrical system of a car is essentially a parallel system, the

total current drain on the battery is the sum of the currents to all the par-

allel branches of the car connected directly to the battery. In Fig. 6.64, a

few branches of the wiring diagram for a car have been sketched to pro-

vide some background information on basic wiring, current levels, and

fuse configurations. Every automobile has ruse links and fuses, and

some also have circuit breakers, to protect the various components of the

car and,to ensure that a dangerous fire situation doesnot develop. Except

for a few branches that ipay have series elements, the operating voltage

for most components oi a car is the terminal voltage of the battery,

which we will designate as 12 V even though it Vill typ '
i^ally vary bew

tween 12 V and the charging level of 14.6 V. In other words, each com^

portent is ^onnected to the battery avone end and to the ground or chassis

of the car at the other end.
'Referring to Fig^ 6.64, note that the alternator or charging branch of

the system is connected directly across the battery to provide the charg-

ing current as indicated. Once the car is started, the rotor of the alterna-

tor turns, generating an ac varying voltage that then passes through a

rectifier network and filter to provide-the de charging voltage for the bat-

tery. Charging occurs only when the sensor connected directly to the bat-

tery signals that tbe^terminal voltage of the battery is too low. Just to the

right of the battery the starter branch was included to demonstrate that

there is no fusing action between the battery and slarter when the igni-

tion switch is activated. The lack of fiising action is provided because

enormous starting currents (hundreds of amperes) flow through the

starter to start a car that has not been used for days and/or has been sit-

ting in a cold climate---and high friction occurs between components

until the oil starts flowing. The starting level can vary so much that it

would be diff'I
cult to find the right fuse level, and frequent high currents

d levels of current.may damage the fuse link and cause a failure at expecte
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When the ignition switch is activated, the starting relay completes the

circuit between the battery and starter, and, it is^hoped, the car starts. If a
car fails to start, the first thing to check is the connections at the battery,

starting relay, and starter to be sure that they are not providing. an  unex-'
pected opencircuit due to vibration, corrosion, or moisture.

Once the car has started, the starting relay opens, and the battery be-
gins to activate the operating corInponents of the car. Although the dia-
gram in Fig. 6.64 does not display the switching mechanism, the entire

I electrical network of the car, except forthe important external lights, is

usually disengaged so that the full strength of the battery can be dedi-

cated to the starting process. The lights are included for situations where
turning the -lights . off, even for short periods of time', could create a dan-
gerous situation. If the car is in a safe environment, it is best to leave the
lights off when starting, to save the battery an additional 30 A ofdrain. If
the lights are on, they dim because of the starter drain, which may ex-
ceed 500 A. Today, batteries are typically rated in cranking (startinj)
current rather than Ampere-hours. Batteries rated with cold cranking am-
pere ratings ' between 700 A and 1000 A are typical today.

Separating the alternator from the battery and the battery from the nu-
in' erous networks of the car are fuse IInks su6h as shown in Fig. 6,65,
Fuse links are actually wires of a specific gage designed to open at fairly
high current levels of 

.100 A or more. They are included to protect

against those situations where there isan unexpected current drawn from

the many circuits to which they are connected. That heavy drain can, of

course, be from a short circuit in one of the branches, but in such cases

the fuse in that branch will pr9bably release. The fuse4ink is an addi-
tional protection for the line if the total current drawn by the parallel,7
connected branches begins to exceed sak levels. The fuses following the
fuse link have the appearance shown in Fig. 6,65(b),where a gap be-

tween the legs of the fuse. indicates a blown fuse. As shown in Fig. 6.64,
the 60 A fuse (often called a power distribution fiise) for the lights is a
second-tier fuse sensitive to the total drain from the three light circuits.

Finally, the third fuse level is for the individbal units of a car Ah as the

lights, air conditioner, and power locks. In each case, the fuse rating ex-
ceeds the normal IDad(current level) of the operating component, but the
level of each fuse dQes give some indication of the demand to be ex-
Owed under normal bj5erating conditions. For instance, headlights typi-
cally draw more than 10 A, tail lights more tha4 5 A, air conditioner
about 10 A (when the clutch engages^, and power windows 10 A to 20 A,
depending on how many are operated at once.,

gap

15 A fuse	 Open

FIG. 6.65
'Carfu—:.	 use link; (b) plug-in.(a)

I 
f
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Soiue deta its for only one section of the 'total car network are pro-

vided in Fig. 6.64. In the same figure, additional parallel paths with their

respective fuses have b6en , provided to further reveal the parallel

an ment of 0 the circuits.

	

4, to the battery throu gh the ground	
I .

In most vehicles tim return pa
connection is through the chassis of the car. That is, there is only one

wire to eacfi electrical load, with the other end simply grounded to the

chassis. The return to the battery (chassis to negative terminal) is

therefore a heavy-gage wire matching that connected to the positive

terminal. In some cars constructed of a mixture of materials such as

metal, plastic, and rubber, the return pi 'th through the metallic chassis

may be lost, and twd wires must be connected o each electrical load

of the car.

House Wiring

basic power levels of importance were discussed forIn Chapter 4, the
various services to the home, W^ are now ready to take the next step and

exinlaind 
I 
the actual connection of elements in the hon1p.

'hat except for some very 9pecial cir^First, it is important to realize t

ctiffistances, the basic wiring is done in a parallel configuration, Each

ranch, however, can have a combination of parallel and seriesparallel,b
	 120 V or 208 V,elements. Every full branch of the circuit receives the full

with the current determined by the applied load. Figure 6.66(a),,provides

the detailed wiring of a single circuit having a light bulb and two outlets.

Figure 6.66(b) shows the schematic representation. Note that although

e
I 
ach load is in parallel with the supply, switches are always connected in

series with the load. The power is.transmitted to the lamp only when the

switch is closed and the,,full 120 V appears across the bulb. ,The connec-

tion point for the two outlets is in the ceiling box holding the light bulb.

Since a switch is not preseat, both outlets are always "hot" unless the

circuit breaker in the main panel is opened-. This is important to under-

st4nd in case you are tempted to change the light fixture by simply tur
n

-ing off the wall switch. True, if4you're very careful;
,you can work with

one line at a time (being sure that you don't touch the other line it any

time), but it is much safer to throw the circuit breaker on the panel when,

ever working on a circuit. Note in Fig. &66(a) -that thefeed wire (black)

into the fixture from the panel is connected to the switch and both outlets

at one point. It is not connected directly to the light fixture because the

lamp would be 
on 

all the tI line. Power to the light fixture is made avail-

able through the switch. The continuous c9nnection to the outlets from

the panel ensures that the outlets are "hot" ' whenever the circuit breaker

in the panel is on. Note also how the return wire (white) is connected di-

rectly to the light switch and outlets to provide a return for each compo-

n ent.There is no need for the white wire to go throughjbe switch since

an applied voltage is -a two-point connection and the black wire is con-

t. rolled by the switch.	
in total and of the individual loads 	 isProper grounding of the system

one of the most important facets in the installation of any system. There

is a tendency at times to be satisfied, that the system is working and to

pay less attention to proper grounding technique. Always keep in mind

that a properly grounded system has a direct path to ground if an unde-

sirable situation should develop. The absence of a direct ground causes

the system to determine its own path to gro gund, and you could be that

path if you happened to touch the wiong wire, metal box, metal pipe,

a

I

U
	 0

-1
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RESIDENTIAL SERVICE

Line I Line 2Neutral

0
0 Copper bus har

0
o 20 A breaker

Neutral ba

:. ____RTtm4Ln
Circuitpreaker

MAIN PANEL	

Fecd	 1z,	
Single pole S%Yitch

+	 20A

Box	
SGrounding,	 grounded	 3-wire

electrode	
romex cable	 120 V(8 ft copper bar 	 \

in ground)	 B,,,,,

	

are	 Bla'k	
L

I. It-
Neut a]

-Wire	
round

nutBare	 Ceili 9	 Duplex

	

lamp.	 convenienceJunction	
(Using standard	 receptacles,box

Bare "'	 blueprint electrical
Black—	

f 

4 - 
- ------	 symbols)

White	
ack	

]^—White	 White	 (b)

Light

0 
Box and S^itch.
	 Black (H07%PEED)	 tgrounded	

White (NEUTRAL,
	Light b lb	 RETURN)

grounded, !I	 UND)

Box	 0UdeL box
grounded

Bare or green

Black

(a)

FIG. 6.66

Single phase ofhouse wiring^ (a) physical details; 
(b) schematic representation.

and so on. In Fig. 6.66(a), the connections for the ground wi resbave

been included. For the romex (plastic-coated wire) used in Fig. 6.66(a),

the ground wire is provided as a bare copper wire. Note that it is con-

nected to the panel, which in turn is directly connected to the grounded

8 ft copper rod. 4n addition, note that tile ground connection is carried

through the entire circuit, includin g the switch, light fixture, and outlets-

It is one continuous connection. Irthe outlet box, switch box, and , hous-
ing for the light fixture are made Of a conductive material such as metal,

the ground will be connected to each. If each is plastic, there is no need

for the ground connection. However, the switch, both outlets, and the

fixture itself are connected to ground. For the switch and outlets, there is

usually a green screw for the ground wire, whicK is Connected to the en-

tire framework of the switch or outlet as shown in Fig. 6.67, including
the ground connection of the outlet. For both the switch and the outlet,
 n t he ^rew o r screws used tohold the outside nl-.i t , ir ni-,Cc
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grounded since they are screwed into the metal housing of the switch or

outlet. When screwed into a metal box, the ground connection can be

-made by the screw. s tog hold theswitch or outlet in the box as shown in

Fig. 6.67.,Always pay strict attention to the grounding process whenever

installing any electrical equipment. ,	.

On the practical side, whenever hooking up a wire to a screw-type

terminal, always wrap^he wirearound the screw in the clockwise man-

net so that when you tighten the screNy, it grabs the wire and turns it in

the same direction. An expanded view of a typical house-wiring arrange-

ment a 
V 

ears in Chapter 15.

Parallel Computer BUS Cot3nections,

The internal construction (hardware) of large mainframe computers and

personal computers is set up to accept a variety of adapter cards in the

slots appearing in Fig.. 0.68(a). The primary board (usually the largest),

commomy called the motherboard, contaiK5 moit of the functions
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foqo,cted toground

I cratinatconnvoion

'!"r

COW,- 'k 
R J*

Ar

J

Continuous-ground bar

^11 nnipal connection

Gj^und-wire	

for ground of plug

connection '	 Connected to ground

FIG. 6.67

Continuous ground connection

in a duplex outlet.

— Socket for CPU
(central processing unit)

D&SW line dxMiparallel

connection between bus
connections for an

pin conneed"

T

I

a

FIG. 6.68	 t in part (a),

Ax k, ^hd irr z de,kta P rom n, j r^ r7 (h) the p rin red citru it board Wnnections for the region indica ed
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required for full computer operation. Adapter cards are normally added to
expand the memory, set up a network, add peripheral equipment, and , so
on. For instance, if you decide to add another hard drive to your computer,-
you can simply insert the card into the proper channel of Fig. 6.68(a). Ile
bus connectors' are connected in parallel with common connections to the
power supply, address and data buses, control signals, ground, and so on.
For instance, if the bottom connection of each bus connector is a ground
connectio' n, that ground connection carries through dach bus connector
and is immediately connected to any adapter card installed. Each card has
a slot connector that fits directly into the bus,connector without the need
for any soldering or construction. The pins of the adapter card are then
desi ned to provide a path between the motherboard and its components19

to support the desired function. Note in Fig. 6.68(b), which is a back view
of the region identified in Fig. 6.68(a), that if you follow the path of the
second pin from the top on the far left, you will see that it is connected to
the same pin on the other three bus connectors.

Most small laptop computers today have all the options already in-
stalled, thereby bypassing the need for bus cortliectors. Additional mem-
ory and other upgrades are added as direct inserts into the motherboard.

6.14 COMPUTER ANALYSIS
PSpice.
Parafl;l dc Network The computer analysis coverage for parallel
dc circuits is very similar to that for series dc circuits. However, in this
case the voltage is the same across all the parallel elements, and the
current through each branch changes with the resistance value. The
parallel network to be analyzed will have a wide range of resistor values
to demonstrate the effect on the resulting current. The following is a list
of abbreviations for any parameter of -a network when using PSpice:

f = 10
p = 10-12

n = 10-1
u = 10-1

M = 10-3

k = 10+3
MEG = 10+6

G 10+1
T 10+12

In particular, note that m (or M) is used for -"milli" -and MEG for
"megohms." Also, PSpice does not distinguish between upper-, and
lower-case units, but certain parameters typically use either the upper- or
lower-case abbreviation as shown above.

Since the details of setting up.a network and going through the simu-
lation process were covered in detail in Sections 4.9 and 5.14 for dc cir-
cuits, the coverage here is , limited solely to the various steps required.

'These steps will help you learn how to "draw" a circuit and then run a
simulation fairly quickly and easily.

After s,clecting the Create document key (the top left of the screen),
the following sequence opens the Schematic window: PSpice 6-1-OK-
Create a blank Project-OK-PAGEI (if necessary).

Add the voltage source and resistors as described in detail in earlier
sections, but now you fleedto turn the resistors. 90'. You do 'this by
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fight-clicking before setting a resistor in place. Choose Rotate from the

list of options, which turns the resistor counterclockwise 90'. It can also

be rotated,by simultaneously selecting Ctrl-R. The resistor can then be

additional benefit of this maneuverplaced in position by a left click. An

'_is that the remaining resistors to be placed will already be in the vertical

position. The values selected for the voltage source and resistors appear

in Fig, 6.69.
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W

F 70 0-111

FIG. 6.69

Applying I'Spice to a parallel network.

Once the network is complete, you can obtain the simulation and the

results through the following sequence:^ Select New Simulation Profile

key-Bias Point-Create-Analysis-Bias Point-OK-Ran PSpice key-

Exit(X).

The result, sh6^vn in Fig. 6.69, reveals that the voltage is the same

across all the parallel elements, and the current increases significantly

with decrease in resistance. The range^in resistor values suggests, by in-

spection, that the total resistance is just less than the smallest resistance

of 22 fl. Usihg Ohm's law and the source current of 7.204 A 
results in a

total resistance of RT Ell, 49 V/2.204 A 21.78 fl, 
confirming the

above conclusion.

multisim

Parallel dc Network For comparison purposes with the PSpice ap-

proach, the same parallel network in Fig. 6.69 is now analyzed using

Multisim. The source and. ground are selected and placed as shown in

Fig, 6.70 using the procedure defined in previous chapters. For the resis-

tors, choosethe resistor symbol in the BASIC toolbar listing. However,

you must rotate it 90' to match the configuratiA of Fig. 6.69. You do this

by first clicking on the resistor symbol to place it in the active state. (Be

sure that the resulting small. black squares surround the symbol, label,

and value; otherwise, you may have activated only the label or value.)

Then right-click inside the rectangle. Select 90* Clockwise, and the

resistor is turned automatically. Unfortunately, there is no continuum

'here, so the next resistor has to be turned using the same procedure. The
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?' 11% scan

FIG. 6.70

Using the indicators ofAfidtisim to display the currents

ofa parallel dc network.

values of each resistor are set by c1duble-clicking on the resistor symbol:

to obtain the dialog box. Remember that the unit of measurement is

controlled by the scrolls at the right of the unit of measurement. For

Multisim, unlike PSpice, megohm uses capital M and milliolim uses

lowercase in. - 	 I
This time, rather than use the full meter employed in earlier meas-

urements, let us i3se the measurement options available in the Virtual

(also called BASIC) toolbar. If it is not already available, the toolbar

can be obtained through the sequence View-Toolbars-Virtual, If the

key in the toolbar that looks like a small meter (Show Measurement

Family) is chosen, it will present four options for the use of an ammeter,

four for a voltmeter, and- five probes. The four choices for 
an 

ammeter

simply set the position and thelocation of the positive and negative

connectors. The option Place Ammeter (Horizontal) sets the . ammeter

in the horizontal position as shown in Fig. 6.70 in the top left of the^di-

agram with the plus sign on the left and the minus sign on the right—

the same polarity that would result if the current throutha resistor in

the same position were from left to right. Choosing Place Ammeter

(Vertical) Will result in the arnmeters in the vertical sections of the net-

work with the positive coiincction at the top and negative connection at

the bottom, as shown in Fig. 6.70 for the four branches. If you chose

Place Ammeter (Horizontally rotated) for the source current, it

would simply reverse the positions of the positive And negative signs

and provide a negative answer for the reading. If Place Ammeter JVir.

tically rotated) was chosen for the vertical branches, the readings

%^olald all be correct.but with negative signs. Once all the elements are

in place and their values set, initiate simulation with the sequence

Shnullate-Rpn. The results shown in Fig. 6.70 appear.

Note that all the results app6ar with the, meter boxes. All aire positive

resulti because the ammeters were all entered with a configuration that

would result in conventional current entering the positive current. Also

note, that, as was true for inserting the meters, the meters are placed in

series With the branch in which the current is to be measured,
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Problem 2.
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PROBLEMS
SECTION 6.2 parallel Resistors

I. for each configuration in Fig. 
6.7 1, f

ind the voltage sources

bi-and/or resistors elements (individual elements, not com

nations of elements) that are in parallel. Remember that ele.

ments ip parallel have the same voltage.,

E

R,	
R,	 R4

i

E2

	

R4 E	 R2	
R3	 +

R2	 'R3

V

(b)	 (C)	
(d)

E2

R3

E	
R,	

Ej,	 R2

t
R4

R2	 R,

R	 V
3

M	
(g)

FIG. 6.71

Problem 1.

2. For the network in Fig. 6.72:

a, Find the eleftients (voltage sources and/or resistors) that
I 
are in parallel.	 I

b. Find the elements (voltage sources and/or resistors) that

are in series.

3.

1 

Find the total resistance for each configuration in Fig. 6.73.

Note that only standard value resistors were used.

4, 

For 

each circuit board iq Fig. 6.74, find the total resistance

between connection tabs lafid 2.

5. 
me total resistance ofeach of the configurations in Fig. 6.75

is specified. Find the unknown standard value resistance.

j:R,

E-^	 :R2j R3 E

R4

(a)
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I p I

1 8 D	 30kn!	 6 kf)

(b)	 (c)	 (d)

22 f)
	

I. 
Mn

FIG. 6.73
	

c

Problem 3.

Of

2

c

^a)
	

(b)

FIG. 6.74
Problem 4.

RT 1.8 kn

R =.6a	 3D	 6fl	 R	 6 k"nT 1.6 f 1	 6 ka ,	6 ka

	

(a)	 (b)

R7- = 5.07 kfl

20 kn	 R

(c)

RT 1.02 kf1

2.4 kn	 R	 6.8 W

(d)

FIG
Prob

R,

RT = 6 kf1

R,	 R,	 R,

5.
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(a)

k.)

M

RT

FIG. 6.78

Problem 8.

12

E	
16 V	 R^	 24 n

FIG; 6.77

Problem 7.

FIG. 6.79

,Problem 9.
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6. For the parallel network in Fig. 6.76, 
composed,of standard	

c. Calculate the-total resistance, and comment on your re-

sponse to part (b).
values:	

sis-	 d. On an approximate basis, which resistors can be ig-
a. Which resistor ha%^he most impact.on the total re 	

the total reistance?
tance?	

noied when detetruining

b. Without making a single calculation, what is an approx- 	
e. If we add another parallel resistor of any v lalu& to the

imate value for the total resistance?	
network, what is the impact on the total resistance?

Rr,

R,	 1.2 kil R2	22 kfl R3	 220 kil R4	 2.2 MO

FIG. 6.76

Problem 6.

	

7. What is the ohmmeterreading for each configuration in
	 *8. Determine R, for the network in Fig. 6,78.

Fig. 6.77?

120 n

A

SECTION 6.3 Parailel Circuits

9. For the p^rallel network in Fig. 6.79:

a. Find the total resistance.

b. What is the voltage across each branch?

c. Determine the sourde current and the current through

each branch.

d. Verify that the source current equals the sum of the,

branch currents.	 i
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10. For the network of Fig. 6.80:	 e. Find the source current and test whether it equals the
a. Find the current through each branch. 	 sum 6f the !ranch cuffenti.
b. Find the total resistance. 	 f. How does the magnitude of the source current compare
c. Calculate 1. using the result of part (b).	 to that of the branch currents?
d. Find the source current using the result of pan (a).	

13. Given the information provided in Fig. 6.8

1 

3, find:
e. Compare the results of parts (c) and (d).

a. The resistance R2.

b.
, The supply voltageE.

1
12	 it,	 P=81 W

+	 6fl

E	 18 V R,	 3 fl R2	 911 R3	 3611	 E R,	 18 f1	 R2

	

FIG. 6.80	 FIG. 6.83

	

Problem 10.	 Problem 13.

	

11. Repeat the analysis of Problem 10 for the network in	
14. Use the information in Fig. 6.84 to calculate:

Fig. 6.8 1, constructed of standard value resistors. 	
a. The source voltage E.

b

* 

The resistance R2.

C. The current 11.

d. ' The source current 1,

RT	 e., The power supplied by the source.

E The power supplied to the resistors R, and R2.

R,	 10 kflE -^ 24,V	 R2	 1.2 kfl R3	 6:8 kn	 g. Compare the power calculated in part (e) to the sum of_E7	
the power delivered to all the resistors.

	

FIG. 6.81	

rF2.^	
1,	 12A	 p= IOOW-

	

Problem 11.	 +

E f^Rj,l 0 flJR2 R3 4171 g

12. For the parallel network iR Fig. 6.82.

a. Without making a single calculation, make a guess on

the total resistance.

	

It. Calculate the total resistance, and compare it to your 	 FIG. 6.84
guess in part (a).

Problem 14,
C. Without making a single'calculation^, which branch will

have the most current? Which will have the least?

	

d. ' Calculate the current through each branch, and compare 	 15. Given the i'nf
your results to the 'assumptions dfpart (c).

	

	
tion provided in Fig. 6.85, find the un-

known quandt s: E, R1, and 1j.

12.iA

I
T	

13'
+ I

	 ,	

+

E _=_ 60 V R i .20 kff,911k	 10 kfl^ R3	 I M R4	 91 kfl	
E	 R,	 R2	 20 fl R3	 411

10.8 A

FIG. 6.82
FIG, 6.85

	Ph;bJem 12.	
Problem, 15.
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16. for the network of Fig^ 6.86, find:	 c. Calculate the power delivered by the source.

a. The voltage V.. 	 dt, Compare the power delivered by the source to the sum

b. The current 12.	 of the powers delivereA to the resistors.

	

c, The current I,	
e. Which resistor received the most power? Why?

d. The power to the 12 kfl resistor.	 20. Eight holiday lights are connected in parallel as shown in

Fig. 6.89.

2(. If the set is connected to a 120 V source, what is the 

cur-rent through each bulb if each bulb has an internal resis-

tance of 1.8 M?

	

18 M ,	 b. Determine the total resistance of the network.48V

	

0—	C. Find the current dmin from the supply.

11	 + V	 d. What is the power delivered to each bulb?

	

3 kil	
e. Using the results of part (d), find the power delivered by

the source.

12	 f. If one bulb bums out (that is, the filament opens up),
.7	 what is the effect on the remaining bulbs? What is the

	

FIG. 6.86	
effe6t on the source current? Why?

Problem 16

17. Using the information provided in Fig. 6.87, find:

a. The resistance R2.

b. The resistance R3.

c. The current I,

V	 4 A	 1 A	
FIG. 6.89

Problem 20.

R^ 2 fl	 R2	 R,	
21. Determine the power delive(ed by the dc battery in

Fig. 6.90.

	

FIG. 6.87	
2f)

	

Problem 17.	

+

	

is. 'Vor the network in Fig. 6.8 1:	
60V

a. -Redraw the network and insert ammeters to measure die

source current and the current through each branch. 	 8fl
b. Connect a voltmeter to measure the source voltage and	 20 fl,

the N7oltage across resistor R3- Is there any difference in

the connections? Why?

SECTION 6.4 Power Distribution in a Parallel Circuit

19. For the configuration in Fig. 6.88:

a. Find the total resistance and the curren! through each,

branch.
b. Find 

I 
the power delivered to each resistor.	 FIG. ^90

Problem 21.

22. A portion of a residential service to a home is depicted in

e	 Fig. 6,91.

E	 60 V R,	 I kfj R,	 4.7 kfl R3	 10 kfl	
a. Determine the current through each parallel branch of

the system.

b, Calculate the current drawn m the 120 V source. Will

the 20 A breaker trip?

c. What is the total resistance of the network?

d. Determine the power delivered by the source. How does

	

FIG. 6.88	 it compare to the sum of t
I 
he wattage ratings appearing

	

Problem 19,	 in Fig.,6.91?
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reaker

120 V

TV	 DVDFive 60 W	 Microwave

IV,
320 W	

Wbulbi in parallel	 1200 W

FIG. 6.91

Problem 22.

*21 For the network in Fig. 6.92:	 25. Using Kirchoff's current law, find the unknown currents for' ,

a. Find the current 11 .	 the complex configurations in Fig. 6.94.

b. 'Calculate the power dissiplaed by the 4 fl resistor.

c. Find the current 12.

2A

^

24 V4 V

^—A4 fl 3 A
8 n

6 A

ZA	 -0 –8 V

12 fl

	

FIG. 6.92	
(a)

Problem 23.

	

1 
8 mA	 t IO.A	mA 	 10nA,

12

SECTION 6.5 Kirchhoffs Current Law
1,

24. Using Kirchhoff's current law, deterrome the unknown cur- 	
2 mA

rents for the parallel network in Fig. 6.93.	 9 mA

2 mA	 FIG. 6.94

Problem 25.

E	 R	 R2	 R3

26. Using Kirchhoff's current law, deteniline the unknown cur-
8 mA	

rents for the networks in Fig. 6,95.
mA

27. Using the information provided in Fig. 6.96, find the branch

	

FIG. 6.93	 resistances R, and R3, the total resistance Rr, and the volt

	

Problem 24.	 age source E.
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1A 4mA

	

^3A	 12

	

A	

M,,"4 A

M

'2

36 rnA	
R	 R2

R I	 R2	 9mA	 5mA	 2mA

13	 R3	
13,	 'E	 ao 'k R,

14	

R3	 R4	
+ F	

R, 4 kil ^R
R4	 3

	

13 	 14

	(a)	 (b)

FIG. 6.95

Problem 26.

28. Find the unknown quantities for the networks in Fig. 6.97

using the information-provided.

2A	 2A
I 3A

10V	 R,	 R2	
E	 R, 6 A R2. 9n	 R3

Ry;	 P 12W

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 6.97

Problem 28.

29. Find the unknown quantities for the networks of Fig, 6.98

using the information provided.

P 30W
1, 100mA	 t

I kf1	 R	 4 k	 E --Z	 30 n	 R,	 R3 R64 V	 2

(a)

	

	 (b)

FIG. 6.98

Problem 29.
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SECTION 6.6 Current Divider Rule	 33. Parts (a) through (e) of this problem should be done by

30. Based solely on the resistor values, determine all the cur-

	

	
inspection—that is, mentally. The intent is to obtain.an
approximate solution without a lengthyseries of calcula-

rents for the configuration in Fig. 6.99. Do not use	 tions. For the network in Fig. 6,102:
Olim's law.

	

	 a. What is the approximate value of 1 1 , considering the
magnitude of the parallel elements?

b. What is the ratio 1 1/12? Based on the result of part (a),
li= A	 what is an approximate value of 12?

==__M6r_ 	 c. What is the ratio 1 1/13? Based on the result, what is an

	

6 fl	 approximate value of 13?

d. Wjiat is the ratio 11/74? Based, 6n the result, what is an
12 12 fl	 approximate value of 14?

e. What is the effect of the Parallel 100 W resistor on the
above qq13	 2 11-	 Iculations? How much smaller will the current
14 be than the current A?

E Calculate the current through the I fl resistor using the4	 18 fl	
current divider rule. How does it compare to the reitilt

PIG. 6.99	 of part (a)?

Problem 30.

	

	 g. Calc . ulate the current through. the 10 fl resistor. How
does it compare to the result of part (b)?

h. Calculate the current through the I W resfstor. How
does it 'compare to the result of part (c)?

31. a. Det rinine one of the unknown currents of Fig. 6.100., 	 1. Calculate the current through the 100 M resistor. How
using the current divider rule. '	 does it compare to the solutions to part (e)?

b. Determine the other current using Kirchhoff 's current
law.

20 mA
I kn

1 

2

2 kQ	 8 kri

	

IT	 2.4 kf)	
13	 1 kfl

I	 10A2.5 A
(a)

	

	 (b)	 1, :1010kn

FIG. 6.100
Problem 31.	 FIG. 6.102

Problem 33.

32. For each network of Fig. 6. 10 1, determine life unknown
currents.

44 fl11

E	 14
1 8 a	

1,	
4n	 8 fl	 128 A	 '\"	 1.2 fl1XN

.6A

1011	 200	 14

13
13	 12 n	

13

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 6.101
Problem 32,
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34. Find the unknown quantities for the networks in Fig. 6.103

using the information provided.

	

	

12	
PL=72W

+ t

12V	 12 V	 R,
4 MA

	

3 n 1,	 12 kfl

—;FEE1 24 n1A —I, R
_1A 12

FIG. 6.106

	

A, 4 ka	
Problem 37.

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 6.103'	 38. Assuming identleal supplies, determine currents 1,, 12, and

Problem 34.	 13 for the config4ration in Fig. 6.107,

35. a. Find resistance R for the network in Fig. 6.104 that will

	

ensure that 11 	 312-	
+

b. Find 11 and 12.	 +-7121	 I^V	 56 0

32mA	 2 W	 FIG. 6.107

12	 Problem 38.

R	
39. Assuming identical supplies, determine the current I and,

FIG. 6.104	 resistance R for the parallel network in Fig. 6. 108.

Problem 35.

5 A

36. Design the network in Fig. 6,105 such that 12 21, and
	 16V	 R	 8n	 16V

13	 212-

5A
84 mA

	

16V	 R	 8n

FIG. 6.108

Problem 39.

	V 	 R,	 R2

	

E – 
f^24	 R,

SECTION 6.8 Open and Short Circuits

.40. For the network in Fig. 6.109:

a. Determine I, and VL.

b.
- 
Determine 1, if RL'S shorted ouf.

FIG. 6.105	 c. Determine VL if RL is repla
I 
ced by an open circui

I 
t.

Problem 36.

SECTION 6.7 Voltage Source in Parallel 	 '0+

37. Assuming identical supplies in Fig. 6.106:	
100 fl

a. Find the indicated currents.	
E 

+ 

^ 12V	 RL 10 W VL
b. Find the power delivered by eacli source.

compare it to the power delivered to theload RL.

c. Find the total power delivered by both sources, and

d. If only source current were available, what would the

current drain be to supply the same power to the load?

ompare to the calculated	 FIG. 6.109
How does the current level c	

Problem 40.
level of part (a)?
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	41. For the network in Fig. 6.110:	 R,
a. Determine the open-circuit.v9ltageVL,

b. If the 2.2 kfl resistor is short citcuited, what is the new 	 4.7 M
	value of VL?	

+	 +
c. Determine VL if the 4.7 kfl resistor is replaced by an	 E	 20'V	 R,	 22 M 11,

open circuit.

2.2 M	 3.3 kf1
FIG. 6.112

	

+	 Problem 43.

9V
_F7	 4.7 TkfOl 1^1.

44. Given the configuration in Fig. 6,113:

a. What is the voltage between points a and b?

b. What will the reading of a DMM be when pliced across

	

FIG. 6.110	
terminals a and b if the internal resistance of the meter

	

Problem 41.	
is I I MO?

c. Repeat part (b) if a VOM having an D/V rating of

20,000 wsing the 200 V scale is used. What is the read-

	

*42. For the network in Fig. 6.111, determine -:	
ing using the 20 V scale? is there a difference? Why?

a. The short-circuit currents 11 and 12.

b. The voltages V, and V2.

c. The source current 1,
R

a

Ima

+
E	 20V

4 fl

10 fl	 +

	

+	
o^b

11 6 TnV,	 20 V

	

_T	
FIG. 6.113
Problem 44._T

5fl

FIG. 6.111

	

Problem 42.	
SECTION6.10 Troubleshooting Techniques

45. BAscd on the measurements of Fig. 6.114, determine

whether the network is operating correctly. If not, deter-

'mine why.

kCTION 6.9 Voltmeter Loading Effects

43. For the si*e series configuration in Fig. 6.112:

a. Determine voltage V2.

b, Determine the reading of a DMM having an internal re- 	 3.5 mA
sistance of I I MfI when used to measure V2.

c. Repeat part (b) with a VOM having an i1N rating of

20,000 usingthe 20 V scale. Compare the results of
E =-6 V 6 kn	 3 kn	 4 kn	 6 Vparts (b) and (c). Explain any differences. 	 -

d. Repeat parts (a) through (c) with R, = 100 kfl and

R2 = 200 M.

e. Based on the above, what general conclusions can you

make about the use of a DMM or a VOM in the volt- 	
j

FIG. 6.114
meter mode? Problem 45.
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46. Referring to Fig. 1 15, find the vOltage'V^b without the 	 SECTION 6.14 -Computer Analysis

meter in place. When the meter is applied to the active net-
48. Using PSpicz or Multisim; verify the results of Fxample

work, it reads 8.8 V. If the measured value does not equal
6,13.the theoretical value, which element or elements may have

been connected incorrectly ?	49. Using PSpice or Multisim, determine the solution to Prob^

lern 9, and compare your answer to the longhand solution.

	

I kn	 4 M	
50. Using PSpice or Multisim, determine the solution to Prob-

lem 11, and compare your answer to the longhand solution.a
8.8 V

4 V

	

E	 12 V V	 V.,

	

E -z—	 GLOSSARY

Current divider rule (CDR) A method by which the current

b	 through parallel plements can be determined without first

finding the voltage across those parallel elements.

Kirchhoff's current law (KCQ The algebraic sum of the cur-

FIG. 6.115	 rents entering and leaving a node is zero.

Problem 46.	 Node A junction of two or more branches,

Ohm/volt (flN) rating A rating used to determine both the cur-

	

4^. a. The voltage V. for the network in Fig. 6.116 is - 1 V. If	 rent sensitivity of the movement and the internal resistance of

	

it suddenly jumped to 20 V, what could have happened
	

the meter.

to the circuit structure? Localize the problem area. 	 Open circuit The absence of a direct connection between two

	

b. If the voltage V. i§ 6 V rather than - I V, explain what is	 points in a network.

wrong about the network construction. 	 Parallel circuit A circuit configuration in which the elements

have two points in common.

+20 V	 Short circuit A direct connection of low resistive value that can

significantly alter the behavior of an element or system.

44 kn

uk'v

3 kn

	

-a	 V^ - -1 V

ki)V

FIG. 6.116	
d

Problem 47.


